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COPYRIGHT PIRACY, AND H.R. 2265, THE NO
ELECTRONIC THEFT (NET) ACT
THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 11, 1997
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
SUBCOMMITTEE ON COURTS AND
INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY,
COMMITTEE ON JUDICIARY,

Washington, DC.
The Subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, at 10:03 a.m. in
Room 2237, Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. Howard Coble
(Chairman of the Subcommittee) presiding.
Present: Representatives Howard Coble, Bob Goodlatte, Sunny
Bono, Edward A. Pease, Christopher B. Cannon, Barney Frank,
Howard L. Berman, Zoe Lofgren, William D. Delahunt.
Also present: Mitch Glazer, chief counsel; Blaine Merritt, counsel; Vince Garlock, counsel; Debbie Laman, counsel; Robert Baben,
minority counsel, and Eunice Goldring, staff assistant.
OPENING STATEMENT OF CHAIRMAN COBLE
Mr. COBLE. Good morning, ladies and gentlemen. As you all
know, we try to be timely here. You all have gone through the effort to be here at 10:00, so I believe in starting it when you are
ready to go.
Unlikely enough, I just came from the Crime Subcommittee
where a hearing is being conducted on the subject of cellular telephone fraud. Today we are going to be discussing electronic copyright policy.
I guess the lesson we would learn from this, folks, is that there
are a good number of Americans who enjoy stealing. Thievery, larceny, fraud, piracy, call it what you will. It is in their blood, and
even in some instances, even when they do not realize remuneration or gain from it. Just the thrill of stealing.
You hear some people ask, well, in the Congress, how long are
they going to be up here, and many of them will respond, "Well,
I am too old to work and too nervous to steal," so "I am going to
stay here for a while is the answer."
Many people are not too nervous to steal. In fact, they enjoy it.
They enjoy the thrill of it.
So that is going to be the purport of our hearing today. We will
hear testimony about electronic piracy of copyrighted works, a
growing problem that startles individual and corporate creativity,
thereby compromising the economic health of our country.
(1)
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In addition to exploring the extent to which copyright infringement flourishes over the Internet, we hope to evaluate ongoing Executive Branch and private industry responses to electronic piracy.
Most importantly, and if possible, we need to identify other ways
the Subcommittee can assist in those efforts.
Along these lines, we will also examine a legislative proposal developed by our Subcommittee member, Bob Goodlatte of Virginia.
His Bill, H.R. 2265, the No Electronic Theft or Net Act, represents
an important legislative response to those persons who cavalierly
appropriate copyrighted works and share them with other Internet
thieves.
Industry groups estimate that counterfeiting and piracy of intellectual property, especially computer software, compact discs and
movies, cost the effective copyright holders more than $11 billion
last year. Some claim the actual figure is closer to $20 billion.
Regrettably, the problem has great potential to worsen. The advent of digital video discs and the development of new audio compression techniques, to cite two prominent examples, will only create additional incentive for copyright thieves to steal protected
works.
While our hearing is not restricted to the merits of 2265, I want
to emphasize that this is not a forum to air complaints about other
bills addressing extraneous issues that will be evaluated by the
Subcommittee on other days.
More specifically, I want all of our witnesses to understand that
we are not here this morning to discuss the on-line service copyright liability of the WIPO Treaty Bill. Now will be for another day,
and we will indeed have hearings on that.
I want to-that said, I want to direct the balance of my comments to Mr. Goodlatte's bill, which will deter copyright piracy by
further criminalizing the act in a firm, fair manner.
The NET Act constitutes a legislative response to the so-called
LaMacchia case, a 1994 decision, altered by a Massachusetts Federal Court. The style of that case is LaMacchia. OK. I was close.
In LaMacchia, the defendant encouraged lawful purchases of
copyrighted software and computer gauged to upload these works
by a special password to an electronic bulletin board on the
Internet.
The defendant then transferred the works to another electronic
address and encouraged others with access to a second password to
download the materials for personal use without authorization by
or compensation to the copyright owners.
While critical of the defendant's behavior, the court precluded his
prosecution under a Federal wiretap statute stating that this area
of the law was never intended to cover copyright infringement.
The court's dictated that Congress has treaded cautiously and deliberately in amending the copyright Act, especially when devising
criminal penalties for infringement.
It is self-evident that this transgression, that is, the unauthorized access to a company's products, has even greater potential to
ruin small start-up companies.
Let us not forget that small businesses still comprise that sector
of our national economy which provides the most employment opportunities for American citizens.
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Thousands of independent hackers, motivated like LaMacchia,
will cause harm to our nation's workers and the small businesses
which employ them.
LaMacchia's behavior was not trivial. It deserves to be
criminalized.
Accordingly, the NET Act would proscribe the willful act of copyright infringement either for commercial advantage or for profit for
natural gain, all by reproducing or distributing one or more copies
of copyright works which have a retail value of $5,000 or more.
In direct response to LaMacchia, the legislation specifically encompasses acts of reproduction or distribution that cover via transmission or computer theft.
In addition, financial gain is defined as receiving anything of
value, including the receipt of other copyrighted works.
This change would enable the Department of Justice to pursue
a LaMacchia like defendant who steals copyrighted works, but
gives them away in lieu of selling them to others.
The legislation includes stiff penalties and prison terms for infringers.
The bottom line is that the public must come to understand that
intellectual property rights, while abstract and arcane in many instances, probably in most instances, are no less deserving of protection than personal or real property rights.
The intellectual property community will continue its work in
educating the public about these concerns, but we, in the Congress,
must do our job, as well, by ensuring that piracy of copyrighted
works will be treated with the appropriate level of fair, but serious,
disapproval.
Again, I commend Representative Goodlatte for his leadership in
this regard and look forward to working with him, as well as the
other members of the Subcommittee, and our witnesses today as
we consider the NET Act and other tools to combat electronic piracy.
I am now pleased to recognize the ranking member of the Subcommittee, the gentleman from Massachusetts, Mr. Frank.
Mr. FRANK. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I will talk about as an
example of the bipartisan nature of this, that you will note that the
Chairman has selected me as his enunciation tutor, which is not
a choice everybody would make, Mr. Chairman. I do have to say
up there in Massachusetts, we would disclaim responsibility ultimately for the name, "LaMacchia." It does have other ethnic origins. Adams, we would be the experts on. LaMacchia probably goes
elsewhere, but it is LaMacchia, as I understand it.
I am not really going to try to instruct you in the pronunciation
of the acronym, WIPO.
What the Chairman said is my point. We are about to enter a
phase in the deliberations of this Subcommittee and ultimately, I
hope in the full House of the Congress, of a very important, intellectual challenging, wholly non-partisan set of issues, and a wholly
non-ideological set of issues. And I will look forward to a series of
hearings where we learn from the people who are here, and I congratulate the Chairman for the tone he set. We have a very important set of issues to deal with here.
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In general, the issue that we are dealing with today will be a
very important one. How do we protect the very important values
of copyright?
How do we protect creative people because it is morally right to
do that, and to make sure that we encourage continued creativity,
from which we all benefit, while at the same time making sure that
the public has the full benefit of the new technology and information that is available.
In particular, I am especially concerned that we not act in ways
that would require additional censorship in any way, shape or
form, by the providers, and balancing that with the importance of
protecting creativity which at times is difficult.
I do not think it is difficult today. I think the Bill that our colleague from Virginia, who has been a leader in this field, brings
forward is a very simple one, and I just want to address what
seems to me a disturbing tendency in some parts of the country to
think that talent justifies abuse of others' rights.
The fact that it may require some special skills to deprive other
people of their intellectual property rights does not in any way,
shape or form mitigate the viciousness of the offense.
And the fact that people are doing this as a hobby, the fact that
they are doing it just to show off to other people that they are
doing it and may not be directly or even directly benefitting financially is irrelevant. I say, "indirectly," because I would say that in
many cases where this sort of abuse goes forward, as in the case
that we're talking about, even where there is no direct financial
benefit, the people who are showing off their ability to manipulate
the technology, to abuse the rights of others, probably figure that
they will be able to make that payoff at some point. But whether
they do or do not is irrelevant.
There simply is no right, just because people are skillful, to take
other people's property. Hacker should not be a way of converting
the meaning of the word, "thief," into something that is socially acceptable, and that is what we do here today. We make sure that
thieves of other people's intellectual property do not get away with
it.
And to be very clear, too, for many of us, I will say this, and
wish I could write more formidably. I wish writing came easily toI

me.

But what if I have written something and witnessed, having that
stolen from me, having that abuse would bother me more than losing a few hundred bucks. And so the notion that somehow this is
not real theft, when we are talking about the appropriation of other
people's intellectual property, is simply wrong.
This is a very important first step. As I said, it is an easier one.
We will get into more difficult issues as we do the balancing.
But I appreciate the Chairman's bringing this forward and the
last point I want to make is this:
We will be told by some people, "Well, we shouldn't legislate. Let
this all be worked out.
I want to make my position on this very clear.
I have never been particularly impressed with guilt socialism.
The notion that you let people in particular employment groups
work these things out among themselves seems to me a terrible
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idea, and I think we have as the responsibility to make good public
policy here.
Some people who come before us and tell us, "Well, yeah. You are
right, but" what is that move-what is that worker will move me
at the beginning.
I am prepared to listen to people's comments about this, but I
think that it is important that we move forward, and I thank you,
Mr. Chairman, for initiating. I think it can be a very fruitful period.
Mr. COBLE. I thank the gentleman, and what I am about to say,
folks, has nothing to do with the hearing at hand.
What the gentleman from Massachusetts regarded by the pronunciation of a word, I recall-I am going to revert ten years now.
Mr. Frank was chairing, I think the administrative law, and I was
a member of that Committee. And at the conclusion of the hearing,
as I was departing the room, I heard one of the-it was either a
witness or a reporter. He said to a bystander: '"he trouble with
this hearing was that Coble talks too slow and Frank talks too
fast." So, that probably has not changed too much.
Folks, as you all know, we normally restrict opening statements
to the Chairman and the ranking member, but I think I would be
remiss if I did not recognize the gentleman from the Roanoke Valley who authored this very important piece of information. The
gentleman from Roanoke Valley, Mr. Goodlatte.
STATEMENT OF BOB GOODLETTE, A CONGRESSMAN FROM
THE STATE OF VIRGINIA
Mr. GOODLATTE. Well, thank you, Mr. Chairman. And first I
would like to say that I would be willing to pay more than a few
hundred bucks to get something that Barney put down in writing,
because I could then study it carefully rather than try to follow it
when he speaks.
Mr. Chairman, I would like to thank you for holding today's important hearing, not only on legislation I have introduced, H.R.
2265, the Electronic Theft Act, but also on the larger issue of electronic copyright piracy.
Additionally, I would like to thank you, Ranking Member Frank,
and our friend and colleague from Utah, Mr. Cannon, for co-sponsoring this legislation.
The NET Act closes a loophole in our nation's criminal copyright
law and gives law enforcement the tools it needs to bring to justice
individuals who steal the products of America's authors, musicians,
software producers and others.
Additionally, the Bill will promote the dissemination of creative
works online and help consumers realize the promise and potential
of the Internet.
The Internet is a tremendous opportunity. Its true potential,
however, lies in the future when students and teachers can access
a wealth of high-quality information through the click of a computer mouse, and businesses can bring the benefits of electronic
commerce to consumers.
Before this can happen, the creators must feel secure that when
they use this new medium, they are protected by laws that are as
effective in cyberspace as they are on Main Street.
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The NET Act clarifies that when individuals sell pirated copies
of software, recordings, movies or other creative works, or intentionally take part in works and distribute them to others, even if
they do not intend to profit personally, such individuals are stealing.
The legislation affirms the belief that intellectual property is no
less valuable than real property.
The Internet allows a single computer program or other copyrighted work to be illegally distributed to millions of users virtually
without cost if an individual intentionally makes it available on a
server and points others to the location. It is unacceptable that this
activity can be carried out by individuals without fear of criminal
prosecution.
Pirating works online is the same as shoplifting a videotape,
book or computer program from a department store. Through a
loophole in the law, however, copyright infringers who intentionally
pirate works, as long as they do not do so for profit, are outside
the reach of our nation's law enforcement officials.
This bizarre situation has developed because the authors of our
copyright laws did not and could not have anticipated the nature
of the Internet which has made the theft of all sorts of copyrighted
works virtually cost-free and anonymous.
Imagine the same situation occurring with tangible goods that
could not be transmitted over the Internet, such as an individual
copying popular movies onto hundreds of blank tapes and passing
them out on every street corner, or copying personal software onto
blank disks and freely distributing them throughout the world.
Few would disagree that such activities amount to theft and
should be prosecuted. We should be no less vigilant when such activities occur on the Internet.
The NET Act of 1997 makes it a felony to willfully infringe a
copyright by reproducing or distributing ten or more copyrighted
works with a value of at least $5,000 within a 180-day period, regardless of whether the infringing individual realized any commercial advantage or private financial gain.
It also clarifies an existing portion of the law that makes it a
crime to willfully infringe a copyright for profit or personal financial gain. It does so by specifying that receiving other copyrighted
works in exchange for pirated copies, bartering, is as unlawful as
simply selling pirated works for cash.
Initially, the NET Act calls for victim impact statements during
sentencing and directs the sentencing commission to determine a
sentence strong enough to deter these crimes.
The United States is the world leader in intellectual property.
We export billions of dollars' worth of creative works every year in
the form of software, movies, recordings and other products.
By closing this loophole in our copyright law, the NET Act sends
the strong message that we value the creations of our citizens and
will not tolerate the theft of our intellectual property.
Mr. Chairman, thank you for holding this hearing today on what
I feel is a very important issue for Congress to address.
I look forward to hearing from each of the witnesses who will be
testifying before us today.
[The Statement of Mr. Goodlatte- follows.]
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF BOB GooDLATTE, A CONGRESSMAN FROM THE STATE OF
VIRGINIA
The House Judiciary Subcommittee on Courts and Intellectual Property held a
hearing today on legislation introduced by Congressman Bob Goodlatte, (R-VA)
called the No Electronic Theft (NET) Act of 1997, HR. 2265.
The following is Goedlatte's official statement:
Mr. Chairman, I would like to thank you for holding today's important hearing
not only on legislation I have introduced-H.R. 2265, the No Electronic Theft (NET)
Act-but also on the larger issue of electronic copyright piracy. Additionally, I would
like to thank you, Ranking Member Frank, and our friend and colleague from Utah,
Mr. Cannon, or cosponsoring this legislation.
The NET Act closes a loophole in our nation's criminal cop rght law, and gives
law enforcement the tools it needs to bring to justice individuals who steal the products of America's authors, musicians, software producers, and others. Additionally,
the bill will promote the dissemination of creative works online and help consumers
realize the promise and potential of the Internet.
The Internet is a tremendous opportunity. Its true potential, however, lies in the
future, when students and teachers can access a wealth of high 9 uality information
through the click of a computer mouse, and businesses can bring the benefits of
electronic commerce to consumers. Before this can happen, creators must feel secure
that when they use this new medium, they are protected by laws that are as effective in cyberspace as they are on main street.
The NET Act clarifies that when individuals sell pirated copies of software, recordings, movies, or other creative works, or intentionally take pirated works and
distribute them to others even if they do not intend to profit personally, such individuals are stealing. The legislation affirms the belief that intellectual property is
no less valuable than real property.
The Internet allows a single computer program or other copyrighted work to be
illegally distributed to millions of users, virtually without cost, if an individual intentionally. makes it available on a server and points others to the location. It is
unacceptable that this activity can be carried out by individuals without fear of
criminal prosecution.
Pirating works online is the same as shoplifting a video tape, book, or computer
program from a department store. Through a loophole in the law, however, copyright infringers who intentionally pirate works, as long as they do not do so for profit, are outside the reach of our nation's law enforcement officials. This bizarre situation has developed because the authors of our copyright laws did not and could not
have anticipated the nature of the Internet, which has made the theft of all sorts
of copyrighted works virtually cost-free and anonymous.
Imagine the same situation occurring with tangible goods that could not be transmitted over the Internet, such as an individual copying popular movies onto hundreds of blank tapes and passing them out on every street corner, or copying personal software onto blank disks and freely distributing them throughout the world.
Few would disagree that such activities amount to theft and should be prosecuted.
We should be no less vigilant when such activities occur on the Internet.
The NET Act of 1997 makes it a felony to willfully infringe a copyright by reproducing or distributing ten or more copyrighted works, with a value of at least
$5,000, within a 180-day period, regardless of whether the infringing individual realized any commercial advantage or private financial gain. It also clarifies an existing portion of the law that makes it a crime to willfully infringe a copyright for profcopyothersimoply
receiving
by specifying that as
does so
gain.
financial
it or personal
unlawful.as
copies-bartering-is
for Itpirated
exchange
works in
righted
Additionally,
the NET Act calls for victim impact
selling pirated
works
for cash.
during sentencing and directs the sentencing commssion to determine
statements
a sentence strong enough to deter these crimes.
The United States is the world leader in intellectual property. We export billions
of dollars worth of creative works every year in the form of software, moves, recordings, and other products. By closing this loophole in our copyrightlaw, theNE..T Act
sends the strong message that we value the creations of our citizens and will not
tolerate the theft of our ielectual property.
Mr. Chairman, thank you for holding this hearing on what I feel is a very important issue for Congress to address. I look forward to hearing from each of the witnesses who will be testifying before us today.

Mr. COBLE. I thank the gentleman.
The other members have opening statements they wish to make?
(No response.)
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Very well. The first witness this morning is--one of them is unknown to none in the room, the Honorable Marybeth Peters, who
is the registrants of copyrights for the United States.
Ms. Peters has also served as Acting General Counsel to the
Copyright Office as Chief of both the Examining and Information
and Reference Divisions.
She has served as consultant on copyright law in the World Intellectual Property Organization, and authored the general guide
for Copyright Act of 1976.
Our next witness is Kevin Di Gregory, a Deputy Assistant Attorney General in the Criminal Division of the United States Department of Justice. He has spent his entire legal career as a trial prosecutor, beginning in 1979 in the District Attorney's office in his native Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania. Prior to coming to the Justice Department, he served as Janet Reno's Chief Assistant for Major
Crimes in Miami, Florida. His current responsibilities serving as a
department representative on the Executive Working Group for
Federal, State and Local Prosecutors.
This group was established in 1980 to promote cooperation
among all law enforcement agencies.
Mr. Di Gregory supervises two of the Criminal Division's litigating sections, the Computer Crime and Intellectual Property Section, and the Child Exploitation and Obscenity Section.
In addition, he has worked closely with the Terrorism and Violent Crime Section in the development and implementation of the
Attorney General's National Anti-Violent Crime Initiative.
Because of his expertise in capital litigation, Mr. Di Gregory,
along with three other senior Justice Department lawyers, served
as a member of the Attorney General's Capital Case Review Committee. This Committee reviews every indictment charging a capital offense brought by the United States and advises the Attorney
General on whether the death penalty should be sought.
We have written statements from both the witnesses on this
panel, which I ask unanimous consent to submit into the record in
their entirety.
I ask both witnesses if you will, not only you, Ms. Peters and Mr.
Di Gregory, but all subsequent witnesses, if you will all try to confine your statements to the five minute rule.
We have a red light that will illuminate ominously in your face
at the completion of five minutes.
We will not cane haul anyone who violates it, but if you will extend that courtesy because we have many balls in the air today,
and if we can do that, we can move along at a more rapid pace.
Ms. Peters.
STATEMENT OF MARYBETH PETERS, REGISTER OF
COPYRIGHTS, COPYRIGHT OFFICE OF THE UNITED STATES
Ms. PETERS. Thank you. Mr. Chairman, members of the Subcommittee, I appreciate the opportunity to testify on the No Electronic Theft Act of 1997.
The Copyright Office supports the purpose and approach of the
Bill which would amend the law regarding criminal copyright infringement, to cover willful piracy that may cause serious commercial harm, despite the infringer's lack of a profit motive.
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We agree with the sponsors of the Bill that a significant loophole
exists. Deliberate and destructive piracy escapes criminal penalties
when done for motives other than financial gain.
In order to preserve legitimate markets for copyrighted works, it
is critical, especially in the era of digital transmission, to close this
loophole quickly.
While we have a few concerns about some of the specific language of the Bill, we are confident that these concerns can be addressed.
Today, copyright owners lose an enormous sums of money to piracy. Digital technology has the potential to greatly exacerbate the
problem. It allows users to make multiple copies in an instant
without requiring a major investment in physical manufacturing
and distribution facilities.
It has become easy for those without a commercial stake or profit
motive, for example, a disgruntled former employee, a dissatisfied
customer, an Internet user opposed to the fundamental concepts of
copyright law, to do tremendous damage to the market for copyrighted work.
In contrast to the traditional analog world, substantial commercial harm may easily be caused by the act of a single person without any commercial aspect to the piracy itself.
Moreover, for such infringers, civil remedies are less likely to
serve as an effective deterrent. Therefore, criminal sanctions are
needed to deter these individuals from causing serious harm to the
value of copyright works.
Currently, infringement is a crime only when it is done willfully
for purposes of commercial advantage or private financial gain. As
Mr. Coble noted, the LaMacchia case drew attention to the current
law's shortcomings.
Because LaMacchia lacked a commercial motive, the government
charged him with wire fraud rather than criminal copyright infringement. The court, in dismissing the indictment, noted that
copyright infringement can be prosecuted only under the copyright
law.
LaMacchia demonstrates that in a digital environment, the lack
of criminal penalties for willful, non-commercial infringement is a
loophole.
The court, itself, decried this loophole or concluded that
LaMacchia's conduct could be a crime only if Congress acted.
H.R. 2265 responds to the court's call for a legislative solution to
this dilemma. It closes the loophole by making two main changes.
First, it clarifies that private financial gain does include barter;
that is, it does include situations where illegal copies are traded for
items of value such as other copyrighted works.
Second, it redefines criminal infringement to include willful infringement by reproduction or distribution, including by electronic
means that lacks a commercial motive, but does have substantial
commercial effect.
The Copyright Office supports the proposed clarification of financial gain where definition is important because it has become common, for example, for electronic bulletin boards to employ bartering
systems where users contribute pirated copies of computer software
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in exchange for the ability to download illegal copies or the ability
to get illegal copies of other software.
The Office also supports the goal of the provisions which address
damaging piracy motivated by non-commercial purposes.
While the existing commercial purpose requirement in a world of
physical copies has served to limit criminal liability to piracy on a
commercial scale, a new standard definitely is needed in the digital
environment where significant economic damage can be caused
without commercial purpose.
We are concerned, however, that certain aspects of the Bill could
cause unintended negative consequences. In our view, it would be
preferable to limit criminal liability for infringement without a
profit motive to cases of willful infringement that threaten to cause
substantial economic harm.
This result could be accomplished by incorporating the limits currently found in the proposed penalty provisions regarding time period, number of copies and retail values directly into the redefinition of criminal infringement. This would leave no doubt that
minor, isolated instances of willful infringement would not inappropriately be subject to criminal liability.
Concern has also been expressed about the impact on libraries,
universities and other non-profit organizations. Some have suggested that the proposed language, even as limited as we suggest,
might expose these organizations inappropriately to the risk of
criminal liability since the retail value limits could easily be surpassed.
Much of this concern, however, should be allayed by the requirement that infringement be willful. The courts have consistently
held that it is not enough for the defendant in a criminal case to
have had an intent to copy the work. He must have acted with
knowledge that his actions constituted copyright infringement.
That is the reason non-profit organizations that implement a conscientious copyright policy should not be subject to the threat of
criminal sanctions. In particular, if such an organization believes
in good faith that its copying is permissible, as a fair use or under
Section 108 or any other provision of the copyright law, it would
not be acting willfully.
Congress may wish to consider putting--or you may wish to consider confirming this interpretation in the legislative history. However, if these institutions can identify specific situations where the
Bill could create an inappropriate risk of criminal liability, the
Copyright Office would be pleased to addressing your concerns.
And so we support the enactment of H.R. 2265 with minor revisions. It will close the gap in the existing legal shields against piracy, particularly as piracy has evolved on the Internet.
I thank you for the opportunity to testify, and I would be pleased
to answer any questions.
[The Statement of Ms. Peters follows.]
PREPARED STATEMiENT OF MARYBETH PETERS, REGISTER OF COPYRIGHTS

H.R. 2265 would amend current law governing criminal copyright infringement to
cover willful piracy that may cause serious commercial harm despite the infringer's
lack of a profit motive. The Copyright Office supports the bill's purpose and approach, which will close a significant loophole that exists in current law. Although
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we have some concerns with respect to specific language in the bill, we are confident
that they can be resolved.
Existing law provides that copyright infringement can be prosecuted criminally
only where the infringement is done "willfully and for purposes of commercial advantage or private financial gain." 17 U.S.C. §.506(a). Advances in technology have
increased the potential for damage from copyright piracy, as it becomes easier and
easier to make and distribute high quality copies without a major investment in
equipment and facilities. In particular, the ease with which copyrighted works can
be transmitted via the Internet makes it more likely that damaging copyright piracy
will occur without a commercial motive on the part of the infringer.
The recent case of United States v. LaMacchia provides a clear example of the
current law's shortcomings in the new digital environment, and the enforcement and
deterrence problems caused by the lack of criminal penalties for deliberate and damaging noncommercial copyright piracy.
H.R. 2265 would also improve the existing criminal provisions for commercial piracy. The Copyright Office supports the proposed definition of "financial gain,"
which encompasses bartering systems and other nonmonetary compensation
schemes commonly used by infringers on the Internet.
In addition, the Copyright Office supports the bill's goal of amending section 506
to make serious copyright piracy that lacks a profit motive subject to criminal penalties. A new standard is necessary to account for the damaging copyright piracy
that can take place on the Internet without any commercial motive or profit. However, we have some concerns that the language as drafted might cause unintended
negative consequences. We suggest incorporating the specific limitations regarding
time period, number of copies and retail value, wich the bill includes in the penalty
provisions, directly into section 506 to make clear that criminal penalties apply.to
infringement without a commercial motive only where the infringement causes significant commercial harm. This should eliminate concerns that the legislation woud
criminalize minor, isolated instances of willful infringement.
We are confident that H.R. 2265, with the minor revisions suggested, will close
the major loophole in current law and help to prevent copyright piracy, particularly
as it has developed in the Internet context.
Mr. Chairman, members of the Subcommittee, thank you for the opportunity to
testify on this important piece of legislation, the "No Electronic Theft (NET) Act of
criminal
liwithserious
of current
amend the provisions
bill would
1997."
comthatdealing
may cause
piracy law
to cover willful
infringement
ability The
for copyright
mercial harm despite the infringer's lack of a profit motive.
The Copyright Office supports the purpose and approach of the proposed changes.
We agree with the sponsors of the bill that a significant loophole exists in current
law, which permits deliberate and destructive piracy to escapa criminal penalties
where it is done for motives other than financial gain. In order to preserve legitimate markets for copyrighted works, it is critical, especially in the era of digital
transmission, to close this loophole quickly. While we have some concerns with respect to specific language of the proposed changes, we are confident that these concerns can be resolved.
INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND

The Copyright Act provides for both civil and criminal liability for acts of copyright infringement. 17 U.S.C., Chapter 5. Infringement is a crime only where it is
done "willfully and for purposes of commercial advantage or private financial gain."
17 U.S.C. §506(a). The penalties for criminal infringement, set forth in Title 18 of
the U.S. Code, are determined by its extent: if the infringer has made, in any 180day period, ten or more copies of one or more copyrighted works with a total retail
value of $2,500, the crime is a felony entailing up to five years imprisonment and/
or a fine of up to $250,000 for individuals and $500,000 for organizations. 18 U.S.C.
§§2319(a), 3571(b). For cases not meeting this threshold, the crime is a misdemeanor, with the maximum penalty of imprisonment for up to one year and/or
a fine of up to $25,000 for individuals and $100,000 for organizations. Id. §§ 2319(c),
3571(b). There is also an increased penalty for repeat offenders, authorizing a sentence of up to 10 years. Id. §2319(b).
This general approach to criminal liability dates back to the first criminal infringement provision in the copyright law, which required the infringement to be
"willful and for profit." Act of January 6, 1897, 54th Cong., 2d Sess., 29 Stat. 481.
The profit element was maintained in the 1909 Copyright Act, but was elaborated
in 1976 to read "for purposes of commercial advantage or private financial gain."
17 U.S.C. §506(a). Although Congress did not explain the change, see H.R. Rep.
1476, 94th Cong., 2d. Sess. 163 (1976), courts have pointed out that the current lan-
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guage conforms to judicial interpretation of the prior law's "for profit" requirement
as covering infringers who intended to make a profit but did not actually do so. See
United States v. ross, 816 F.2d 297, 301 (7th Cir. 1987); United States v. Moore,
604 F.2d 1228, 1235 (9th Cir. 1979).
The damage from piracy has grown over the years as technology has developed,
making it easier and easier to produce higher quality copies of copyrighted works
in varous formats. Copyright owners today lose substantial sums of money to piracy. The advent of digital technology has the potential to exacerbate greatly the
impact of piracy, as it allows users to make multiple perfect copies in an instant,
without requiring a major investment in physical manufacturing and distribution
facilities.
the
it becomes
easier
transmit
large amounts of information quickly over
NIl, itAsbecomes
easier
for to
those
without
a commercial stake or profit motivea disgruntled former employee, a dissatisfied customer, an Internet user opposed to
the
concept
of copyright
law-to
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for a copyrighted
work.
In contrast
to theinffict
traditional
analogdamage
world, to
substantial
by the act of a single person without a cmbe caused
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maypiracy
harm
commercial
menial
aspect
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Moreover, for such infringers, civil remedies are
less likely to sane as an effective deterrent and criminal sanctions may be needed
to deter these individuals from causing serious harm to the value of copyrighted
works.
The case of United States v. LaMacehia, 871 F. Supp. 535 (D. Mass. 1994), has
drawn attention to current law's shortcomings. David LaMacchia, a student at the
Massachusetts
of Technology
describedbulletin
by the boards
court asona the
"computer
er, id. at 536, Institute
created and
operated electronic
Internethackand
encouraged users to upload and download copies of popular copyrighted commercial
software.
Theto illegal
copying owners
that took
placeone
on million
the bulletin
boards
resulted
in alleged losses
the copyright
of over
dollars.
Because
LaMacchia
lacked a commercial motive, however, the government charged him with wire fraud
rather than criminal copyright infringement. I. at 541-42. The court dismissed the
indictment, holding that copyright infringement can only be prosecuted under the
Copyright Actt Id. at 545 (relying on Dowlig v. United States, 473 U.S. 207 (1985)).
LaMacehia demonstrates that the lack of criminal penalties for willful, noncommercial infringement has become a significant loophole in the digital environment. The court itself decried this loophole, expressing frustration with the confines
of section 506(a):
[O]ne might at best describe [the defendant's] actions as heedlessly irresponsible, and at worst as nihilistic, self-indulgent, and lacking in any fundamental
sense of values. Criminal as well as civil penalties should probably attach to
willfl, multiple infringements of copyrighted software even absent a commarcial motive on the part of the infringer .
But, it is the legislature, not the
Court which is to define a crime, and ordain its punishment.
Id. at 545 (quotations omitted).
H.t. 2265 responds to the court's call for a legislative solution to its dilemma. The
bill would hose the loophole in current law by making two main changes. First, it
clarifies that the "private financial gain" element of criminal infringement includes
barter-that is, situations where the illegal copies are traded for items of value such
as other copyrighted works, not only where they are sold for money. Second, it redefines criminal infringement to include willful infringement by reproduction or distribution, including by electronic means, that lacks a commercial motive but has a
substantial commercial effect.
ANALYSIS

A,.
Definition of'Tinanciel Goin"
Section 2(a) of the bill would introduce a new definition in section 101 of the
Copyright Act for the term "financial gain." Under the current section 506(a), the
standard for criminal liability is that the finulger acted "willfully and for purposes
of commercial advantage or private financial gala." The new definition of "financial
gala" would clarify' that the term "includes receipt of anything of value, including
the receipt of other copyrighted works." This language ensures that criminal liability will not turn on the technicality of whether the infringing copies were sold for
money, as opposed to other valuable benefits.
The Copyright Office believes that the proposed clarification is desirable. The new
definition will be particularly important in protecting copyright owners from piracy
an the Internet, where a multitude of economic models have developed to compensate infringers for their illegal copies. It has become common, for example, for
electronic bulletin boards t facilitate bartering systems wh er
s contribute cope of infringing software in exchange for the ability to download copies of other soft-
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ware. See, e.g., Sega Enters. Ltd v. MAPHIA, 948 F. Supp. 923, 927-28 (N.D. Cal.
1996); LaMacchia, 871 F. Supp. at 536.
B. Substitution of Commercial Impact for Commercial Purpose
Other sections of the bill allow criminal liability for willful infringement to be
based on the commercial impact on the copyright owner rather than the commercial
purpose of the infringer.
Section 2(b) of the bill renumbers the existing criminal infringement provision in
section 506(a) as subsection 506(a)(1), and adds a new subsection 506(a)(2). Under
the new subsection, any person who infringes a copyright "willfully. . . by the reproduction or distribution, including by electronic means, of 1 or more copies, of 1
or more copyrighted works" is subject to the criminal penalties set forth in Title 18.
The core a this subsection is its omission of any requirement of commercial purpose
or financial motive. In addition, it makes explicit that reproduction and distribution
of electronic copies via the Internet can qualify for criminal sanctions.
The bill also revises section 2319 of Title 18 to set forth the penalties for violation
of the proposed new subsection. Under the revisions, the criminal infringement
would be a felony if the offense involves the copying or distribution, in any 180-day
period, of ten or more copies of one or more copyrighted works with a total retail
value of $5,000. See H.R. 2265, § 2(d) (adding new section 2319(c) to Title 18). The
maximum sentence is up to 3 years in prison and/or a fine of up to $250,000 for
individuals and $500,000 for organizations (the bill does not amend the existing fine
amounts found in 18 U.S.C. §3571). Repeat felony offenders could receive a sentence
of up to 6 years. A less extensive violation of section 506(a)(2) would be a misdemeanor, with the maximum sentence of up to one year in prison and/or a fine of
up to $25,000 for individuals and $100,000 for organizations. See H.R. 2265, §2(d)
and 18 U.S.C. §3571.
As discussed above, the Copyright Office supports the goal of the proposed revisions in addressing damaging piracy that is motivated by non-commercial purposes.
While the existing "commercial purpose" requirement, in the the world of physical
copies, has served to limit criminal liability to piracy on a commercial scale, a new
standard is needed in the'digital environment, where significant economic damage
can be caused without a commercial purpose.
We are concerned, however, that certain aspects of the language of H.R. 2265 as
drafted could cause unintended negative consequences. Because of the placement of
all the factors delineating the extent of the infringement in the penalties section in
Title 18, the structure of the bill indicates that willful infringement through reproduction or distribution of a single copy of a copyrighted work could lead to criminal
liability. While the more serious cases listed in Title 18 would constitute felonies,
cases of less severity appear to qualify as misdemeanors.
In our view, it would be preferable to limit criminal liability for infringement
without a profit motive to cases of willful infringement that threaten to cause substantial economic harm. When Congress last revised criminal penalties for copyright
infringement, the legislative reports made clear that de minimis copying would not
be subject to the new criminal penalties. See H.R. Rep. No. 102-997, 102d Cong.,
2d Sess. 6 (1992). At that time, the House Judiciary Committee stated that the new
felony provisions would not apply to "children making copies for friends as well as
other incidental copying of copyrighted works having a relatively low retail value."
Id. We believe a similar distinction is appropriate here.
This result could be accomplished by a change in drafting technique. We would
and inretail
suggest incorporating
directly into section 506(a)(2) the limits currently
the
of copiesfound
proposed penalty provisions regarding time period, number
value. This approach
would make clear that the new criminal provisions aredamages
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nal context. The courts have held that it is not enough for the defendant in a criminal case to have had an intent to copy the work; he must have acted with knowledge
that his conduct constituted copyright infringement. See, e.g.,United States v. Cross,
816 F.2d 297, 300 (7th Cir. 1987) and United States v. Moran, 757 F. Supp. 1046
(D.Neb. 1991). In Cross, the Seventh Circuit upheld the following jury instruction
for determining willfulness under the criminal provision of the Copyright Act:
'[W]illfilly' as used in the statute means the act was committed by a defendant voluntarily, with knowledge that it was prohibited by law, and with the
purpose of violating the law, and not by mistake, accident or in good faith.
816 F.2d at 300.
In Moran, the defendant was charged with criminal infringement for his practice
of making backup copies of the videotapes he purchased for his video rental store.
The court held that the "willful" element of criminal copyright infringement was
similar to that in federal criminal tax statutes, and thus requires a "voluntary, intentional violation of a known legal duty." Id. at 1049 (citing U.S. v. Cheek, 111
S.Ct. 604, 610 (1991)). The court therefore held that because the defendant believed,
albeit incorrectly, that he had a right to make such copies, he could not be convicted
of criminal infringement. Id. at 1051-52.
Thus, libraries and other nonprofit organizations that implement a conscientious
copyright policy should not be subject to the threat of criminal sanctions under H.R.
2265. In particular, if such an organization believes in good faith that its copying
is permissible as fair use or under section 108 or another provision of the Copyright
Act, it would not be acting willfully. In order to confirm this interpretation, the legislative history could refer to the case law described above. To the extent that nonprofits may identify specific situations where the bill could create an inappropriate
risk of criminal liability, the Copyright Office would be pleased to assist in developing language to meet their concerns while maintaining the intended purpose of the
legislation.
The Copyright Office has one additional technical suggestion about the language
of the bill. We recommend that the phrase "copies" that appears both in section
506(a)(2) and in section 2319(c) of Title 18 be expinded to read "copies or
phonorecords," in order to cover all forms of material objects in which copyrighted
works may be embodied. See definitions of "copies" and "phonorecords" in 17 U.S.C.
§101.
CONCLUSION

The Copyright Office supports enactment of H.R. 2265, with the minor revisions
suggested. The bill would close a gap in existing legal shields against the piracy of
copyrighted works, particularly as piracy has evolved into different forms in the
Internet context.

Mr. COBLE. Thank you, Ms. Peters. I failed to mention earlier
when I asked you all to try to confine your comments to five minutes, be assured-I say to the witnesses, your written testimony
will not casually be discarded and tossed away. It will be carefully
and thoroughly and deliberately examined.
So just because we are holding you to five minutes, do not think
that your written testimony is going to be cast aside.
Mr. Di Gregory.
STATEMENT OF KEVIN V. DI GREGORY, DEPUTY ATTORNEY
GENERAL, U.S. DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

Mr. Di GREGORY. Good morning, Mr. Chairman and members of
the Subcommittee. Thank you for this opportunity to describe the
Department of Justice's enforcement of the criminal laws protecting
copyright and to express the Department's strong support for the
goals of H.R. 2265, the No Electronic Theft Act.
Intellectual property is one of this nation's most important resources, and with the help of Congress, the Department will ensure
that the theft of copyright is vigorously prosecuted as we move further into the digital age.
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Copyrighted goods, as has been already noted, can be illegally
distributed, either physically or electronically. When distributed
physically, copyrighted works are illegally reproduced here or
abroad in a factory, and the pirated goods are sold to wholesalers,
and then, in turn, to retailers, who sell the goods on the street.
One feature of this model of distribution is that the sale of goods
on the streets is highly visible, making it more likely to attract the
attention of law enforcement. Once the crime problem is targeted,
the nature of the distribution scheme permits law enforcement to
infiltrate the organization by obtaining the cooperation of the retailer to make a case against the wholesaler, and then use the cooperation, perhaps, of the wholesaler to make a case against the
factory owner.
Through this process, an entire distribution scheme can be shut
down, resulting in the seizures of a substantial number of illegally
copied works.
To an ever-increasing extent, however, copyrighted works are
being distributed electronically. This is a significant problem because computers that can easily copy and transmit digital information are relatively inexpensive.
Moreover, with digital copies, there is no deterioration in quality'
when second and third generation copies are made.
Accordingly, computers can illegally distribute copyrighted products around the world in the space of a few minutes.
At present, computer software companies are suffering the most
at the hands of these copyright pirates, but as technology is permitting different types of work to be easily digitized and copied, other
industries are being affected.
For example, the music industry is now beginning to suffer serious losses, and within a few years, the movie industry will find its
products vulnerable to computer theft.
Pirates who operate electronically are often organized in gangs.
Many pirate organizations operate through bulletin board services,
or BBS's; that is, a computer or several computers often located in
someone's home and reachable by customers or subscribers through
telephone lines or computer modems.
Some of these BBS's operate by selling membership. Others operate on a trade or barter basis, requiring prospective members to
contribute valuable software to the BBS.
These BBS's offer their membership hundreds of different programs, including expensive software from both large and small
companies, and may even include software in versions not yet
available to the general public.
Technology is also offering many new methods for distributing
copyrighted works online.
Pursuing copyright pirates who operate in cyberspace presents
different challenges for law enforcement than does combatting the
illegal, physical distribution of copyright goods.
Electronic copyright violations are easy to overlook because rather than taking place openly on the streets, they take place hidden
in cyberspace. Even when computer copyright violations are targeted, the lack of a vertical distribution scheme makes it difficult
for a single case to noticeably impact the amount of copyrighted
material available through illegal channels.
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Finally, it is important to note that while a tangible distribution
of copyrighted goods can be investigated by any law enforcement
agent, computer violations require technically adept agents, who
are in short supply.
Despite these formidable problems, the Department of Justice
has made great strides for addressing the difficulties associated
with electronic theft of copyrighted products.
We hope that by bringing the criminal laws to bear on some of
the worst offenders, we will deter others.
One of the most important initiatives that we have taken is creating, in 1996, the computer crime Intellectual Property section
within the Criminal Division, and one of the section's top priorities
has been training Federal investigators and prosecutors.
We have recently published in May of this year, 175 page manual entitled, "Federal Prosecution of Violations of Intellectual Property Rights, Copyrights, Trademarks and Trade Secrets." This
manual has been distributed to each of the 93 United States Attorney's offices and is available online.
The Computer Crime and Intellectual Property Section and U.S.
Attorney's Offices around the nation have also been investigating
and prosecuting copyright cases with increasing frequency. The
FBI has made intellectual property protection one of its national
crime priorities.
The Department strongly supports the goals of H.R. 2265. The
LaMacchia decision holding that criminal statutes do not reach
not-for-profit illegal distribution of copyrighted goods has impeded
the Department's ability to prosecute copyright pirates in instances
where clear proof of motive has been lacking.
NET would fix this statutory hole by creating a new provision
that would criminalize willful infringement, even where there is no
profit motive.,
We do have some concerns about H.R. 2265 in that it may sweep
too broadly. These concerns, we believe, are easily remedied, and
we are confident that we will be able to work with the Subcommittee to fine tune this particular provision.
In short, NET would give law enforcement the statutory tools we
need to combat copyright crime. We look forward to working with
the Subcommittee on this important matter.
And as a final note, Mr. Chairman, if I may say both you and
Mr. Frank noted this in your opening statements. I think it is important that, as we proceed through this hearing, that we focus on
the fact that we are talking about criminal activity and that we are
talking about stealing, and we are talking about the impact of that
theft on the victim and also the impact of that theft on the prosecutor; that is to say that we should also focus on the prosecutor's decision-making process with respect to these thefts, recognizing that
these kind of thefts, in many ways, are no different than other
thefts in that the prosecutor's job is simply to decide whether or
not someone either intended to steal or someone wanted to aid
someone who was intending to steal.
[The Statement of Mr. Di Gregory follows:]
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PREPARED STATEMENT or KEVIN V. DI GREGORY, DEPUTY ASSISTANT ATTORNEY
GENERAL, U.S. DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE
Mr. Chairman and members of the Subcommittee: Thank you for this opportunity
to describe the Department of Justice's enforcement of the criminal laws protecting
copyright, and to express the Department's strong support for the goals of H.R.
2265, the "No Electronic Theft (NET) Act." Intellectual property is one of this nation's most important resources, and with the help of Congress, the Department will
ensure that theft of copyright is vigorously prosecuted as we move further into the
digital age.
A CopyrightProtection in the DigitalLandscape
The advent of powerful and inexpensive computing is bringing many changes to
the way that copyrighted works are being illegally distributed, and hence to the
methods that law enforcement uses to combat copyright piracy. Traditionally, copyrighted works-including books, records, and audiotapes-have been illegally reproduced here or abroad in a factory. The pirated goods are sold to wholesalers, and
then in turn to retailers, who sell the goods on the street. In this type of distribution
scheme, the damage to copyright owners, while substantial, is subject to certain
technological limits. That is because the equipment necessary to reproduce the
works in bulk is relatively expensive to purchase, and second generation products
(ire., copies of copies) are either impossible for the customer to make (for records and
compact
disks),
or else
suffer
in quality
(for audio
and video
cassettes).
Another
feature
of this
model
of distribution
is that
the sale
of goods on the street
is highly visible, making it likely t attract the attention of law enforcement. Once
the crime problem is targeted, the nature of the distribution scheme permits law
enforcement to infiltrate the organization by obtaining the cooperation of the retailer to make a case against the wholesaler, end then use the cooperation of the
wholesaler to make a case against the factory owner. By this process, an entire distribution scheme can be shut down, resulting in
the seizure ofa substantial number
of illegally copied works.
This illegal dstribution of copyrighted goods through tangible means continues to
preseant a pressing problem for copyright
owners, particularly for producers of books,
movies, music, and computer software.1 Accordingly, law enforcement continues to
concentrate a grat deal of attetion on investigating and prosecuting these copyright pirate. To an ever-increasing extent, however, copyright piracy is being caried out through computers. Anything capable of being digitized-that is, reduced
to a series of zeros and ones--is capable of being transmitted easily from one computer to another..Pirates have used this capability of the computer to steal vast
amounts of copyrighted material, and illegally transfer it to others.
Up to now, it has been computer software companies who have suffered the most
at the hands of the pirates. As technology is permitting different types of works to
be eas.lydigitized and copied, other industries are being affected. For example, the
music industry is now beginning to suffer serious losses from computer pirates. And
within a few years, the movie industry will find its products vulnerable to computer
theft.
Pirates who operate electronically are often organized in gangs. Many pirate organizations operate through "Bulletin Board Services," or BBS's: a computer or several
computers often located in someone's home, and reachable by customers or subscribers through telephone lines and computer modems. Some of the BBS's offer pirated
softwa
aied "warez"--exclsively. Others offer legitimat services, such as discussion groups, or a platform for trading "sharewar" (sftware not covered by copyright), and contain pirated material on parts of their BBS's accessible only through
a password.
Some of these BBS's operate by selling memberships. Others operate on a trade
or barter basis, requiring prospective members to contribute valuable software to
the BBS. In either event, the member is permitted to access and copy copyrighted
software from the BBS. These BBS's often offer hundreds of different programs, inchiding expensive software from large and small companies, and may even include
software
in versions not yet available to the general public. The
unauthorized distribution of valuable works by pirates hs h ost destroyed
some softoare developers and seriously injured countless others.
Although distribuing software through BBS's is the method of choice for presentday computer pirates, other computer network services are providing new means for
iMachins capable of copying sofware onto compact discs now retail for approximately $600;
these machines a often used to transfer thousands of dollars of illegally copied software programs onto a single disk, whiah is said to the user for about $20.
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copyright crime to occur. For example, there are certain electronic "chatrooms" devoted to the discussion of the availability of illegally copied programs. Programs can
be sent through e-mail or, more typically, through World Wide Web sites or other
programs that allow for the rapid exchange of digital information.
Pursuing copyright pirates who operate in cyberspace presents different challenges for copyright owners and for law enforcement than does combating the illegal
physical distribution of copyrighted goods. First, unlike the equipment necessary to
make large-scale physical copies of tapes and disks, computers than can easily copy
digital information are relatively inexpensive. Second, with digital copies, there is
no deterioration in quality when second or third generation copies are made. Accordingy, a copyrighted product can be placed on a BBS or website and copied illegally
dreds of people. Those people can then redistribute the copy to others, by hunspreading the product around the world in the space of a few minutes.
For law enforcement, electronic copyright violations are easy to overlook, because,
rather than taking place openly in physical space, they take place hidden in
cyberspace. Even when computer copyright violations are targeted, make
of a
a noticehierarchical distribution scheme makes it difficult for a single case to the lack
able impact on the amount of copyrighted material available through illegal channels: the software no longer available from one BBS can sinply be found elsewhere.
Finally, it is important to note that while the tangible distribution of copyrighted
goods can be investigated by any law enforcement agent, computer violations require technically adept agents. These agents are in short supply, despite the efforts
of federal law enforcement agencies to hire and train agents to deal with computer
crime. Even when investigative agencies have such resources, they are often needed
to investigate other computer crimes, such as attacks on the confidentiality, integrity and availability of computer systems and data.
B. Law Enforcement'sApproach to Computer Copyright Theft
Despite these formidable problems, the Department of Justice has made great
strides toward addressing the difficulties associated with electronic theft of copyrighted products. We hope that by bringing the criminal laws to bear on some of
the worst offenders, we will deter others from engaging in these illegal activities.
One of the most important initiatives that the Department has undertaken in this
area is creating, in 1996, the Computer Crime and Intellectual Property Section
(CCIPS) within the Criminal Division. As its name indicates, CCIPS is responsible
for coordinating both the Department's policies regarding computer crime and the
enforcement of criminal laws protecting intellectual property. CCIPS is headed by
Scott Charney, a highly-regarded expert in these fields. The Section has particular
expertise in the area this Subcommittee is considering today: computer-based copyright theft.
One of the Section's top priorities has been training federal investigators and
rosecutors. In May of this year, CCIPS published a 175-page manual entitled,
Federal Prosecution of Violations of Intellectual Property Rights: Cop .ghts,
Trademarks and Trade Secrets." The Manual has been provided to each o the 93
2
U.S. Attorney's Offices and is available on line. The Manual provides agents and
prosecutors with a detailed resource for undertaking prosecutions in the law.
In addition, CCIPS works with a "Computer and Telecommunication Coordinator"
(CTC) in each U.S. Attorney's Office. The CTC is a prosecutor specially designated
by the U.S. Attorney as the expert in that district on high-tech crime, and is given
specialized training in both computer crime and intellectual property protection.
CCIPS also provides training to state and local agents and prosecutors in a variety of settings. Finally, CCIP is active in training law enforcement officials from
other nations. Section attorneys have traveled to Russia, Egypt, and many other
countries to give guidance to our counterparts there, and regularly instruct foreign
officials visiting the United States on U.S. laws and techniques for combating copyright piracy. These efforts are particularly important to the United States because
many of the products being illegally copied abroad are produced by U.S. companies,
and because computers make it easy to send such pirated works across international
boundaries.
CCIPS and U.S. Attorneys' Offices around the nation have also been investigating
and prosecuting copyright cases with increasing frequency. The Department's enlarged focus on the issue has been matched by the investigative agencies assigned
to this area: the Federal Bureau of Investigation and the U.S. Customs Service.
The FBI has made intellectual property protection one of its national crime priorities. Two of the notable operations that have recently arisen from the FBI's
2The Manual can be found on the Computer Crime Section's Web page, http//www.usdoj.gov/
criminatfcybercrime.
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stepped-up enforcement efforts are "Operation Cyber Strike" and "Operation
Counter Copy."
Operation Cyber Strike was an eight-month undercover investigation of pirate
BBS's, run out of the FBI's International Computer Crime Squad in San Francisco.
Earlier this year, search warrants were executed on ten large pirate BBS's around
the country, receiving publicity from both the mainstream press and (perhaps more
important for deterrence purposes) the pirate community. That investigation is continuing. Operation Counter Copy, while not focused exclusively on computer piracy,
brought together a number of the FBI's cases involving criminal copyright and
trademark cases. The operation resulted in thirty-five indictments in April, as well
as eight guilty pleas.
The U.S. Customs Service is also actively involved in protecting against the illegal
importation of infringing products, and seizes $45 million in such products annually.
Recently, an undercover effort aimed at the importation of"bootleg" compact disksrecorded without the permission of the recording artist-resulted in a 39-count indictment and subsequent guilty pleas by fifteen defendants, as well as the seizure
of 800,000 CD's worth over $20 million.
C. The No Electronic Theft (NET) Act
As we look toward the future, it is clear that the effort to deter electronic theft
would be greatly aided by new legislation. The Department believes that H.R. 2265,
the No Electronic Theft (NET) Act, contains a number of important provisions that
protect copyright in the digital age. We commend the
will help the Department
3
sponsors of the bill, and strongly support legislation on this subject.
One of the key provisions of NET is the creation of a new criminal offense to cover
the unauthorized distribution or reproduction of copyrighted materials, regardless of
whether the distributor was trying to profit from the activity. The provision would
cover a gap in the current criminal statute that was exposed by the District Court's
dismissal of an indictment in United States v. LaMacchia, 871 F. Supp. 535 (D.
Mass. 1994):
In LaMacchia, an MIT student operated a computer bulletin board system over
the Internet that allowed anyone with a computer and modem to send to the board
or acquire from the board copyrighted software programs. His actions caused an estimated loss to copyright holders of over $1 million during the six-week period the
system was in operation. The student could not be charged with violation of the
criminal law protecting copyright, 17 U.S.C. §506, because he was not acting "for
commercial purpose or private financial gain," an element of the criminal copyright
offense. Instead, he was charged with conspiracy to commit wire fraud, 18 U.S.C.
§ 1343.
The district court dismissed the indictment, because it viewed the copyright law
as the exclusive remedy for protecting intellectual property rights from this kind of
theft, even while recognizing that the current copyright law fails to cover this conduct. The Court explicitly invited Congress to remedy this gap in the lawThis is not, of course, to suggest that there is anything edifying about
what LaMacchia is alleged to have done. If the indictment is to be believed,
one might at best describe his actions as heedlessly irresponsible, and at
worst as nihilistic, self-indulgent, and lacking in any fundamental sense of
values. Criminal as well as civil penalties should probably attach to willful,
multiple infringements of copyrighted software even absent a commercial
motive on the part of the infringer. One can envision ways that the copyright law could be modified to permit such prosecution. But, "ilt is the legislature, not the Court which is to define a crime, and ordain its punishment." [citation omitted].
871 F. Supp. at 545.
The LaMacchia decision has impeded the Department's ability to prosecute copyright pirates in instances where clear proof of a profit motive has been lacking. NET
would fix this statutory hole by creating a new provision, to be codified at 17 U.S.C.
§506(a)(2), which would criminalize willful infringement, even when there is no
profit motive, and establish a three-year felony for reproducing or distributing, during any 180-day period, ten or more copies of one or more copyrighted works which
have a total retail value of more than $5,000.
bill in the Senate.
3We similarly commend Senators Leahy and Kyl, the sponsors of a similar
That bill is S. 1044, and is called the Criminal Copyright Improvement Act of 1997.
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We do have some concerns that H.R. 2265 may sweep too broadly. 4 These concerns are easily remedied, however, and we are confident that we will be able to
work with the Subcommittee to fine tune this particular provision.
Filling the gap caused by the LaMacchia decision is only one of the benefits that
this bill brings to criminal enforcement of the copyright laws. The bill has a number
of other important provisions. They include:
Establishing a recidivist provision, which raises penalties for second or
subsequent felony criminal copyright offenses;
Extending the statute of limitations from three to five years, bringing it
in line with most other criminal statutes;'
Clarifying that the term "financial gain" includes the receipt of anything
of value, including the receipt of other copyrighted works, to ensure
that
pirate operations that require barter rather than cash are covered; 5
Clarifying that "reproduction or distribution" includes electronic as well
as tangible means;
Extending victims' rights by allowing the producers of pirated works to
provide a victim impact statement to the sentencing court; and
Directing the Sentencing Commission to amend the Sentencing Guideline
for copyright and trademark infringement to allow courts to impose sentence based on the retail value of the good infringed upon, rather than the
often lower value of the infringing good.
In short, NET would give law enforcement the statutory tools we need to combat
copyright crime. We look forward to working with the Subcommittee on this important matter.
I would be pleased at this time to answer any questions you may have.
SUMMARY
The increasing prevalence of copyright theft through electronic means is creating
new challenges for law enforcement. Computer pirates oraanized in gangs illegally
distribute
software
and other works at rapid speed, causing untold
harm to thecopyrighted
producers of
such works.
The Department of Justice has responded to this challenge by creating a new Section
in its Criminal Division devoted to protecting against computer crime and intellectual
property theft. That Section is training federal and state prosecutors and
agents on the techniques of combating this type of crime, and training foreign offi-

cIals to help ensure that copyright is protected world-wide.
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Mr. COBLE. I thank you, and your written testimony, as supported your oral testimony today, indicates to me that each of you
is supportive of Mr. Goodlatte's Bill, but you may want it tweaked
maybe here or there.
Ms. Peters, would you recommend defining the term, "willful," in
the statute, or do you believe that report language and existing
case law on the subject will suffice to protect libraries, universities
and other non-profit organizations?
Ms. PETERS. I would defer to what Congress decided in 1992. In
1992, when Congress amended the law to add additional criminal
penalties to cover all types of works, the question was whether or
not willful should be defined in the statute. And Congress, at that
time, decided not to include that and that the courts would continue to define it in the way that it had consistently been applying
it in the past.
So I basically think that you could handle it through legislative
history and the courts and not necessarily have to put it in the
statute. And that was the decision that was reached in 1992.
Mr. COBLE. This--let me say it a different way. This might be
difficult to handle precisely, but what percentage of computer users
who infringe actually know what they are doing?
In other words, how many infringers know they are breaking the
law? And the reason I ask this, folks, I have some empathy with
people who break the law, but who do it innocently, who lack intent.
Do you all have a read on that?
Ms. PETERS. I cannot answer that question. Certainly my employees know about it.
I think maybe there is a significant lack of knowledge, but not
with the people that we are talking about because they are willful
infrigners.
I think that education is a critical part, and I know that there
are a lot of people, including the Copyright Office, whose aim is to
get education at the lowest possible level, so when people sign onto
a computer, they learn the rules of the road and learn about intellectual property.
But hearing you talking about willful, the ones we are talking
about are people who do know they are infringing.
Mr. COBLE. Each of you pretty clearly at least suggests in your
written testimony that you believe the contents of H.R. 2265 may,
at different points, constitute overreach.
How about elaborating a little more in detail how we might improve on that if, in fact, Mr. Goodlatte is overreaching.
Ms. PETERS. We-you can go.
Mr. DI GREGORY. I was going to actually-I had a chance to look
at Ms. Peters testimony prior to coming here, and I think in her
written testimony, she proposes a rather interesting and probably
useful solution.
Ms. PETERS. What we basically said was that the way that it
reads now, it talks about one or more works and one or more copies, and that if you take what is in the penalty section, which
makes it clear that you have to have ten or more copies whose
value is $5,000 in the 180-day period, and you put that in the defi-
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nition, you will, in fact, take away the one individual who sends
a song to his friend on e-mail.
Mr. DI GREGORY. And from our perspective, I am not sure that
we-that we want to be in a position to Federally prosecute that
particular individual who decides to take that one piece of copyrighted material and send it to a friend or a relative. And I am
not-and I do not know whether or not you all can answer that,
whether or not it would be your intent to, again, Federally
criminalize that type of activity when what we really want to deter
clearly are those people who are engaged in willful, knowing violations of the law, whether for profit or not.
Mr. COBLE. The gentleman from Massachusetts, Mr. Frank.
Mr. FRANK. That seems to me to be a clear example of where we
can get agreement on the concept, but then the implementation
will be an issue. I have to read the testimony of Mr. Nimmer about
the Telephone Association because I am not going to be-sure
about his input.
I mean we would have to ask both of you very well, because both
of you would be involved in the enforcement of this.
Their fear is that the language here-I would assume the word,
"distribution," say on line 12 of page 2 of the Bill, when it says,
"by the reproduction or distribution, including by electronic means,
of one or more copies," that a service provider would be criminally
liable simply because some infringer used the service.
Now, obviously, that is not what we would want to see any of
this-when we-I assume that we agree on that, that we do not
want to see that.
So if that is the case, what is your view of the argument and is
there anything that we could do that would make it clear that that
is not what we mean?
Ms. PETERS. Can I just start with saying that I think it has no
impact on online service provider liability. Today, under the copyright law, you are only criminally liable for aiding and abetting
only if you willfully associate with the criminal venture, you willingly participate in it and you willingly seek to make it succeed.
So you have to do something that aids and abets that activity.
Mr. FRANK. Well, my concern is that someone might interpret
making it physically possible for everybody to read this as aiding
and abetting. And I certainly would not want to think of my service
provider as trying to deter me or retard me.
Ms. PETERS. They can answer how they would do that, but certainly, there is a knowledge standard, and you cannot be just a
passive carrier. You have to do more.
Mr. COBLE. What you are saying is if that is the current state
of the law that passive carriers are protectedMs. PETERS. Absolutely.
Mr. FRANK [continuing]. And that nothing in here changes that?
Mr. Di Gregory.
Mr. DI GREGORY. I do not think anything in here changes that,
either.
In fact, I mean going back to the point that I made at the very
end of my statement, I think what-what we are looking to do in
enforcing the law is to decide whether or not somebody had the
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criminal intent to steal or decide whether or not somebody had the
criminal intent to aid or abet thatMr. FRANK. Well, I mean, one way we might be-if we agreed
that-if their suggestion-and I will ask Mr. Nimmer when he
comes forward-is that we have somehow here changed the standard that now obtains for a provider, then obviously, we are going
to reach that later on. But would there be harm in adding a sentence or two that said, "Nothing in this Act is intended to change
the current law regarding the liability of the service provider."
Ms. PETERS. Mr. Frank, what I was saying is, that is very similar to the argument that I was raising with regard to libraries and
other institutions who would have computers in their institutions
and a student would come in, and unless they actively aided and
abet-and my suggestion was that, in the legislative history, you
could basically put out the parameters of willful.
Mr. FRANK. Yeah. But you got to remember-I appreciate that
little bit of history, but we do confront, at least in the presence of
Justice Scalia, a man with at least in his capacity as a Supreme
Court Justice, a man with a limited attention span; that isMs. PETERS. Well, he certainlyMr. FRANK.He will direct his attention to the words of the statute and nothing else.
Ms. PETERS. Exactly. I was just going to say this.
Mr. FRANK. So what about simply trying to find some language
to put into the statute-when we go through this-I have to say
sometimes raise these issues not because they are concerned about
them, but because they do not like the whole Bill and they do not
want to say so. But I do not think that is what the phone company
is doing here.
And when people are not raising an issue like that and you think
that it may not be the real issue, the best way to deal with it is,
in fact, to concede that point so if they have an underlying agenda
And I would say, I want to put a computer key on the keyboard
down in the Legislative Council office that says, in effect, "This Bill
does not do what this Bill does not do." And I would want to put
a clause like that in here saying, "Nothing in this legislation
changes those things."
Would there be any reason not to do that, and would that not
be a shoo in, Mr. Di Gregory?
Mr. Di GREGORY. I think that I had a very brief opportunity to
look at Professor's Nimmer's testimony. I think that this is certainly an issue that we would be glad to discuss with the Committee with respect to when we go from-because I am concerned
about the impact about specifically defining, "willfulness," for the
purposes of this statute andMr. FRANK. There are two separate issues here, right, and one
is willfulness, but there was at least, in our-a definable issue
which is they do not want, by this statute-they do not want a
broader definition of willful to somehow change what would be the
liability of the online service provider.
And maybe we should just explicitly say we are not here trying
to change whatever that is because we are going to deal with it
later.
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And people sometimes change that unnecessarily. I think there
is one principal, because there is going to be a lot of fears we are
dealing with, and I hope we accept this throughout.
Legislation is not literature. Redundancy is not a problem. The
amount of paper we are using is diminimus.
And if people are uncertain, there is nothing to be lost by simply
being explicit.
And the fact that you think it already says that is no reason not
to say it again, because it does not have other negative implications.
So I would ask you many times to explain-to address that question about how do we deal with the feelings that are expressed in
Mr. Nimmer's testimony that someone might take this beyond
where we intended it to go so we could then limit it to exactly what
we wanted or as close to it?
Mr. COBLE. Thank you.
Mr. FRANK. Thank you.
Mr. COBLE. The gentleman from Virginia, Mr. Goodlatte.
Mr. GOODLATTE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Di Gregory, how difficult is it to monitor this kind of electronic piracy?
Mr. Di GREGORY. I think you can monitor it through various investigative techniques. It is just-I think the most significant problem that we have is lack of resources in order to be able to monitor
a great deal of it.
But there are literally hundreds of thousands of web sites, and
it is rising at an enormous rate, so for every one that may be found
in the active-in the act of giving out information that they are not
supposed to, and I am sure that the vast majority of people who
maintain web sites do not intend to infringe people's copyrights,
but for every one that is, there may be a great many who are not
detected.
Mr. GOODLATTE. What about the rate of recidivism of those who
participate in these types of things?
Mr. Di GREGORY. I do not have any statistics for you on the rate
of recidivism, but I suppose with respect to many of these pirates
who are operating, when they are found out, it is probably not the
first time they have done-engaged in the particular activity that
they have engaged in.
Mr. GOODLATTE. Is there a problem with this within the Federal
Government agencies themselves? Do you make any effort to deal
with infringement?
Mr. Di GREGORY. I would have to get back to you on that because
I am unaware of any efforts that we have any specific efforts that
we have undertaken with respect to infringement.
Mr. GOODLATTE. OK. So you would not know, agency by agency,
which one may have a serious problem with this, which ones may
not?
Mr. DI GREGORY. No, I do not. I am sorry, but as I said, I can
check on that for you.
Mr. GOODLATTE. We would welcome any information that you
might have in that regard.
And Ms. Peters, we take note of your concern that we place in
the actual Section 506 criminal offenses, the definition of what con-
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stitutes an offense here, to make that clear. And we will certainly
discuss with the other members of the Committee whether we
think that is necessary to make that clear.
It certainly is not our intent, and I want to make it very clear
that one person sending one item, however, contrary to the concept
of intellectual property that might be, we are not out to create a
law enforcement mechanism to deal with that. We are talking
about people who are giving away wholesale amounts of pirated
software.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. COBLE. The gentleman from California. I recognize you for
five minutes.
Mr. BERMAN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I am curious. Civil remedies against copyright infringement, is
the issue of commercial gain an issue there?
I guess for damages, well, I do not know, the loss or the gain,
is there a quick answer to that question?
Ms. PETERS. Well, there is willful infringement that has higher
damages, and certainly, when you are talking about actual damages, and even with regard to statutory, you take into account commercial harm.
Mr. BERMAN. If someone hasMs. PETERS. Yes.
Mr. BERMAN [continuing]. LaMacchiaMs. PETERS. Right.
Mr. BERMAN [continuing]. Was there a basis here for holding him
civilly liable for what he did, even though he could not be found
criminally liableMs. PETERS. Absolutely.
Mr. BERMAN. BecauseMs. PETERS. Because he based itMr. BERMAN [continuing]. He is not aMs. PETERS. Basically heMr. BERMAN [continuing]. Element of theMs. PETERS [continuing]. Infringed the work, he would be subject
to actual damages, and if you can prove the million dollars that
was alleged and he had the money to pay it.
Mr. BERMAN. I am trying to understand Mr. Frank's issue. There
is a law and now there is a bill dealing with the elimination of the
for profit as the prerequisite to criminal culpability.
How does the issue of innocent reproduction or innocent distribution change by virtue of anything that Mr. Goodiatte is suggesting
doing? Is distribution a new concept in Mr. Goodlatte's bill?
It does not exist in the existing law?
Mr. DI GREGORY. No. It is-I think it is-there is a clarification
in the law to ensure that electronic distribution--electronic reproduction is included.
Ms. PETERS. So is the reproduction and distribution includes by
electronic means.
Mr. BERMAN. So the fear that all of a sudden it will be somewhat
easier to convict a willful infringer, because you will not have to
prove commercial gain in some sense has no impact on the issue
of-well, I guess the issue is whether it is a willfully distributes,
and that is the same, and what Mr. Frank is suggesting, is there
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a way of insuring that there is nothing in the elimination of commercial gain standard that now impacts a distributor differently
than he was impacted underMs. PETERS. Right.
Mr. BERMAN [continuing]. Existing law.
Is that a fairMr. FRANK. Are you talking now to me?
Mr. BERMAN. Yes.
Mr. FRANK. He is clarifying for me the fact that with the language, even if it does not have anything to do with that, it does
not mean he is making-because you say all they are doing is relying on the commercial aspect. And I do not know any of the online
service providers that distribute this stuff for free. They may ruin
the commercial business.
So eliminating the commercial motive would not seem to implicate them anymore than they already are .implicated now, but to
say I do not mind a little reassurance, if that calms people down.
Mr. BERMAN. All right. That is what occurred to me. And I had
another question, but I forgot it, so you can get backMr. COBLE. I thank the gentleman from California.
Mr. Bono, for five minutes.
Mr. BONO. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I just actually had the
same concerns that Barney had, and they are kind of rolling out
here. And if that is very clear, I think that that is the big issue.
I am concerned about otherwise protection of copyright. I could
not be more for it. I think that intellectual property and technology
is going to become the product of America, and it is becoming that
way more and more.
And to have any loopholes in the theft of it is a big mistake for
us because I think it takes the world market away from us. And
I think that it is terrible economically.
So I am all for it. I would like to see it protected, and if it needs
a little extra language and you are not concerned with that, maybe
we could look at that so that everybody feels comfortable about it.
But I think that it is great that we are making this effort to protect intellectual property any way we can and copyrights any way
we can. So I amMr. COBLE. I thank the gentleman.
The gentlewoman from California is recognized for five minutes.
Ms. LOFGREN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I am interested Ms. Peters, in your judgment that criminal penalties, if we are to attach them, should be reserved for cases where,
on page 7, you say, "in willful infringement that would cause substantial economic harm"Ms. PETERS. Right.
Ms. LOFGREN. And the issues you have raised about fair use and
libraries and schools.
Do you think that merely defining "willful," as you expressed in
your testimony, either through legislative history or in the statute
itself, is sufficient to protect non-profits, libraries, and schools in
the fair use arena?
Ms. PETERS. What we said was we felt that that was enough.
However, I do not-I live in a library, but I am not a librarian. And
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if they see specific instances that they think are problems, we
would be glad to try to address those problems.
But, yes. We believe that the way that courts have continuously
interpreted "willful" would end, we said, and if they have a policy
that basically is a good copyright policy and they believe that they
are operating under fair use that they cannot be held liable criminally.
Ms. LOFGREN. At least in my personal experience with schools
and libraries, they are scrupulous. I mean really much more than
ordinary citizens. They take the responsibility pretty seriously,
which is good. They should.
I am wondering, Mr. Di Gregory, do you concur with Ms. Peters?
Mr. Di GREGORY. I think I would again go back to my earlier
comment that what prosecutors are going to be looking for is
whether or not they can establish that there was an intent to steal
or that someone was aiding or abetting an intent to steal.
Ms. LOFGREN. I agree with that, but copyright law is and always
has been a balance. We want to protect the intellectual property of
the creator, and yet society has an interest in dissemination of
ideas in intellectual property, as well, hence the fair use doctrine.
And so we need a strong right of fair use, even though, in fact,
a prosecutor likely would not go in and prosecute the third grade
teacher for making a back-up copy of the educational software.
So I was intrigued by your idea in terms of should there be-Ms.
Peters' referenced in a different way the number of copies orMs. PETERS. Well, actually, that is-it is just in the penalty part.
And we just wanted to make it clear in the definition.
But I strongly believe that the willful standard that is there
today would make it so that libraries and educational institutes
who operate in a normal way, unless they actively involve themselves in aiding and abetting, would not have any liability. And I
have never, certainly in the Library of Congress, I would never expect there to be liability because the library would never aid and
abet, to my knowledge.
Ms. LOFGREN. Aiding and abetting is one of the issues that has
been of concern. This is something that in the whole copyright
arena, as we move into the Internet era, there is going to be a lot
of thinking and readjusting. I mean not just in Congress, but in society and how we think about our existing laws and how they apply
to this wonderful new world.
In your judgment, if one makes available a search engine or a
browser or a hypertext link, is that aiding and abetting?
Ms. PETERS. That is an interesting question. I do not really have
an answer. I have to go back and think about it. We have looked
at linking in relation to our own site, what should we link to?
And we made a determination that we were going to be very
close in what we link to because we wanted to limit any possible
liability and we did not want anybody saying that we had linked
to a pirated site.
I think that maybe the online service providers could answer how
the links are made, and I think maybe you can answer that more.
Mr. DI GREGORY. I do not think that we are trying to do, nor
does this law try to prevent the dissemination of information. What
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we are looking to try to prevent is people intentionally disseminating copyright information.
• I do not think this statute requires anything of the service providers other than to--other than not engaging in intentionally providing copyrighted information.
Ms. LOFGREN. I think we are of one mind, really. I am just trying
to explore unintended consequences here which is important to do
in the Internet age.
Ms. PETERS. Clearly you would aid and abet if you had a site
that said, "Top ten pirated sites," and led everybody to them.
Mr. Di GREGORY. I do not know that-yeah. I do not know that
we would necessarily prosecute them because you have got to look
at all the facts and circumstances before you make such a decision.
But I think certainly we are not looking at simply prosecuting
somebody for passing on copyrighted information if they had no intention of passing on copyrighted information. And maybe there is
a more articulate way to say it, but I cannot come up with it right
now.
Ms. LOFGREN. Mr. Chairman, Mr. Delahunt just asked if I could
yield for a follow-up. I do not have any more time. Perhaps you
would letMr. COBLE. It is going to be all right.
You may-without objection, the lady is asking for an additional
minute.
Ms. LOFGREN. Mr. Delahunt, I will let you take my minute.
Mr. DELAHUNT. Mr. Di Gregory, I respect what you say about
prosecutorial discretion. It seems to me that there is a legitimate
concern about, prosecuting schools and librarians. I presume that
it is not the position of the Department of Justice to initiate a special task force on copyright infringement'to go around and focus in
on the villages and towns of the United States, chasing librarians
and similarly situated users.
Mr. DI GREGORY. We are aware of no need to do that. Right.
Mr. DELAHUNT. In fact, how many cases has the Division brought
in this area other than the LaMacchia case?
Mr. Di GREGORY. I do not have an exact number.
Mr. DELAHuNT. Not a lot, though?
Mr. Di GREGORY. Not a lot.
Mr. DELAHUNT. OK. We're really talking about a situation, I presume, where there is a recognition that civil litigation has not been
an effective deterrent in terms of the kind of scenarios that developed in LaMacchia.
Mr. Di GREGORY. That's right.
Mr. DELAHUNT. So now it has come to a situation where it is appropriate for Congress to determine and make a decision as to
whether criminal sanctions will, in fact, deter.
Mr. Di GREGORY. That's right.
Mr. DELAHUNT. I think that's where we stand in terms of the policy.
I happen to have been a prosecutor in a former life, and I honestly believe that if there is such a concept as deterrence, this is
one of those cases in which it can be effective. That is why, maybe
with some tweaking and some amendments, I intend to support
Representative Goodlatte's bill.
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But I think the concerns that we have here, in many cases, are
exaggerated. I really honestly believe that we are not going to see
a rash of United States Attorney's offices sending out hordes of FBI
investigators to track down librarians and teachers in schools. That
is just not going to happen.
In fact, as was mentioned earlier, how do we even discover these
crimes?
Well, the reality is, unless it is brought to you, you are not going
to discover it. So it is going to be somebody who has a concern
about his or her work being pirated who is going to complain to the
United States Government.
Is that a fair statement?
Mr. DI GREGORY. I think in most cases, that is true.
Mr. DELAHUNT. Right. I mean these are not investigations that
are initiated sua sponte?
Mr. Di GREGORY. In most cases, I think that is true.
Mr. DELAHUNT. Thank you.
Mr. COBLE. The gentleman's time has expired.
The gentleman from Utah, Mr. Cannon. Recognize you for five
minutes.
Mr. CANNON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I am intrigued by the idea of the hyperlinks or the hot links. I
think it would be following up on Mr. Delahunt's question.
I know in my district we have software producers who spend a
great deal of time searching for people who are stealing their software through-web sites.
It would seem to me that it is fair to say that if you have a
hyperlink or a hot link that it would indicate some awareness, and
therefore, would be an indicator to you, but not dispositive of willfuiness, Mr. Di Gregory.
Mr. DI GREGORY. I think so. I mean that is certainly something
that you would consider.
And I want to make the point again, just with respect to the determination of criminal intent, whether it is a violation of copyright
or simply stealing an automobile, we are still talking about criminal intent to commit the act.
Mr. CANNON. Right. Now when you-in your opening statement,
you pointed out you made your manual available on the Internet.
I take it that is so people who are concerned about Internet theft
of intellectual property will know what your standards are and how
you proceed with those so they can help the accused for you?
Mr. Di GREGORY. Well, I-that-not necessarily know what our
standards are, but become familiar with-hopefully help them become familiar with the copyright law and become familiar with the
parameters within which we work.
Mr. CANNON. Thank you very much.
Mr. COBLE. Thanks, gentlemen.
The gentleman from Indiana, Mr. Pease, is recognized for five
minutes.
Mr. PEASE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Di Gregory, I wanted to go into the discussion you had with
Mr. Goodlatte on the penalty section of the Bill, and I thought I
heard you say that you would prefer a definition that did not go
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after the one-time offender or the person who occasionally violated-technically violated the copyright law.
Can you help me understand where you-what you said and
where you were headed with that?
Mr. Di GREGORY. I think what we would like to do is work with
the Committee on that because we want to make sure that the
greatest deterrent effect possible occurs, and I think one of the
ways you do that is to punish those persons who are trying to do
more than just copy something for-for grandma, grandpa, brother
or sister, and who were copying-as I think the Senate will suggest-ten or more copies with a certain value.
Mr. PEASE. The reason I ask is that I am the one who shares a
concern with several members of the Committee on what has sometimes been called a tendency to Federalize crime.
But it appears to me this is an area where there clearly is a Federal crime. And so not to at least have a violation of that law, even
a one-time violation be a criminal offense seems to me to be wrong.
It should be a criminal offense.
And then we get into the question of prosecutorial discretion,
about whether it ought to be prosecuted if there is a one-time violation.
Mr. DI GREGORY. Certainly, we do have exclusive responsibility
in this area, but I think it is important also to keep in mind that
there are civil remedies for even that one-time copy that can be
pursued by the holder of the copyright.
And I think when you-when you consider whether or not you
want to Federally criminalize that single copying event, even as a
misdemeanor, you-and consider that we are it in that area, you
also need to consider the resources that we have to devote to the
enforcementMr. PEASE. I understand that, but prosecutors do not prosecute
every violation of the law.
Mr. DI GREGORY. Sure.
Mr. PEASE. They use their discretion, what resources are available. "How do we make a determination?"
It seems to me that we ought perhaps to look at a system of
graduated penalties or something else that might reinforce the fact
that you do not have enough resources, but not to say that any one
violation ought not be a criminal offense, even if it is never prosecuted does not track for me.
Mr. Di GREGORY. As I said on other-we would certainly be willing to sit down with Committee staff and work that out.
Mr. PEASE. OK. I appreciate that.
Then related to that, the penalty provision that is included calls
for three years of imprisonment.
Can you tell me how that compares with similar crimes, whether
that penalty is in the same range of expectation for other electronicMr. Di GREGORY. Or other kinds of theft?
Mr. PEASE. Yes.
Mr. DI GREGORY. I think it is within that range, but I would be
glad to check on that for you with respect to the sentencing guidelines and the maximum penalties for those offenses and get back
to you.
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Mr. PEASE. OK. I appreciate it. Thank you.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. COBLE. I think the gentleman has a question.
Mr. DELAHUNT. No. As long as we do not make these mandatory
sentences, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. COBLE. Ms. Peters, Mr. Di Gregory, we thank you for your
testimony today and we will be in touch.
Ms. PETERS. Thank you.
Mr. Di GREGORY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. COBLE. The second panel will come forward, if you will. Mr.
Robert Kruger is the Vice President of Enforcement of the Business
Software Alliance, and Mr. Kruger, I will let you introduce your
two witnesses who are with you, one of whom I think is amply represented in the Congress by the gentleman from California.
I will introduce, meanwhile, Ms. Sandy Sellers, while you all are
preparing to be seated.
Sandy Sellers is the Vice President of Intellectual Property Education and Enforcement with the Software Publishers Association
where she manages all intellectual property educational programs
enforcement actions, both domestic and international.
Prior to joining SPA, Ms. Sellers was a partner in the Washington, D.C. office of William, Briggs, Hoffa, Gilson and Leone where,
for ten years, she specialized intellectual property and litigation.
Prior to entering private practice, she was an attorney advisor to
the Chief Administrative Law Judge of the United States International Trade Commission.
Ms. Sellers has served 'as President of the International Trade
Commission Trial Lawyers Association and is active in the International Trademark Association.
She was awarded her Juris Doctor from George Washington University and a Bachelor's Degree from Dickinson College.
Now, Mr. Kruger, if you would like to introduce your witnesses.
Mr. KRUGER. Sure, Mr. Chairman. Thank you very much.
My name is Bob Kruger. I am Chief Enforcement Officer for the
Business Software Alliance. Prior to joining BSA's fight against
software piracy, I, too, was a Federal prosecutor fighting crime.
Mr. Chairman, I am not here to testify today. I think it is more
important that the Committee hear directly from representatives of
members of the Business Software Association who are, in fact, victims of software piracy. So I will allow them to speak to the Committee.
But I do want to say, Mr. Chairman, that I am available to the
Committee, both now and at any time, to answer questions you
may have and to share experiences that I have had on the front
lines of this fight we are waging against software piracy.
I will say this: From my experience both as a prosecutor and representative of the industry, there is a critical need for effective law
enforcement to deter this type of crime.
Greg Wrenn and Brad Smith are here, and I will let Brad lead
off.
Mr. COBLE. Thank you, Mr. Kruger, and, folks, I will again remind you of the ever present red light. If you can comply with that,
we will be appreciative.
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It is good to have you all with us, so we will start with Mr. Smith
and work from my left, or Mr. Wrenn, and then Mr. Smith, you
want to follow him, and then Ms. Sellers?
STATEMENT OF GREG WRENN, SENIOR CORPORATE COUNSEL,
ADOBE SOFTWARE
Mr. WRENN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, Mr. Frank and members
of the Committee. My name is Greg Wrenn. I am Senior Corporate
Counsel with Adobe Systems. We are based in San Jose, California.
Adobe was one of the leaders in providing desktop publishing technology. It was founded in 1982, and it continues to lead the market
in providing tools for more imaginative and creative communication
in print and electronic media, including the Internet.
I am pleased to testify today on behalf of the Business Software
Alliance, with my colleague, Brad Smith, from Microsoft. We appreciate the time.
Let me begin first, Mr. Chairman, by thanking you for the opportunity to speak today, for the opportunity to have a hearing on this
issue that is absolutely critical for the software industry.
We are grateful for your leadership, for the support of the Committee, and the opportunity to come today and address these issues. Mr. Frank, Mr. Cannon, we are grateful for your support of
Mr. Goodlatte's introduction of H.R. 2265.
And while I am on the thank you's, I would also like to express
my thanks to the Copyright Office and the Department of Justice
for their support today on these issues and their ongoing support
of some of the difficult industry issues that we face.
What I would like to do today is tell you a little bit about the
software industry, describe a bit of the piracy problem that is eating away at the industry, and then briefly address some of the
things that we think this Committee may be able to do to help address the problem.
The software industry is probably the greatest success story of
American business. From 1980 to 1992, the software industry grew
at an annual rate of 28 percent, compared with about a three percent rate for the domestic economy.
There really is no sector of the American economy that has not
enjoyed the benefits of the information revolution that the software
industry has brought about. The software industry directly employs
about 620,000 people. That figure does not include upstream and
downstream ripple effect on jobs and economic activity in other sectors by the software industry.
The software industry is, of course, a huge export business and
America is fortunate in having American publishers control about
70 percent of the world market.
The software industry is also probably one of the best at investing in the future of this country. In 1995, nearly nine percent of
all U.S. industry research and development investment was made
by the members of the Business Software Alliance. That is not the
software industry as a whole, that is just the few members of the
Business Software Alliance. These details which are included with
my testimony in a report that the BSA commissioned, by Nathan
& Associates, has the statistics and the background information. It
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is very useful in showing the role of the software industry in the
economy.
Let me turn now to the piracy problem. Piracy is probably the
biggest threat to this economic engine. Mr. Chairman, you were
right in first announcing these hearings, to say that piracy is just
a fancy word for theft. And the fact of the matter is, the software
industry is being robbed blind.
People know now, for the most part, that piracy is a problem
around the world. The studies show a 43 percent rate of piracy
worldwide. Roughly one in two copies of software in use is an illegal copy. A lot is heard about problems in China and other regions
throughout the world.
The fact of the matter is, when you look at the statistics, our biggest piracy in the world is in the United States. We might have a
relatively low piracy rate, although I hate to call it low, of 27 percent. That is, what, one in four copies in use of an illegal copy.
Although the rate might be lower than 94 and 97 percent piracy
rates we see in some countries, the rate of piracy, times the size
of the market, creates a loss greater in the United States than anywhere else-$2.3 billion in 1996.
This is not just a problem that affects the software industry.
What this means for America overall is that in 1996, 130,000 jobs
were lost due to piracy in this country. It meant a billion dollars
in tax revenues to this country. This is a huge problem for all of
US.
The piracy takes many forms. Our biggest problem is with what
we call "end user copying," businesses that buy one copy and put
it on ten machines, or consumers that buy a copy and share it with
all of their close friends. That is the biggest loss for us.
Internet piracy is a huge problem and that is what we are here
to address today. And if I may finish briefly. I realize the light is
on, Mr. Chairman, but if I can just wrap it up.
Internet piracy is simply out of control. It is basically Dodge City
out there. There is no law.
The Department of Justice and the FBI have been willing to
help, but their hands are clearly tied by a lack of law enforcement
tools, particularly by the loophole created by LaMacchia problem.
Their hands are tied by the lack of jurisdiction to go around and
address these cases. So it is critical that we have this addressed.
So, again, we want to thank you for holding this hearing. This
is an incredibly important first step in addressing the piracy problem. This has been a great opportunity to address the piracy issues
and H.R. 2265, and to recognize the support that we have seen in
moving it forward.
And then what I would like to do at this point is turn to my colleague, Brad Smith from Microsoft, who will detail some more proposals, as well as Sandy Sellers from Software Publishers Association, and we look forward to an ongoing dialogue with this Committee and Congress.
Mr. COBLE. Thank you, Mr. Wrenn.
Mr. Smith.
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STATEMENT OF BRAD SMITH, ASSOCIATE GENERAL COUNSEL,
INTERNATIONAL
LAW
AND
CORPORATE
AFFAIRS,
MICROSOFT CORPORATION
Mr. SMITH. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. My name is Brad Smith.
I am the Associate General Counsel at Microsoft responsible for the
company's International Law and Corporate Affairs including all of
our anti-piracy and anti-counterfeiting work worldwide, I would
like to second what Mr. Wrenn said in conveying our appreciation
for the opportunity to address this issue today, and certainly for all
of the leadership shown by the members of this Committee and by
the Copyright Office and the Department of Justice.
As Mr. Wrenn said, Internet piracy is a real problem for the industry. It is not the biggest piracy problem today, but it is far and
away the fastest growing problem. Indeed, Internet piracy is growing at such a fast rate that I find that one of the biggest challenges
that we face in the industry is simply having to reeducate ourselves every six months about its most recent dimensions.
I thought it might be most useful to give you a sense of our chief
concerns by providing having a brief demonstration of the way that
we now find piracy on the Internet I believe there is- a projector

that will show a computer screen to the wall.

The first thing that we are going to do is user browser software
to take you to two sites that are on the Internet. Both of these are
screen shots that were downloaded from the Internet.
The first thing that, in fact, this demonstrates is the sometimes
somewhat odd vocabulary that people who distribute piracy on the
Internet use. I think we are going to end up having to publish an
Internet piracy dictionary before we are done.
As you see on this site, the first reference is called, "Too Slow's
Secret Warez." That word, v"warez," w-a-r-e-z, is in fact, a slang
term that refers to pirated software that is available for
downloading. And, indeed, if you go to one of the text search engine
index services that are now frequently available on the Internet
and do a search for the word, "warez," you will find that there are
now 17,000 pages on the Internet where that word appears. While
you may not find software for downloading available on each and
every one of those pages, there probably are more than 10,000 sites
on the Internet today where you can download illegal software.
If we go to just one of these, the first one on this page, Radiation
King, at the bottom, this is what you would find. This is the page
that would appear on somebody's computer screen. Most of these
folks do a nice creative job of their own logos, but what' you really
find is lots and lots of software. While the red letters here are a
little hard to read, each of those lines is a reference to a software
program available for downloading. You will find Microsoft programs such as Microsoft Plus, and a number of other programs. If
you simply point to the program that you want with your mouse
and click once, this site will download that software onto your computer. It is really as simple as that. Once you find the site, just
scroll down the page, click on the program of your choice and it is
yours.
We have really found a situation today where it is extraordinarily easy for people to download this software, and with the
use of the search engines which are well known to many, many
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users of the Internet, it is extremely easy for people to find these
sites.
There is another aspect that I wanted to demonstrate that is also
characteristic. Unfortunately, the Internet piracy that is illustrated
by this second site shows that what you typically find in a lot of
these sites is, unfortunately, a lot more than copied software. A lot
of people who get their thrills out of making this software available
get their thrills out, of other things, as well. This particular site,
for example, also has what is called, "cracks." These are programs
that will break copy protection on software so that more and more
illegal copies can be made.
Another feature that this particular site offers is programs that
enable someone to create what is called an e-bomb or an e-mail
bomb. An e-bomb is, in fact, a device that allows a user of e-mail
to, in effect, bombard someone else's e-mail address so that a person might receive say a thousand e-mails. And, indeed, when the
Business Software Alliance takes action against somebody who is
running this kind of site, it is not at all uncommon for them to receive an e-mail bomb that simply consists of a thousand e-mail
messages, that, unfortunately typically consist of the repetitive use
of four-letter words.
But it is just one example of the type of thing that these folks
are engaged in.
That is all I have for the demonstration, so you can turn the
lights back on.
Finally, these sites also are often run by people who get their excitement out of staying up until four in the morning and trying to
crack their way into the Justice Department or somebody else's
computer system.
They may not be making any money out of it. Typically, in this
type of instance, they do not. But it is a real problem and we do
need to take criminal action against it.
Thank you.
[The Statement of Brad Smith follows:]
PREPARED STATEMENT OF BRAD SMITH,

AssociATE

GENERAL COUNSEL,

INTERNATIONAL LAW AND CORPORATE AFFAIRS, MicRosorr CORPORATION

Introduction
Mr. Chairman, members of the Subcommittee, my name is Brad Smith, and I am
Associate General Counsel of International Law & Corporate Affairs at Microsoft
Corporation at its headqu
in Redmond, Washington. Over the past twenty
years, Microsoft has sought to empower personal computer users by developi g software that makes it easier for them to use their PCs at home and at work for an
increasing number of purposes. In pursuit of this goal, Microsoft has grown,
changed, adapted and reinvented itself continuously-tday we empoy nearly
19,000 people, approximately 9,000 of which are located at our headquarters in
Redmond, Washington. We are now one of the leading software pubnhers with
products ranging from operating systems, to applications software such as word
processing and spreadsheet programs, to software development tls and programming language products that help people develop and write creative software, and
to an Internet on-line service, The Microsoft Network ('MSN").
I am pleased to testify today, along with my colleague Greg Wrenn of Adobe, on
behalf of the Business Software Alliance (BSA).
The Business Software Alliance promotes the continued growth of the software industry through its international public policy, education and enforcement programs
in 65 countries throughout North America, Europe, Asia and Latin America. BSA
worldwide members include the leading publishers of software for personal comput
ers: Adobe Systems Incorporated, Apple Computer, Inc., Autodesk, Inc., Bentley Sys-
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tems, Inc., Lotus Development Corp., Microsoft Corp., Novell, Inc., Symantec Corporation, and SCO,Inc. BSA's Policy Council consists of these publishers and other
leading computer technology companies including Compaq Computer Corporation,
Dgtu
I M, Intel Corporation and Sybase.
I want to start by emphasizing what already has been said this morning-addressing the software piracy problem requires both better education and stronger
enforcement of our laws. BSA has pursued such a comprehensive approach for many
years. At BSA, we will be redoubling our education efforts-and we want to thank
this Subcommittee for holding this hearing, which significantly helps in that regard.
But we also believe we need to improve our enforcement tools and increase the laws'
deterring effect.
Therefore, this afternoon, I would like to briefly review what we at BSA are doing
to combat software piracy. Then I would like to turn to discussing the problem
posed by software piracy via the Internet and the solutions presented in the NET
Act, H.R. 2665.
BSA's Education and Enforcement Program
BSA's education efforts are designed to increase public awareness of the legal protection of software and encourage voluntary compliance with the copyright laws
through responsible management practices. For example, for executives with responsibility for managing the purchase and use of software-including Directors for Purchasing, MIS professionals, Chief Financial Officers, Directors of Personnel, Internal
Auditors, and Chief Executive Officers-the BSA offers the Software Management
Kit, which includes information about establishing software management policies for
all as pects of an organizational operation.
BSA experts speak at major computer trade shows, end-user meetings, government seminars, and association conferences-addressing critical issues, including
software piracy as well as copyright protection and software licensing. Anti-piracy
materials are regularly distributed, free of charge, to schools, user groups, government agencies and computer consultants.
But with respect to those who choose to violate our copyght laws, the BSA also
undertakes enforcement actions against organizational end-users, resellers, Internet
pirates, counterfeiters and other entities suspected of making, using or distributing
illegal copies of software. These enforcement actions, which have included BSA provide the caller with software management materials or pursue the lead of suspected
piracy to determine whether there exists sufficient evidence for an enforcement action against the alleged infringer.
Problem Of PiracyVia The Internet-The Need For H.R. 2665
Lot me take just a minute to describe the situation posed by piracy via Internet
Bulletin Boards or websites and the gap in the current laws illustrated by the
LaMacchia case.
The Internet has made it virtually cost-free and risk-free for software pirates to
reproduce and distribute copyrighted works on a commercial scale, displacing untold
numbers of sales. In brief, an individual can set up a computer system such that
others can gain access to valuable software programs through an electronic "bulletin
board" and then download those programs onto their own computers free of charge.
Often the individual may do this for commercial gain. But frequently individuals
may steal software programs to demonstrate their technical prowess (i.e., to show
they can do it), to build their personal collections by bartering with other pirates,
or simply as a form of vandalism. Let me demonstrate for you how easy it is to pirate software on the Internet.
The problem we face is that if an individual steals thousands of dollars of creative
works, posts them to a "bulletin board," offers to make such software freely available, and is prosecuted for these actions, the case will be dismissed-in large part
because the Copyrght Act states that software pirates are only criminally liable if
they steal "for the purpose of commercial advantage or private financial gain." In
U.S. v. LaMacchia,U.S. District Court Judge Richard Stearns noted that such activity was at best "heedlessly irresponsible, and at worst nihilistic, selfindolgent and
lacking in any fundamental sense of values." But it was not, the judge found, a violation of the Copyright Act. However, the judge also stated that he believed "criminal, as well as civil penalties should probably attach to willful, multiple infringements of copyrighted software even absent a commercial motive on the part of the
infringer. One can envision ways that the copyright law could be modified to permit
such prosecution." Clearly, then the law needs to be changed to cover such commercial-scale piracy.
For this reason, we are extremely pleased that Subcommittee Members Bob
Goodlatte, Chairman Howard Coble,Barney Frank and Chris Cannon have intro-
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duced H.R. 2265, the "No Electronic Theft (NET) Act." BSA strongly supports this
legislation, and commends these Members for their leadership on this critical issue.
H.R. 2265 is vitally needed to ensure that copyright holders receive adequate protection in the digital environment. This bill makes it a felony under a new Section
17 U.S.C. §506 (a)(2) to willfully infringe a copyright by reproducing or distributing
10 or mare copyrighted works, with a value of at least $5,000, within a 180-day period, regardless of whether the infringing individual realized any commercial a vantage or private financial gain. The bill also adds a definition of "financial gain" in
Section 17 U.S.C. § 101 to clarify that the term includes bartering for, and the trading of, pirated software. In other words, if you take a pirated software program and
trade it on the Internet and eventually barter to the point where you have a $5,000
portfolio of software, the bill considers such bartering to be a criminal act-just as
if you had sold the stolen software for $5,000.
In addition, H.R. 2265 ensures that victims of criminal copyright infringement
will have the opportunity to provide victim impact statements to the court about the
impact of the offense and directs the Sentencing Commission to ensure that guideline ranges are sufficiently stringent to deter criminal infringement of intellectual
property rights, and provide for consideration of the retail value and quantity of the
legitimate, infringed-upon items. Finally, the bill extends the statute of limitations
for copyright infringement from 3 to 5 years.
I want to be very clear that we are only talking about willful infringement of a
copyright holder's rights. H.R. 2665 merely strengthens criminal law against unscrupulous individuals. As this Committee well knows, under criminal law a willful
act requires that it be intentionally done with knowledge that it was prohibited by
law. .R. 2265 does not address the potential liabilities of Internet Service Providers and other third parties that may innocently provide the means used by others
for, but who themselves do not engage in, willful copyright infringement.
Moreover, we believe that because this is a criminal statute with criminal liability, the possibility of longer sentences should be focused on the more serious offenses. Thus, we believe for piracy of copyrighted works which have a total retail
value of more than $10,000, imprisonment of up to three years would be in order.
At the same time, we would like to suggest penalties for repeat copyright offenders
be increased. In those instances where a fine is imposed in lieu of imprisonment,
there should be a significant minimum fine with the possibility of up to double the
otherwise applicable maximum possible fine.
We strongly support the provision extending the statute of limitations for copyright infringement from three to five years. Such a five-year statute of limitations
is the norm for criminal violations under Title 18 of the United States Code.
We also support the provisions of the bill directing the Federal Sentencing Commission to comply with the statutory definition of "retail value" to ensure that applicable penalties are based on the retail value of the legitimate items being infringed.
We also believe that the Commission should be required to consider restitution as
an element of sentencing and that statutory damages should be awarded according
to the nature of the offense and without regard to the infringers' ability to pay.
In addition to the important changes made by H.R. 2265, the Subcommittee also
may wish to consider in the near future other amendments to the Copyright Act
which could help further reduce piracy. For example, we believe the minimum statutory damages for piracy should be increased to have the desired deterrent effect on
piracy. The Subcommittee also might consider the creation of tiers of damages, imposing higher levels for categories of willful piracy. Importantly, we believe that
courts should be required to double the amount of damages (whether actual or statutory damages) for repeated piracy violations. Thus, where a recidivist commits piracy the court would be required to double the amount of damages. Finally, the Subcommittee might wish to review the procedures available to those seeking to enforce
their intellectual property rights to ensure that they can obtain evidence to prove
piracy.
Conclusion
Mr. Chairman, Members of the Subcommittee, we understand that an unfortunate
but currently inescapable part of our job is to protect our intellectual property from
those who simply would steal it. Certainly BSA members are doing what we can
to educate users about the practical, business and legal consequences of using pirated software. But we also are committed to pursuing those who willfully choose to
violate our intellectual property rights and pirate our products.
We sincerely hope that the Subcommittee moves forward with H.R. 2665 expeditiously. We believe it will prove to be of great significance in helping to crack dow
on software piracy.
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Mr. COBLE. Ms. Sellers?
STATEMENT OF SANDRA A. SELLERS, SOFTWARE PUBLISHERS
ASSOCIATION
Ms. SELLERS. Chairman Coble, Mr. Frank and other distinguished members of the Committee, I am Sandra Sellers, Vice
President of Intellectual Property Education and Enforcement for
the Software Publishers Association. I appreciate the opportunity
to testify today and ask that my written testimony also be placed
in the record.
The SPA represents over 1200 companies, including my co-panelists, Adobe and Microsoft. They develop, market and distribute
software for the education, entertainment, business and Internet.
Our mission is to promote and protect the entire software industry and alnost 900 of our members have authorized SPA to enforce
their intellectual property rights.
SPA calls upon you today to do three things to help diminish
software piracy.
Number one, lead by example by making the Federal Government accountable for using only licensed software, by implementing
software asset management programs.
Number two, enact H.R. 2265, the No Electronic Theft Act, which
would close the loophole and enable law enforcement to prosecute
willful commercial scale Internet piracy, even in the absence of personal financial gain.
And, three, promptly enact H.R. 2281, the WIPO Copyright Treaty Implementation Act.
As Mr. Wrenn noted, in 1996, the industry lost over $11 billion
worldwide. The most pervasive form of piracy contributing to these
statistics, he referred to it as, "end user piracy." We sometimes call
it, "softlifting," but that is the purchase of a license for software
and loading it onto other unlicensed computers, thus exceeding the
license. Softlifting can even be done by well-known, large corporations, and by government agencies:
Today I will relate two illustrations of why attention must be
given to our government's software policies and procedures.
The purpose of this testimony, though, is not to accuse. Our purpose is to ask for accountability and to assist those agencies struggling to act responsibly.
In early 1993, the Department of Defense issued an audit report
on controls over copyrighted computer software. The report sampled--did a sample audit of 1,022 computers out of the 377,000
computers then in use by the Department of Defense, and the sample audit found unauthorized software had been installed on 51
percent of the sample audit for a value of over $225,000 of pirated
software.
The report concluded that the condition existed because controls
to insure compliance with the license agreements and the copyright
laws were either ineffective or nonexistent because management
was indifferent to the problem.
The report, therefore, recommended that a guidance directive be
issued. But despite several due dates over the past few years, that
guidance directive still has not been completed and issued, and no
follow-up reports have been done.
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In July, 1996, SPA received a report that the Department of Labor's Mine, Safety and Health Administration, MSHA, was using illegal software at two of its locations.
DOL officials agreed to audit MSHA and to develop and implement software management and procedures for all of DOL. But the
process has been extremely slow, largely due to bureaucratic red
tape, and in my opinion, due to the need for all the Union review
involved.
Though the DOL has been very cooperative, nearly 18 months
will have passed between the time we first brought this to DOL's
attention and the time the audit will have been completed. And
during that time, if the status quo has been maintained, that may
mean that illegal software is continuing to be used.
The reason? Lack of preexisting policy, lack of assignment of responsibility, and lack of procedures for follow through.
It may not be easy to implement these policies, but it is possible,
and the SPA stands ready to help. We have available sample policies and guidelines, including a software management training
seminar that has been taken by over 5500 people in 30 countries
in the past three years, including government employees.
But neither industry nor well-meaning individual government.
employees can accomplish this task alone. SPA recommends a
House resolution and an Executive Branch directive, that Federal
agencies take the four steps that corporate America has taken, first
step being to adopt a software management policy; two, assign responsibility for administering the policy; three, conduct regular audits to ensure compliance; and four, take corrective action, if needed.
SPA would be pleased to provide information and assistance in
developing and implementing these policies.
I am pleased to report that the Administration has acted expeditiously. Two days ago while addressing SPA's 13th Annual Conference, Vice President Al Gore charged the Council of Chief Information Officers to develop uniform Federal policies for checking
software and responding appropriately if illegal software is found.
He further directed them to work closely with SPA so that the
Government adopts the very best commercial practices to send a
loud and clear anti-piracy message at home and abroad.
Our Government must lead by example, both in the United
States, and as an example to our foreign trading partners. And
what we say here today, though, should not be misconstrued nor
relied upon by foreign governments as an excuse for their own use
of pirated software.
Our call for comprehensive, consistent management practices to
promote accountability, and the Vice President's directive, reenforce our Government's commitment to respect copyright laws
and to be held accountable under them.
We ask for your reenforcement by issuing House resolution.
Mr. Chairman, if I may make one or two brief remarks about
H.R. 2265 and I will wrap up.
Mr. COBLE. Without objection.
Ms. SELLERS. The NET Act is essential to the fight against piracy on the Internet. We must close the LaMacchia loophole.
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The people who created the waresites demonstrated by Mr.
Smith often create them only for self-aggrandizement, and they are
not deterred by a possible civil monetary judgment, because it
probably would not be collectible against them. The threat of criminal prosecution is really the only effective deterrent against these
kind of Internet pirates.
Now addressing Mr. Frank's question earlier about willfulness, I
have no problem with adding something in the legislative history
that would say the NET Act is not attempting to change the definition of "willfulness", or the willfulness standard. But I would put
a period there. I would not then go on to include the different types
of people who may or may not fall into it because the willfulness
standard is a conduct-based activity, and if the conduct is appropriate, they will meet the willfulness standard. If they do not, they
will not meet the standard.
We also agree with the Department of Justice's bill that the
value threshold of $5,000 must include an aggregate, a choiceMr. COBLE. I am not sure-I am being very lenient with the witnessesMs. SELLERS. I am sorry.
Mr. COBLE [continuing]. But wrap it up, if you can.
MS. SELLERS. This is my last point.

The $5,000 threshold is very important because many of our publishers or entertainment and education publishers whose software
retail for a value of $39 or $49, it is very important with a drop
in software prices that the $5,000 threshold be kept at 5,000 and
that it be an aggregate of either the software posted or the software downloaded.
Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
[The Statement of Ms. Sellers follows:]
PREPARED STATEMENT OF SANDRA A. SELLERS, SOFTWARE PUBLISHERS ASSOcIATION

SPA commends the subcommittee for holding hearings on these critical issues to
the computer software industry. SPA is the leading trade association of the computer software industry, representing over 1200 companies that develop and market
software for entertainment, business, education, and the Internet.
Our mission is to promote and protect the interests of the entire software industry. Electronic commerce in software premises to improve the odds of success for
companies large and small, but its promise is threatened by the persistent and virulent probem of software piracy-the unauthorized copying and distribution of computer programs. In 1996, piracy cost the software industry over $2 billion in the
U.S. and over $11 billion around the world. Year after year, software piracy remains
a leading concern for hundreds of CEOs, one of whom recently called piracy "the
single worst problem now facing the industry."
SPA believes that copyright should protect software on the Internet no less than
software in CD-ROMs end other media. Virtually all software companies rely on
copyright to protect their software, and hundreds look to SPA to help them protect
their copyrights. For over a decade, SPA has fought software piracy through three
lines of defense-education, enforcement, and advocacy for adequate laws to protect
valuable copyrights and maintain the incentive to create-and is now active in
about 20 countries. Moreover, one year ago we launched our Internet Anti-Piracy
Campaign, and have learned valuable-and frightening-lessons about the changing
tactics of software pirates.
New forms of software piracy are taking advantage of loopholes in current law.
Under current law, showing financial gain is required to prove criminal (but not
civil) copyright infringement. Because much software piracy on the Internet apparently occurs without the exchange of money, the so-called "LaMacchia Loophole" discourages law enforcement from taking action against willful, commercial-scale software pirates who eschew cash in favor of notoriety or bartering in "hotP software.
One federal court speculated that such piracy could not be prosecuted for criminal
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copyright infringement, even though the defendant was alleged to have bartered for
more than $1 million in stolen software. Moreover, it is not clear that current copyright law can reliably stop pirates from unauthorized circumvention of technical protection-an important supplement to legal protection-that controls access or copying of computer software. Many Internet sites already offer unauthorized passwords,
serial numbers, and cracker/hacker utilities that permit Internet users to copy pirate software-the equivalent of stealing breaking into a bookstore to steal a book.
Finally, SPA's independent investigation indicates that some federal agencies themselves have fallen short of what we have asked corporate America and other governments to do-be accountable for using only authorized software in their operations.
The clear message is that the U.S. government and governments everywhere must
do more to combat software piracy at home, around the world, and on the Internet.
SPA calls on Congress to take the following steps: (1) promptly implement the
WIPO Copyright Treaty by enacting the WIPO Copyright Treaty Implementation
Act (H.R. 2281), (2) close the "LaMacchia Loophole by enacting the No Electronic
Theft (NET) Act (H.R. 2265), and (3) lead by example by making Congress and the
federal government accountable for using only licensed software by implementing a
software asset management program. SPA hopes that this subcommittee and Congress as a whole will take these stps and join the fight against software piracy.
CURRICULUM VITAE OF WITNESS
vice president of intellectual property education and enis
the
Sandra A. Sellers
forcement for the Software Publishers Association (SPA), where she manages all intellectual property educational programs enforcement actions, both domestic and
international.
Prior to joining SPA, Sellers was a partner in the Washington, D.C., office of
Willian, Brinks, Hofer, Gilson & Lione, where for 10 years she specialized in intellectual property litigation. Before entering private practice, Sellers was an attorneyadviser to the chief administrative law judge of the U.S. International Trade Commission.
Sellers has served as president of the International Trade Commission Trial Lawyers Association and is active in the International Trademark Association. She received her Juris Doctor from George Washington University and a bachelor's degree
from Dickinson College.
DISCLOSURE OF FEDERAL GRANT, CONTRACT OR SUBCONTRACT RECEIVED
In the current and preceding two fiscal years, the Software Publishers Association
has received the following federal grants, contracts, or subcontracts:
Department of Commerce, InternationalTrade Administration,Award No.
95-3141 Oct. 1. 1995-Dec. 31. 1996 (as extended). SPA received $58,489 to
present CSM software asset management training throughout Latin Amer-

ica.

Department of Commerce, InternationalTradeAdministration, Award No.
94-3185 Oct. 1, 1994 through Sept. 30, 1998 (asextended). SPA and its joint
venture partners--the American Electronics Association and the Telecommunications Industry Association-received $440,000 (as amended) in
matching funds to establish and operate the U.S. Information Technology
Office, a trade development organization based in Beijing.
The witness has not personally received any federal grant, contract, or
subscontract in the current and preceding two fiscal years.
Mr. Chairman and Members of the Subcommittee: I am Sandra Sellers, vice presi,dent of intellectual property education and enforcement for the Software Publishers
Association (SPA). For over three years, I have been responsible for SPA's worldwide programs to protect computer software from piracy-programs that balance
education with legal enforcement.
SPA commends you for holding these hearings on a grave and chronic problem
facing the software industry-piracy at home, abroad, and on the Internet. We commend you and your co-sponsors for introducing the WIPO Copyright Treaty Implementation Act and Rep. Goodlatte for introducing the NET Act, two measures that
would close loopholes now used by software pirates.
SPA is the leading trade association of the computer software industry, representing over 1,200 companies that develop and market software for entertainment, business, education, and the Internet. Our mission is to promote and protect the interests of the entire software industry, and year after year software piracy remains a
leading concern for hundreds of CEOs and senior executives. As a result, hundreds
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of software companies look to SPA to protect and enforce the intellectual property
in their software.
The Threat of Software Piracy
Software piracy, quite simply defined, is the unauthorized use of computer software. Software piracy occurs in several forms: (1) softlifting, which is purchasing a
license for software and loading it onto additional computers, thus exceeding the license. This includes sharing commercial copyrighted software with friends, co-workers and others; (2) counterfeiting, which is the illegal duplication and sale of copyrighted software; (3) hard disk loading, whereby computer hardware dealers load
unauthorized copies of software onto the computer's hard disk, often as sn incentive
for the end user to buy the hardware from that dealer; (4) renting software for temporary use without authorization; and (5) uploading and/or downloading copyrighted software without authorization via modem to or from the Internet or electronic bulletin boards. This testimony will focus on two of these types, softlifting,
particularly by government entities, and Internet piracy.
The most pervasive form of piracy continues to be softlifting of entire computer
programs, usually of business application software, for business- purposes. In an
independent study done earlier this year, we found that in 1996 piracy of business
applications cost the industry over $11 billion worldwide, and over $2 billion in the
United States alone. Forty-three percent of software in use worldwide is pirated,
and in the United States 27 percent is pirated. These are conservative numbers for
many reasons, chiefly because they include only business application software, and
do not begin to count the revenue lost to the education, entertainment and other
sectors of the U.S. software industry. Additionally, these numbers do not account
for illegal copies distributed via the Internet, since it is impossible to track the
amount of downloads of pirated software.
According to a recent Price Waterhouse survey, CEOs of software companies rank
software piracy in the top 10 of their concerns. As Garry McDaniels, chairman of
Baltimore-based SkillsBank Corporation, a leading educational software company,
said, ' To keep up with consumer demand and our competitors, Skills Bank has
spent an average of 25 percent of our revenues in research and development. That
investment could be seriously undermined by losses from software piracy."
For Todd Hollenshead, CEO of Texas-based id Software, Inc., which developed the
best-selling aes "Quake" and "Doom," the future of entertainment software online
is threatened by piracy. 'We believe that half of the full versions of "Quake" being
played are pirate copies," said Hollenshead. "Software piracy is the single worst

problem now faicing the industr. '

Indeed, the potential for replicating id Software's experience is'frighteningly real
because of the large number of pirate sites and the extensive listings of software
titles available for free (but unauthorized) download. Anyone using any popular
search engine can find "warez," the Internet term for pirate software. More experienced Internet users can access "elite" site on the Internet Relay Chat (IRC) or file
transfer protocol (FTP) sites.
Imagine any other industry in which almost 50 percent-or even 27 percent--of
goods produced were stolen; certainly that industry would not survive for long. It
is imperative that everything possible be done to stem the tide of software piracy
in the United States.
Who are the software pirates? There are even more types of software pirates than
there are types of software piracy. The "oftlifters" are often ordinary persons who
may not realize they are breaking the law-they may believe that because their employer bought some software licenses, that it is okay to load those licensed copies
onto other,the
unlicensed
machines. and
Or breaking
maybe thethe
"oftlifters"
do know
that
exceeding
license agreement
law, but believe
they
arethey
"in are
the
nesses
educational
righ toand
institutions.
save
their employer
money. "Softfers"
We often hear
this
excuse
from
small
busican include large corporations,
federal.
Regardlesseducational
of who or institutions,
why, these and
pirates
great commercial
small businesses,
evencause
government
agencies, state
harmand
to
The Internet has given rise to another type of pirate, the consummate
software companies.
"hacker"
or
'wvarex" aficionado, reputation,
who copies the
and thrill,
distributes
computer
aggrandizement-the
software
simply for selfthe "fun"
of having
the latest
programs
or the biggest "library' of "warez" titles. Take Max Butler, the courier for an
Internet
gang who
hacked
servers
operated
by ABWAM,
Internet access
provider,
andinto
created
an FTP
site crammed
with a Colorado-based
software titles. It is impossible to know how many illegal copies dozens of pirated
were downloaded
from Butler's site before ABWAM, during routine server maintenance,
found the
telltale signs of Internet piracy-exceedingly large file transfers, a
large number of
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uploads, and filenames representing commercial software titles. ABWAM reported
the matter to SPA, which brought a lawsuit against Butler. With the help of
Internet Service Providers, SPA has been able to identify other of pirate site operators. SPA has entered into several setlements with Internet pirate site operators,
the terms of which included injunctions and community service.
Next week, SPA will commence a civil action for copyright infringment Fairest another Internet pirate. This suit will allege the posting of hundreds and hundreds
of serial numbers and cracker/hacker utilities on the Internet. The sole purpose of
these utilities is to bypass copy protection imbedded in commercial software. The
availability of these utilities makes any commercial software program available in
full form, for free, on the Internet.
For software companies, the Internet promises to be an alternative computing
platform, which will need computer software to operate. It also promises to be a lowcost method for distributing software. Electronic commerce in software promises to

improve the odds of success for companies large and small. It will free them from
shrinking retail shelves and help keep the bfarers to entry low enough for start-

up companies. It will fulfill these promises only if is not threatened by the persistent and virulent problem of software piracy.
The Ongoing Fight Against Software Piracy
In its mission to promote and protect the interests of the entire software industry,
SPA has fought software piracy through education, enforcement, and public policy.
The first line of attack against software piracy must always be to ensure that adequate laws exist to protect this valuable intellectual property and continue to provide the incentive to create new products.
Along with appropriate laws, SPA advocates extensive public education about
those laws, license agreements, and how to use software legally. SPA distributes a
wide variety of educational materials, from free pamphlets to videotapes and extensive manuals of software asset management. SPA even teaches two fulday seminars: the Certified Software Manager (CSM) course in software management, which
has been taken by over 5,500 persons in 30 countries in the last three years; and
the Internet in the Workplace course, which guides organizations through the job
of setting up policies for Internet usage by employees.
The third line of defense against software piracy is enforcement. SPA has actively
enforced it's members copyrights in the United States for many years through lawsuits, cooperative audits and cease and desist letters. It now has enforcement programs in approximately 20 key countries worldwide. But enforcement can only be
as good as the law upon which the efforts are based. There are actions that Congress needs to take now to fill certain voids.
Copyright Law-The Bulwark Against Piracy
To fight piracy, software companies need adequate and effective laws to provide
legal protection for their works. Copyright law in the United States and other countries protects computer programs from unauthorized duplication, distribution and
certain other uses. That is why virtually all software companies rely on copyright
to protect their software from piracy, and why SPA believes that copyrght should
protect software on the Internet no less than software in CD-ROMs and other
media.
In this way, copyright law provides software companies with the incentive to create new generations of software, and the confidence to experiment with new, more
flexible means of exercising their rights. Nonetheless, changes are needed to close
some loopholes that software pirates are using to upset the balance even more.
Closing the "LaMacchiaLoophole" for Software Thieves
Much software piracy on the Internet uncovered by SPA apparently occurs without the exchange of money, even though it threatens large-scale harm to software
companies. Under current law, showing such financial gain currently is required to
prove criminal (but not civil) copyright infringement In the 1994 court derision
United States v. LaMacchia a federal court in Massachusetts dismissed wire fraud

charges against a college student. The Court, in dicta further speculated that the
defendant, an operator of a computer bulletin board who allegedly distributed more

than $1 million in pirated software, also could not be prosecuted for criminal copyright infringement because he had received no payment for the pirate software.
The fact that willful, commercial-scale software pirates eschew cash in favor of
barter or notoriety should not prevent law enforcement from prosecuting them for
criminal copyright infringement If one were to walk into a jewelry stere, steal some
jewels, and then give them away on the street to passersby without taking compensation for the, stolen jewels, the thief would probably be prosecuted, despite the
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fact that he did not gain financially from his actions. The same should be true with
respect to software.
SPA, therefore, strongly supports the "No Electronic Theft Act," H.R. 2265, introduced in July by Rep. Goodlatte and co-sponsored by Reps. Coble, Cannon and
Frank. This bill would remove the financial gain requirement and make willful software piracy a crime if done for barter or causes at least $5000 in harm.
Technical Protection-An Important Supplement to Copyright Law
Another loophole is circumvention of technical protection to control unauthorized
access or copying of computer software. Such technical protection promises to be an
important supplement to the legal protection of copyright. Many software companies
already rely on serial numbers an passwords to control installation of pirate software. Others rely on hardware copy protection (called "dangles"). Other copy control
mechanisms to prevent unauthorized copying are available. Yet Internet sites which
offer unauthorized serial numbers and cracker/hacker utilities which circumvent
other copy protections are proliferating. Some Internet sites offer pages and pages
of single-spaced material listing serial numbers which permit one to access otherwise inaccessible copies of commercial copyrighted computer programs. The same
sites often also post many pages of hacker/cracker computer programs which can circumvent copy protection measures embedded by the copyright owner.
Persons who create and distribute these circumvention devices also have attempted to extort money from our members. Last year, someone attempted to extort
$1 million from Symantec Corp. The blackmailer threatened to post on the Internet
a circumvention program for one of Symantec's copy-protected programs. Such
would have compounded the piracy of the program.
California-based SciTech Software, Inc. has a product called "Display Doctor." As
part of the marketing for Display Doctor, Sci-Tech offers 21-day trial versions. Last
May, Sci-Tech received demands from an online extortionist threatening to make
available on the Internet the means to circumvent the timer software controlling the
21-day evaluation period. The online blackmailer demanded payment of $20,000. According to Kendall Bennett, Sci-Tech's engineering director, "The scary thing is not
that our protection could be circumvented-dedicated pirates can always do that.
What's scary is that they can get the information on how to circumvent into the
hands of millions of casual users who would normally license our software."
The immediate threats to SciTech and Symantec have passed, but the blackmailers are Dill lurking. Unfortunately, it is not clear that current copyright law
can be used to stop this kind of unauthorized circumvention, even though the purpose is software piracy. That loophole would be closed by the new WIPO Copyright
Treaty, which requires the United States and other countries to make sure that software companies have effective remedies against circumvention of technical protection for copyrighted works. SPA has spent months building consensus among industry and government on how to do so, and Congress is now considering legislation.
Another Role for Government-Leading by Example in the Fight Against Softlifing
For nearly three years, SPA has used its "Benchmarks for Intellectual Property
Protection" to assess whether U.S. trading partners are meeting their obligations to
protect and enforce intellectual property rights in computer software. An important
benchmark is a demonstrated commitment by national governments to the protection and enforcement of intellectual property rights in computer software. One essential way to demonstrate this commitment is for federal and state governments
to cease using illegally copied software.
The U.S. government has been a vigorous advocate for this position in negotiations with our trading partners. For example, the 1995 U.S.-China IPR Agreement
commited China to using only legal software in its government operations. Now, we
issue a challenge to the U.S. government to again demonstrate its leadership by providing the administrative follow-through necessary to do what SPA has long asked
of corporate America implement a comprehensive and verifiable software asset management program.
Some congressional offices and federal agencies have already undertaken this
challenge, but it has not been undertaken by the federal government as a whole.
Rep. Sonny Bono (R-Calif.) has long been interested in taking steps to ensure that
congressional offices use software responsibly, and we applaud and support his efforts. But there has never been a directive from the President or Congress that requires all federal government installations to have a comprehensive software management policy and to implement procedures to ensure that the policy is being followed. As our experience with certain government agencies has shown, such a directive from the top of the various branches of government is necessary to ensure that
the federal government will abide by the copyright laws and to assist those agencies
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struggling to act responsibly. Two examples will demonstrate why such a directive
is essential. A report attached to my testimony provides further detail of these instances.
In early 1993, the Department of Defense (DOD) issued an audit report on controls over copyrighted computer software. The report found that at the end of 1991,
DOD had approximately 377,500 computers. The DOD Inspector General's Office
conducted an audit of a sample 1,022 computers at 22 locations and found that unauthorized software had been installed on 51 percent. The report concluded that the
condition existed because controls to ensure compliance with computer software license agreements and copyright laws were either ineffective or nonexistent because
management was indifferent to the problem. The draft report recommended that the
Assistant Secretary of Defense for Command, Control, Communications and Intelligence display leadership on the issue of compliance with federal copyright law by
issuing a directive on the subject. SPA has vigilantly followed up on the recommendations in the DOD report. In June 1994, the Inspector General's Office informed SPA that a formal directive would be issued in July 1994, which was later
postponed until January 1995, then to December 1995. As of mid-August 1997, the
inspector General's Office indicated that the guidance directive still has not been
completed and that there have been no follow-up reports. Despite knowledge of illegal use of unauthorized software, it appears to SPA that DOD has not issued a directive, nor followed up to institute appropriate procedures and educate its
workforce in the proper management of commercially available computer software.
In July 1996, SPA received a report that the Department of Labor (DOLl's Mine
Safety and Health Administration (MSHA) was using illegal software at two of its
facilities. SPA sent MSHA an audit letter on Aug. 9, 1996. On Jan. 10, 1997, SPA
met with DOL officials, who agreed to audit MSHA and to develop and implement
software management procedures and policies for the entire Labor Department.
DOL has worked diligently toward developing new policies and aplan for software
management, but the process has been extremely slow. As a result of the need to
promulgate a software policy and then complete the necessary steps to implement
the new policy, nearly 18 months will have passed from the time SPA notified
MSHA until the audit has been completed. During that time, we assume that the
status quo has been maintained, which may mean that illegal software continues
to be used. It is SPA's opinion that an executive directive or congressional resolution
would have assisted this situation and perhaps given support to well-meaning goveminent employees who are attempting to comply with the copyright laws. If policies and procedures had been in place, DOL easily could have produced copies of
its policy, the report of most recent audit conducted, and the corresponding proof
of licenses all in response to SPA's first letter.
As part of a project to monitor compliance by government agencies with software
license agreements, SPA has contacted several others seeking copies of policies and
audit reports. That project is ongoing.
It may not be easy to come into compliance, but it is possible and SPA stands
ready to help. SPA has available sample policies and guidelines, including a training
seminar in software management.
A government success story can be found in the state of Ohio. SPA received a report
illegal software
by the
Ohio
Lottery
Commission
anaaudit.
As anof outgrowth,
SPA use
worked
with
state
officials
to design and
and initiated
implement
software management policy and procedures for the entire state of Ohio. As a result,
the whole state government now has a verifiable process by which to ensure that
Ohio state agencies are in compliance with U.S. copyright laws.
SPA therefore recommends that strong directives be issued from the highest government leadership to implement a software use policy in order to ensure government compliance with federal copyright laws. The U.S. government must declare itself a "piracy free zone" for computer software, thereby setting an example for the
rest of the world.
Action Plan to Fight Piracy
The SPA "1997 Global Software Piracy Report," which is also appended to my testimony, concludes that software piracy impedes the continued growth of the software industry and its associated benefits. The clear message is that the U.S. government and governments everywhere must do more to combat software piracy at
home, around the world and on the Internet. SPA calls on Congress to take the following steps:
Promptly implement the WIPO Copyright Treaty by enacting the WIPO
Copyright Treaty Implementation Act (H.R. 2281), which would provide effective legal remedies to prevent unauthorized circumvention of technical
protection for computer software and other copyrighted works.
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Close the "LaMacchia Loophole" by enacting the No Electronic Theft
(NET) Act (H.R. 2265), which would enable law enforcement to prosecute
willful commercial-scale Internet pirates for criminal copyright infringement, even in the absences of commercial gain; and
Lead by example by making Congress and the federal government accountable for using only licensed software by implementing a software asset
management program.
SPA recommends a House resolution and an Executive Branch directive mandating that congressional offices and federal agencies take the same four steps that corporate America has taken: (1) adopt a software asset management policy that prohibits the use of unauthorized software; (2) assign responsibility and authority for
administering this policy; (3) conduct regular audits to ensure compliance; and (4)
take corrective action, if needed. SPA will be pleased to provide information and
training to help the agencies develop, implement and administer such a policy.
Conclusion
SPA is determined to work with the U.S. government to ensure its leadership in
fighting software piracy, both around the world and on the Internet, and to ensure
that piracy does not impede the rapid development of reliable electronic commerce
in digital products.
APPENDIX

Tab 1: SPA Preliminary Report on Federal Agency Compliance with U.S.
Copyright Law and Computer Sofware Use
Tab 2: Audit Report, Office of the Inspector General, Department of Defense, Controls over Copyrighted Computer Software, February 19, 1993
Tab 3: Correspondence between SPA and Department of Defense, June 20,
1994-July 31, 1995
Tab 4: Correspondence between SPA and Department of Labor, August 9,
1996-May 27, 1997
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TAB I
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SOFTWARE PUBLISHERS ASSOCIATION
PRELIMINARY REPORT ON FEDERAL AGENCY
COMPLIANCE WITH US. COPYRIGHT LAW AND
COMPUTER SOFTWARE USE

The United States Government is the largest employer in the country,
and the largest user of information technology. It is by far, the largest
purchaser of personal computer software in the world. Because of its size,
geographical distribution and organizational complexity, the federal
government is probably in a more difficult position than corporate America
when it comes to managing and controlling the use of software by its
employees. -This size-and bureaucratic nature make it more difficult for
owners of intellectual property rights to monitor the use of software products
by federal customers. Regardless whether it is more difficult to police
unauthorized software use by government agencies, such is no justification
for allowing it.
At a time when the United States is making the protection of
intellectual property the cornerstone of its international trade policy, it is
especially important that it take steps to make sure that its own house is in
orderwhen it comes to software use by its agencies. U.S. trade negotiators
must be able to point to its own government as a model for intellectual
property compliance to buttress demands that other countries pass and
enforce state of the art intellectual property laws. For this reason, the United
States government must take a top down approach to the management of its
software assets.
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As the following report shows, federal agencies have progress to make
in their efforts to ensure that its employees are using software that has been
legally acquired. Indeed, only when stringent policies are institutionalized
and regularized by the federal workforce can the United States be certain that
its agencies are in full compliance with US. intellectual property laws.
Software Publishers Association has been aware for years that federal
agencies have difficulty controlling the illegal use of software in their offices.
In two specific instances, SPA has confronted agencies with evidence of
improper software use. However, SPA has been unable to make sure that
such improper use ceased or that such agencies have instituted policies that
prohibit the use of unlawfully copied software. With regard to other agencies,
SPA's preliminary investigation suggests that many have no written,
consistent policy governing employee use of software. With regard to those
other agencies, SPA's investigation is continuing.
1. Department of Defense.
In February 1993, the Office of the Inspector General of the Department
of Defense issued an audit report (No. 93-056) on Controls Over Copyrighted
Computer Software. (App. Ex. 1). This report found that at the end of fiscal
year 1991, the Department of Defense "hereinafter "DoD") had approximately
377,500 computers which it assumed were microcomputers. The DoD did not
maintain an overall inventory of computer software and no reliable
estimates were available indicating the cost to purchase software for
microcomputers within the DoD. The report found it reasonable to assume
that millions of commercially developed software programs were installed on
DoD microcomputers.
The DoD report recognized that software vendors attempted to control
the use of their products through license agreements that invoked the
protections against copying found in the federal copyright act. The report also
recognized that the DoD was bound by restrictions on software use found in

SPA Preliminary Report
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the license agreements that accompanied software products in use on Dl)
computers.
The DoD Inspector General's office, as part of its audit, conducted a
physical examination of a sample of 1,022 computers at 22 locations within
the military departments. The audit found unauthorized software had been
installed on 51 percent of the 1,022 computers it tested. The report concluded
that the condition existed because controls to ensure compliance with
computer software licensing agreements and copyright laws were either
ineffective or nonexistent and because of management indifference.
The audit showed that unauthorized software had been installed on
computers at each of the 22 military department activities audited.
Unauthorized software remained on the computers despite the fact that prior
notice of the purpose and the date of the audit had been given. The report
noted that each activity had ample opportunity to remove unauthorized
software from their computers; some commands had directed such removal.
The report estimated that the value of the 1,381 copies of unauthorized or
undocumented software found on the computers it inspected was about
$227,000.
The report contained summaries of reports prepared by the Army and
Air Force audit agencies. The Army audit agency conducted three
multilocation audits from 1988 through 1990, covering the acquisition, use,
control, and accountability of commercial software. The Army audit agency
concluded that policies and procedures had not established to prevent, detect,
or control unauthorized copying of commercial software. Based on a
statistical sample, the Army audit agency found that 41 percent of the Armyowned personal computers had undocumented software valued at $21
million.
The Air Force audit agency issued 33 reports from 1987 through 1991 on
small computer software management and 4 follow-up reports. The reports
included reviews of three major command headquarters and 30 bases or
activities. Unauthorized copyrighted software was found on computers in 28
SPA Preliminary Report
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of the 33 reports. The Air Force audit agency recommended that
unauthorized software be removed from Government owned computers.
Only one of the follow-up reports stated that deficiencies had been corrected.
In the other three follow-up reports, procedures had not been fully
implemented to remove unauthorized software from computers.
The Inspector General's auditors were given various reasons why
undocumented software was installed on the computers tested. The Inspector
General found that the problem stemmed from ineffective or nonexistent
controls and a lack of management emphasis on compliance with licensing
agreements. The computer security officers who were interviewed during the
audit reported that efforts to control copyrighted computer software were
hampered by a lack of command emphasis on the importance of complying
with copyright laws and licensing agreements.
In one instance, auditors tested 12 of 20 computers of a section of an Air
Force squadron and found 21 unauthorized software programs. The
squadron commander, when interviewed by the auditors, stated that he knew
that unauthorized copies of software in excess of the quantities purchased had
been installed on the squadron computers. He stated that due to insufficient
funds, the required number of copies of the software could not be purchased,
but that the software programs were needed for the squadron's mission and
the mission came first.
The audit report concluded that the results were sufficient to show that
licensing agreements for copyrighted software were ignored at all levels of
command for each military department. When coupled with the reports of
the Army and Air Force audit agencies, the report found compelling evidence
that abuse of software licensing agreements had been and remained
commonplace throughout the DoD:
Most significantly, the audit showed that leaders and managers
have not only acquiesced in the continuing abuse of software
licensing agreements, but that they have directed actions that
required violation of Federal copyright statute. Disregard of
Federal law under the guise of expediency signals an
SPA Preliminary Report
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unacceptable breakdown in integrity and ethical behavior among
those who are responsible.
The audit report found that formal controls over copyrighted computer
software and formal procedures for implementing the requisite controls were
necessary to ensure that leaders, managers, and computer users know and
apply needed safeguards to preclude copyright infringement. With rare
exceptions, the audit report concluded, existing guidance was generally
ignored by the activities being audited.
The draft report recommended that the Assistant Secretary of Defense
for Command, Control, Communications and Intelligence display leadership
in the issue of DoD compliance with federal copyright law by issuing a
directive on the subject. The recommendation that a "directive" be issued
was changed in the final report to recommend that further "guidance" be
issued.
Management was given an opportunity to comment on both the
findings and the recommendation contained in the report. The Navy and the
Air Force gave no comments. The Army concurred in both the findings and
in the recommendation. The Assistant Secretary of Defense for Command,
Control, Communications and Intelligence concurred in the findings but
disputed the recommendations. The Assistant Secretary of Defense
contended that existing laws and regulations were already in place. The
Inspector General persisted thatIn view of the pervasion of the condition disclosed by the audit
and for the specific reasons provided in the Audit Response
section in Part II of the report, we request that the Assistant
Secretary of Defense (Command, Control, Communications and
Intelligence) reconsider the need for corrective action in this
matter and provide additional comments in response to this
final report.
SPA has been vigilant in following up on the recommendations set
forth in the audit report. In June 1994, SPA sent a letter asking for an update
on the status of the Inspector General's recommendations. The Inspector
SPA Preliminary Report
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General's Office promptly replied that preliminary guidance in the form oi a
memorandum had been issued and that a formal directive was due to be
issued by the Office of the Assistant Secretary of Defense in July 1994.
In August 1994, SPA again wrote asking for a copy of the directive that
was to have been issued in July 1994. The Inspector General's office replied,
again promptly, that the directive had been delayed and was being readied for
release in January 1995.
In May 1995, SPA wrote to the DoD FOIA office asking for a copy of the
directive on computer software management. The Office of the Assistant to
the Secretary of Defense for Public Affairs responded in July 1995 that the
release date for the directive had been pushed to December 1995.
In August 1997, SPA contacted the office of the Director for Audit
Follow-up at the DoD Office of the Inspector General. The information SPA
was given indicated that the guidance directive that should have been issued
in 1995 had not been completed as yet and that there have been no follow-up
reports.
It has been over four years since the Inspector General of the
Department of Defense issued his Audit Report finding that unauthorized
software use by DoD employees was "rampant" throughout the department
and recommending that the Assistant Secretary of Defense take a leadership
role by issuing stronger and more explicit guidance on compliance with
computer software licensing agreements. In the meantime, SPA has
chronicled one delay after another in the issuance of that guidance. It
appears to the SPA that the DoD has not issued any directive nor followed-up
by instituting procedures and educating its workforce in the proper
management of commercially available computer software assets.
2. Department of Labor.
In July 1996, SPA received a report that unauthorized computer
software was in use at the Lakewood, Colo. and Arlington, Via. sites of the
SPA Preliminary Report
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Department of Labor's Mine Safety and Health Administration (NISHA). The
report indicated that 40 percent of the software in use on both servers and
stand-alone machines was unauthorized. On Aug. 9, 1996, SPA sent a
standard letter requesting permission to audit the MSHA computers in
Lakewood, Colo.
SPA subsequently received a letter dated Aug. 13, 1996,-from MSHA in
Colorado challenging the veracity of the report received by SPA. The letter
also denied SPA's request for permission to conduct an audit of the MSHA's
computers. The letter suggested that, with respect to computer software, the
MSHA was in a different position than a private company or organization
because it was a government agency of the United States Department of Labor.
SPA responded to the letter with a letter dated Aug. 19, 1996, that
named the specific software titles that were being used by MSHA employees
without authorization, and suggested that a cooperative audit be conducted.
By letter dated Sept. 18, 1996, MSHA responded that, after discussing
the matter with counsel, there could be no agreement that an audit could be
conducted or to bind the agency to pay monetary penalties. The response also
claimed that any efforts expended towards ensuring the MSHA computers
contained only authorized software would result in an enormous,
unreasonable, and unjustifiable drain on agency resources, and would
interfere with the agency's primary mission. In addition, the response
claimed that the magnitude of the alleged problem was insufficient to
warrant the investment of time and resources. The response did state that a
re-examination of the agency's policies and practices would be undertaken
and that a management plan would be developed.
SPA responded on Dec. 10, 1996, with an insistence that federal agencies
were equally subject to the copyright laws and persisted with a request that a
cooperative audit be conducted.
Officials of the SPA and the Department of Labor met on Jan. 10, 1997.
At that time, Department of Labor officials agreed to a software audit of
SPA Preliminary Report
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MSHA over a 10 month time period and that the Department of Labor would
develop and implement procedures and policies to heighten awareness and
maintain compliance.
On Feb. 5, 1997, SPA received a letter from the Department of Labor
forwarding a draft software usage policy. The letter, however, explained that
the Department of Labor could not implement any new policy unless and
until it have been reviewed and approved by the Department's two labor
unions.
By letter dated May 27, 1997, Department of Labor notified SPA that it
had developed a plan for enhancing software management within MSHA.
The letter also indicated that a new position of software coordinator had been
created which would be filled by July 1,1997. However, the letter stated that
the audits of the Lakewood, Colo. and Arlington, Va. MSHA sites could not
be completed until Dec. 30, 1997, nearly 18 months from the time SPA first
notified MSHA that there was a problem with unauthorized software use.
3. Other Agenies:
Beginning in July 1997, SPA commenced an investigation, using the
Freedom of Information Act, of several other government agencies to
determine whether they had in place comprehensive policies for the
management and control of the use of computer software and procedures to
ensure that their computers did not contain any unauthorized computer
software. At this time, our investigation of other agencies is not complete
4. Conclusion:
SPA's experiences with the Departments of Defense and Labor leave it
with the impression that the government's house is not in complete order
when it comes to making sure that government agencies are in compliance
with federal copyright laws. SPA concurs with the recommendation of the
Defense Department's Inspector General that only a strong message delivered
from the top will operate to encourage all government agencies and their
SPA Preliminary Report
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component parts that only authorized software should be used on
government computers. The U. S. Government must declare itself a "piracy
free zone" for computer software. Only then, can it hold itself out to the rest
of the world as a model abider of intellectual property laws.

SPA Preliminary Report
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The following acronyms are used in this report.
7CG ............................ Air Force 7th Communications Group
ADPE .......................... Automated Data Processing Equipment
ASD(C31) ........ Assistant Secretary of Defense (Command, Control,
Communications and Intelligence)
DASD(IS) .................... Deputy Assistant Secretary of Defense
(Information Systems)
DTSA ................... Defense Technology Security Administration
LAN ............................................ Local Area Network
MDW ..................... U.S. Army Military District of Washington
MOU ................................... Memorandum of Understanding
NAVAIR .................................. Naval Air Systems Command
SPA ............................... Software Publishers Association
USAISC ...................... U.S. Army Information Systems Command
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INSPECTOR GENERAL
DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE
400 ARMY NAVY DRIVE
ARLINGTON VIR0INIA 22202-2854

February 19,

1

2

MEMORANDUM FOR ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF DEFENSE (COMMAND,
CONTROL, COMMUNICATIONS AND INTELLIGENCE)
ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF THE NAVY (FINANCIAL
MANAGEMENT)
ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF THE AIR FORCE
(FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT AND COMPTROLLER)
INSPECTOR GENERAL, DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY
SUBJECT:

Audit Report on Controls Over Copyrighted Computer
Software (Report No. 93-056)

This is our final report on controls over copyrighted
computer software. The report identifies a significant level of
unauthorized use of copyrighted software on computers throughout
the Department of Defense.
A draft of this report was issued to the addressees for
comment on September 30, 1992. Comments from the Assistant
Secretary of Defense (Command, Control, Communications and
Intelligence) were received on November 25, 1992, and from the
Department of the Army on October 19, 1992.
The Assistant Secretary of Defense (Command, Control,
Communications and Intelligence) concurred with the conditions
described in the report but nonconcurred with the recommendations
to alleviate the conditions on the premise that existing laws and
Federal regulations require copyrighted software to be
controlled. In view of the pervasion of the condition disclosed
by the audit and for the specific reasons provided in the Audit
Response section in Part II of the report, we request that the
Assistant Secretary of Defense (Command, Control, Communications
and

Intelligence)

reconsider the need for corrective action

in

this matter and provide additional comments in response to this
final report.
The Army concurred with the finding and the recommendations
in the draft report. The Departments of the Navy and Air Force
did not reply to the draft report. While not required, the Navy
and Air Force are invited to comment on the final report.
DoD Directive 7650.3 requires that all audit recommendations
be resolved promptly. Recommendations are subject to resolution
in accordance with the Directive in the event of nonconcurrence
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2

or failure to comment. Therefore, the Assistant Secretary of
Defense (Commnd, Control, Communications and Intellqence) mist
provide final comments on the unresolved recommendat:ons wit;n
60 days of the date of this report.
In view of the potential existence of the conditions
discussed in this report throughout the Department, t.he
distribution has been expanded, as shown in Appendix F, beyond
that normally afforded our reports. Should recipients desire
additional copies for distribution to subordinate activities,
they can be obtained by contacting the office designated on the
Table of Contents.
The courtesies extended to the audit staff are appreciated.
If you have any questions on this audit, please contact
Mr. Harrell D. Spoons, the Program Director, at (703) 692-2846
DSN 222-2846) or Mr. Marvin L. Peek, the Project Manager, at
(703) 692-2939 DSN (222-2939).

Robert J.'Lieberman
Assistant Inspector General
for Auditing
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Office of the Inspector General, DoD
AUDIT REPORT NO. 93-056
(Project No. 2RF-5004)

February 19, 1993

CONTROLS OVER
COPYRIGHTED COMPUTER SOF7TWARr
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Introduction. Copyrighted computer software programs are used on
as many as 377,500 microcomputers throughout the DoD. DoD does
not maintain records on the number of software programs on hand,
but the proliferation of computers within DoD suggests that
millions of software programs may be in use.
Federal copyright
law grants copyright owners exclusive rights to duplicate or
distribute the programs.
Although software vendors attempt to
control unauthorized use of their products through licensing
agreements that invoke the protection available under copyright
statutes, compliance with licensing agreements relies on the
integrity of the software user.
Objective. The audit objective was to determine whether policies
and procedures for controlling and using computer software
programs within the DoD were adequate to ensure compliance with
licensing
agreements
and
copyrights.
We
also evaluated
applicable internal controls.
Audit Results.
The audit showed that 51 percent of the
1,022 computers
tested
had
copyrighted
software
programs
installed without documentation to prove that the software had
been legally acquired. Unauthorized use of copyrighted computer
software contravenes Federal laws and denies software vendors
their rightful revenues.
Internal controls. We found material weaknesses in the internal
controls designed to monitor the installation and accountability
of copyrighted computer software programs.
The controls we
assessed are described in Part I of the report, and the finding
provides details on the weaknesses.
Potential Benefits of Audit. No monetary benefits are associated
with the recommendations in this report. Implementation of the
recommendations will strengthen controls over "the use of
copyrighted
software
and
reduce
the
risk
of
copyright
infringement in the DOD. A summary of benefits resulting from
this audit is in Appendix D.
Rmcoaemndationa.
We recommended that the Assistant Secretary of
Defense (Command, Control, Communications and Intelligence) issue
better guidance, requiring all DoD Components to establish and
enforce controls over the use and accountability of copyrighted
computer software.
No recommendations were directed to the
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Military Departments. However, because the conditions disclos'by the audit were prevalent throughout the DoD, the report was
addressed to the Military Departments to provide an opportunity
to comment on the results of the audit.
The Assistant Secretary of Defense
Management Comments.
(command, Control, Communications and Intelligence) concurred
with the finding, but nonconcurred with the recommendations,
stating that existing laws and regulations are already in place.
by
We believe the Assistant Secretary needs to provide leadership for
issuing stronger and more explicit guidance on the need
better internal controls.
The Army concurred with the finding and the recommendations; the
Navy and the Air Force did not provide comments. The complete
The Assistant
texts of managements' comments are in Part IV.
Secretary of Defense (Command, Control, Communications and
issues
unresolved
the
on
Intelligence) should provide- comments
within 60 days of the date of this report.
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Paekground
At the end of FY 1991, DoD activities reported having abo..t
377.500 automated data processing equipment (ADPE) systems c-.
hand that cost less than $15,000 each. Only summary records were
reported for ADPE systems costing less than $50,000; therefore.
the audit assumed that ADPE systems costing less than S15,C;
were primarily microcomputers. DoD does not maintain an overa.l
inventory of computer software, and no reliable estimates were
for
software
purchase
cost to
indicating the
available
However, since microcomputer users
microcomputers within DoD.
off-the-shelf
rely almost exclusively on commercially developed,
software programs and since multiple software programs are commn
on each microcomputer, it is reasonable to assume that millions
of commercially developed software programs are installed c.microcomputers in DOD. Because of the wide variance in the cost
of popular commercial software programs, we could make no
meaningful estimate concerning the total cost of software
installed on DOD microcomputers.
Software vendors attempt to-control unauthorized use of the:r
products through license agreements that invoke the protection
available under Federal copyright statutes. The specific license
agreement for each software product is explained in documentation
accompanying the system disks that enable the user to install and
operate -software programs on a computer. . Although the wording
may differ slightly, license agreements specify that each
software program purchased is to be used on one computer at a
In some instances, an activity may purchase a "site
time.
license" or a license to use a software program on a local area
network (LAN) of computers. Such licenses permit an activity to
use the covered software program on the number of computers
Most vendors have chosen not to
stated in the agreement.
incorporate built-in controls to disable software when it is
copied; therefore, compliance with license agreements relies on
the integrity of the software user.
U.S.C., title 17, section 106, gives owners of copyrights the
exclusive rights to reproduce, distribute, or make derivative
works of their material. Section 504 of the statute states that
a copyright infringer is liable for actual damages to a copyright
owner or statutory damages -up to $100,000.- The Defense Federal
Acquisition Regulation Supplement, paragraph 252.227-7013, also
provides provisions for commercial software purchased by DoD
In summary, the provisions state that ownership of
activities.
(i.e., copyright
the software remains with the contractor
holder), and the Government has the right to use software in the
computer for which the software was acquired.
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Organizations within the computer software industry, such as tne
Software Publishers Association (SPA), have heightened pubi:
awareness of software copyright requirements.
The SPA ;s
fighting software piracy through a three-way approach of
litigation, education, and public relations. Settlements reached
with companies accused of software piracy range into the hundreds
of thousands of dollars.
The audit did not identify any
litigation involving misuse of copyrighted software at any of the
activities visited; however, U.S.C., title 28, section 1498,
states that owners of commercial software copyrights can take
action against the Federal Government for copyright infringement.
Obetivas

The overall objective of the audit was to determine whether
policies and procedures for controlling and using computer
software programs within DoD were in accordance with licensing
agreements and copyrights.
Specifically, we determined whether
the DoD activities audited were complying with copyright laws and
licensing agreements, and we evaluated internal controls over
copyrighted software.
Sope
The audit included a review of each Military Department's
guidance on
controls
over
copyrighted software
and the
implementing procedures in use at the subordinate commands and
activities audited.
We physically examined a judgmental sample
of computers at each activity to determine whether the software
installed on microcomputers was supported by documentation
showing that it had been legally acquired.
We examined
1,022 computers in 22 activities within the Military Departments.
The sample was limited to IBM -compatible computers. At the time
of the audit, over 90 percent of the microcomputers within DoD
were IBM-compatible. Records pertaining to software procurement,
accountability, and inventories were examined when such records
were maintained. We also reviewed audit reports and management
reports related to software management that were issued from
FY 1987 through FY 1991 by the Military Department audit agencies
and other organizations responsible for controls over software.
This program audit was made from December 1991 through June 1992
in accordance with auditing standards issued by the comptroller
General of the United States as implemented by the Inspector
General. DoD, and accordingly included such tests of internal
controls as were considered necessary.
Activities visited or
contacted are listed in Appendix E.

1
IBM is a registered trademark of the International Business
Machines Corporation.
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internal Controls
The audit identified material internal control weaknesses as
defined by Public Law 97-255, office of Management and Budce
Controls either %a.
circular A-123, and DOD Directive 5010.36.
not been established or were not adequate to ensure complian=e
with software licensing agreements. Furthermore, some activities
cr
procurement
software
of
records
maintain
not
did
accountability that were adequate to verify that computer
software was legally acquired. Details on the internal controls
we reviewed and the weaknesses we found are described in the
Finding. All the recommendations in this report. if implemented,
will correct the weaknesses. No quantifiable monetary benefits
will be realized by implementing the recommendations; however,
licensing
with software
emphasis on compliance
increased
agreements should help prevent violations of copyright laws,
possible litigation against the Government, and resulting fines
A copy of this report will be provided to the
and penalties.
senior officials responsible for internal controls within the
Office of the Secretary of Defense and the Army, Navy, and A.r
Force.
prior Audits and other Reviews
Inspector General, DoD, Audit Report No. 92-092, "Alleged Misuse
of ISGT Security' Commercial Software," May 15, 1992, evaluated
the merits of an allegation that the Air Force 7th Communications
The
SGT Security" software.
Group illegally copied and used
allegation could not be substantiated. The report contained no
reconmendations.
Inspector General, DoD, Audit Report No. 92-134, "Controls Over
Copyrighted Computer Software at the Defense Technology Security
Administration," (DTSA) September 9, 1992, showed that DTSA had
violated licensing agreements by installing copyrighted computer
software that had not been purchased and had not maintained
adequate documentation for other software installed. The report
recommended that DTSA identify and remove unauthorized software
and establish internal controls over the acquisition and use of
copyrighted software. Management concurred with the finding and
recommendations and initiated corrective actions.
The Army Audit Agency iss ued five installation reports as a
The audit found that
result of one multilocatibn audit.
41 percent of the computers sampled had undocumented commercial
The audit also found that commercial
software installed.
software was not properly accounted for or controlled and that
policies governing the control and use of software installed on
Two summary
Army-owned computers had not been established.
reports were issued in 1989 as a result of that audit. Two other
audits that included Army activities in Europe and Army Reserve
Details on the Army Audit
activities had similar findings.
Agency reports are in Appendix A. We found similar deficiencies
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at Army organizations we audited.
Audit results at one cf the
installations, Headquarters, Information Systems Command, 1or
which a report had been issued by the Army Audit Agency, are
shown in the Finding of this report.
Although no Air Force-wide audits of controls over computer
software have been conducted, the Air Force Audit Agency issued
33 reports on individual installations from FY 1987 through
FY 1991.
Of the 33 reports, 28 showed that software had been
installed without documentation to show that it had been legally
acquired.
The reports
recommended removing unauthorized
software, maintaining and reconciling software inventory records,
and performing random reviews to ensure only authorized software
is installed.
The Air Force Audit Agency performed follow-up
audits for 4 of the 33 reports. Three of the follow-up reports
showed that corrective actions had not been taken. A summary of
the reports is provided in Appendix B. We audited two activities
at Dover Air Force Base, Delaware, for which the Air Force Audit
Agency had issued reports. The 436th Logistics Support Squadron
had implemented the audit recommendations, and all computers
tested at that activity had documentation supporting the software
that was installed.
The 436th Military Airlift Wing had not
implemented the audit recommendations.
Other Matters of Interest
Demonstration software.
Software manufacturers sometimes
provide individuals or organizations software for use on a trial
basis.
The capabilities of the software and the terms and
conditions for use vary.
Some demonstration software is fully
functional only for a limited time. Other demonstration software
is fully functional, and software vendors may ask that it be
returned if it is not purchased.
In other cases, the software
nay be provided free. Irrespective of the terms or conditions of
use, it is important that the use and particularly the return of
demonstration software is documented. As part of this audit, we
reviewed allegations by a software manufacturer that the Air
Force 7th Communications Group (7CG) failed to return the
original copy of a demonstratio9 software program and made
illegal copies of the program.p
The allegation was not
substantiated; however, the 7CG had not implemented procedures to
document the receipt and return of demonstration software.
Although such procedures may not have prevented the allegation,
documentation of the return of the software would have
appreciably reduced the efforts expended in determining the
validity of the allegation.
Shareware.
Shareware is user-supported software or "try
before you buy" software that is normally distributed free of
charge through computer bulletin boards'or advertisements in
computer magazines.
Shareware authors encourage users to give
2
Report No. 92-092,
Software," May 15, 1992.

"Alleged

Misuse

of

ISGT

Security'
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copies to others for evaluation as a way of advertisino
e
product.
The language used in shareware copyright notices ns
caused confusion about the need to pay for such sct..are.
zr=
example, some copyright notices "encourage" users to register an
remit a specific fee, and terms like "contribution" or "donatis"
are used to describe payment. Regardless of the language used,
Code of Federal Regulations, title 37, states that Governrent
entities that continue using shareware programs after the tr:a!
period must pay for such use.
Here again, documentation is
important to show the use or disposition of the software to avoid
perceptions of or actual misuse.
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PART XI - FINDING AND RECOMMENDATIONS
CONTROLS OVER COPYRIGHTED SOFTWARE

Unauthorized software had been installed on 51 percent of
1,022 computers tested. This condition existed because controls
to ensure compliance with computer software licensing agreements
and copyright laws were either ineffective or nonexistent and
because of management indifference.
Unauthorized copying,
dissemination, and use of copyrighted computer software in DoD
contravenes Federal law, denies copyright owners their rightful
revenues, and exposes the DoD to potential litigation and public
discredit.
DISCUSSION OF DETAILS
Guidane.
DOD.
DoD Instruction 7920.5, "Management of End User
Computing," March 1, 1989, states that it is DOD policy to
enforce the licensing provisions of commercial software.
The
Instruction tasks DOD Component heads with ensuring compliance
with the terms and conditions of copyright and licensing
agreements.
Additionally, "Defense Ethics," a guide for DOD
employees published in January 1989 by the Inspector General,
DOD, states:
Vendor sot.are may not be reproduced for
distribution, other than to authorized
Government agencies, according to the
terms and conditions of the contract.
If
you violate copyright laws and other
conditions
of
a
software
licensing
agreement, you are acting on your own
accord, and disciplinary action may be
taken against you.

1
.
Army Regulation 25-1, "Army Information Resources
Management Program," November 18, 1988, states that proprietary
software must be protected by the user/accountable individual
from unauthorized use, abuse, or duplication.
Although formal
property book accountability is not required, software is to be
controlled as a durable, receipted item. However, the Regulation
does not specify that software should be traced to a specific
computer, and the audit showed that receipts had been prepared
for multiple copies of software without identification of the
computers on which the software was authorized to be installed.
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Five of the seven Army activities audited had issued local
guidance emphasizing the need to comply with software licensinq
Two major command headquarters
agreements and copyright laws.
that we audited, U.S. Army Information Systems command (USAISC)
and U.S. Army Military District of Washington (MDW), issued
regulations requiring that annual inventories of software be made
for accountability and control and that original software
diskettes be maintained by authorized users for auditing
purposes. The regulations also required that each software user
sign a Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) (see Appendix C) that
summarized the provisions of the software licensing agreements.
However, the audit showed that the MOUs were not being used by
the organizations audited -within those two command headquarters.
To be effective, controls must be implemented and enforced.
At the time of the audit, no
Navy and Marine Corps.
instructions regarding controls over copyrighted
Navy-wide
However, a Secretary of the
computer software had been issued.
Navy instruction was being prepared that would address controls
over copyrighted software. Among the Navy's major commands, only
the Naval Air Systems Command (NAVAIR) had issued instructions
NAVAIR Instruction
governing the use of copyrighted software.
5239.1, "Software Duplication Policy," December 20, 1985, states
that it is NAVAIR policy not to make copies of copyrighted
software unless authorized in writing by the copyright owner.
During the audit, the Naval Facilities Engineering Command
published a similar instruction, but only three of the four Navy
field activities audited had issued guidance that emphasized the
importance of complying with software licensing agreements.
However, none of the instructions addressed how software should
be accounted for or controlled.
The Marine Corps Small Computer Systems Security Manual (the
Manual), May 23, 1990, states that making unauthorized copies of
software is a violation of copyright laws and that employees are
subject to indictment and conviction if found guilty. Further,
the Manual recommends conducting periodic software inventories
and requiring users to sign a document acknowledging they are
prohibited from making unauthorized copies. Furthermore, "White
Letter" No. 4-90, "Computer Viruses," June 29, 1990, issued by
the Commandant of the Marine Corps, prohibits the use of copied
or pirated software.
Air Force Regulation 700-26, "Management of
Air Forae.
Small Computers," December 15, 1988, summarizes copyright laws,
stating 'that copying commercially purchased software without a
The Regulation requires that an
license agreement is illegal.
the software installed on each computer be
inventory of
software
requires
Regulation
the
Although
maintained.
accountability at the user level, the audit showed that the
requirement for inventories was not enforced at the activities
audited. For example, guidance issued by Headquarters, Air Force
Logistics Command, required that a "software control log" be
established for each computer system. However, the guidance to
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establish accountability was not followed.
Furthermore, o:.,
four of the seven Air Force activities audited had 2ssue=
implementing guidance.
Review of Software on Computers

The audit showed that unauthorized software had been installed on
computers at each of the 22 Military Department activities
audited. This condition existed even though each activity was
given prior notice of the purpose and date of the audit. Each
activity had ample opportunity to remove unauthorized software
from their computers,
and some commands had directed such
removal. The results of the audit tests are shown Tables 1., 2.,
and 3. below.
Table 1. Results of Computers Tested - Army
Computers with
Undocumented
Software

Number of
Undocumented
Software Prograns

Activity

Computers
Tested

Headquarters,
Army Staff

53

28

78

Headquarters,
Information
Systems Command,
Fort Huachuca

45

16"

33"

Headquarters,
Military District
of Washington,
Fort McNair

30

13

23

Headquarters, Army
Depot System
Command

19

.7

12

Fort Belvoir

76

61

136

Fort Bragg

68

46

199

205

565

Letterkenny Army
Depot
Totals

* On August 26, 1992, USAISC informed us that documentation had
been located for all but 12 undocumented software programs we
found during our audit. We did not verify the information since
it was provided after our visit to USAISC.
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Table 2. Resulte of Computers Tested - Navy and

Computers
Activity

Computers with
Undocumented
_

T

Harine

Corps

Number of
Undocumented
Software Prograr'

Navw
Headquarters,
Naval Air
Systems Command

31

16

57

Headquarters,
Naval Facilities
Engineering
command

37

19

5s

Headquarters,
Naval Supply
Systems Command

31

9

15

Naval Command,
control, and
Ocean Surveillance
Center; Research,
Development, Test,
and Evaluation
Division

44

30

79

Naval Supply Center,
San Diego

42

31

85

Norfolk Naval
Shipyard

71

33

56

Public Works Center,
San Diego

62

24

47

170

40 1

Marine Corps
Central Design and
Program Activity,
Quantico
Totals

480
366
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Table 3. Results of Computers Tested - Air Force

Computers
Tested

Computers with
Undocumented
Software

Number ot
Undocumented
Software Prograr

Headquarters,
Air Staff
Headquarters,
Air Force
Logistics Command
Headquarters,
Tactical Air
Command
1st Tactical Fighter
Wing, Langley Air
Force Base
7th Communications
Group
2750th Airbase Wing,
Wright-Patterson
Air Force Base
Dover Air Force Base
Totals
None of the officials at the audited activities could provide
evidence to show that a total of 1,381 copyrighted software
programs installed on 525 (51 percent) of the 1,022 computers
tested had been legally acquired. We estimated the retail value
of the unauthorized software programs at about $227,000.
Undocumented softvare.
Computer users offered various
reasons why undocumented software was installed on the computers
tested. From the reasons cited, it was evident that the problem
stemmed from ineffective or nonexistent controls and a lack of
management emphasis on compliance with licensing agreements. For
example, computer users claimed they were unaware of certain
software programs installed on their computers, that the software
was already installed on computers when they were assigned, that
software documentation had been lost, or that they were unaware
of or did not understand copyright restrictions.
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Controls.

The relatively low cost of software proarar

intended for use on microcorputers, the need to make bac,..
copies of system disks, and the ease of illegally duplicatn=
However, effect:e
disks create a daunting control challenge.
controls are essential to ensure compliance with soft.are
The
licensing agreements and Federal copyright statutes.
following examples show that controls ranged from reasonaz:effective to nonexistent among the activities audited.
o The Training Management Section, 436th Loglst:cs
Support Squadron, Dover Air Force Base, developed effective
procedures to control and account for all software installed tn
A custodian maintained an inventory of a-:
its computers.
software installed on the 15 computers within the Trainin.
Section. He also maintained the original diskettes, by computer
serial number, in a central location. No undocumented software
was found on the eight computers tested at the Training Section.
The Training Section had been included in a software audit by tne
implemented
had
1990
and
in
Agency
Audit
Air
Force
recommendations resulting from that audit.
o The Resource Management Directorate, Headquarters,
U.S. Army Depot System Conmand, had developed procedures to
their
for
software
and
to
inform
users
of
account
responsibilities. An inventory of the software installed on each
Additionally,
computer was maintained with the machines.
original diskettes, bar coded to identify the computer an which
the software was installed, were kept locked in a storage
cabinet. Supervisors, managers, and computer users were required
to attend an annual Automation Security Briefing, reminding them
of local policies and of software copyright restrictions. Those
personnel were required to sign a form acknowledging their
policies and
responsibilities
and their
understanding of
procedures for automation security and controls over computer
software. Each individual was also given a reference copy of the
Only 1 unauthorized software program
policies and procedures.
was installed on the 10 computers tested.
being notified of the
audit, the 7th
o After
Communications Group (7CG) instructed computer users to remove
be
supported
by purchase
all
software
that
could
not
documentation. The 7CG also provided each user and the Computer
Systems Security Officer a list of the software authorized on
each computer. Each user was to maintain the original software
and documentation. These procedures to control and account for
software were established in a ?CG instruction published during
35
computers and
found
the audit.
The
audit
tested
6 unauthorized software programs.
o At one Army unit, -the software on the computers had
not been inventoried and was not identified on receipts at the
user level.
Users could not provide reasons why unauthorized
During our exit
software was installed on their computers.
briefing, the unit commander stated most users probably assumed
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that all software was "owned" by the Army and could be used ard
copied freely.
The audit tested 10 of 27 computers and
found 76 unauthorized software programs.
0 An Air Force squadron branch had issued an Operat:ng
Instruction that stated, "It is generally illegal to make severa*
copies of one original software product then run the copies cn
different systems."
However, the branch chief stated he
understood that only one copy of each software package in use
needed to be purchased.
He indicated that individual software
programs that had been purchased were copied to the majority cf
computers in the branch. The audit tested $ of 14 computers and
found 44 unauthorized software programs installed.

Documentation.
Records at rome activities were not
adequate to show that software had been legally acquired.
For
audit purposes, the original copyrighted software diskettes, site
licenses, receipts, and accreditation packages showing specific
software had been authorized were accepted as evidence of legal
ownership.
When documentation was available to establish
ownership of a software program, the audit treated all copies of
the software as authorized, up to the quantity for which
ownership had been established, even though records did not
identify the specific computer on which the software was
installed.
We questioned 421 software programs because no
records were available to show where the software was authorized
to be installed, but we did not count those programs as
unauthorized. However, since copyrighted software ordinarily may
be used on only one computer at a time, knowledge of where each
copy of a software program is installed is necessary to ensure
compliance with the licensing agreement.
The absence of such
records highlights the lack of adequate internal controls over
the use of copyrighted software.
o We tested 24 computers at one Army Headquarters
Staff activity and were unable to determine whether 132 software
programs
installed
were
authorized,
because
accreditation
packages with documentation for authorized software by computer
were incomplete and frequently could not be matched to a specific
computer.
o Software
and
supporting
documentation
one Pentagon-based Air Force Headquarters Staff activity for
was
maintained by a custodian located at Bolling Air Force Base.
Because the custodian kept software for about 300 users, the
volume of material required that the software and documentation
be stored at three separate locations. None of the software was
identifiable to a specific computer or user. The custodian kept
the software documentation because users complained that it took
up too much space.
At some of the activities audited, personnel claimed that
software may have been purchased, but diskettes and manuals,
which provide evidence of software ownership, had been lost. For
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example, when undocumented software was found at one unit at

Fcr:

Bragg, the Commander, stated that software documentation was lcs
during the buildup for Operation Desert Shield and the deploymerfor Operation Desert Storm.
The audit showed that there were fewer instances of unauthorize:
software when computers were operated on a LAN.
However, evethough LANs eliminate the need for installing most software
programs on individual computers, the following examples shc.
that controls are still needed to guard against unauthorized
software.
o Computers at one section of the Navy Public Works
Center, San Diego, were connected to a LAN. Only two designate"
personnel were authorized to install or remove software.
Software approved for installation on the LAN was stored in a
central location and could be easily inventoried. If additiona:
software was approved, it was maintained with the specific user
for whom it had been authorized. The audit tested 17 computers
and found only 3 unauthorized software programs.
o The Marine Corps Central Design and Programmin;
Activity's computers were connected to a LAN.
Most of tte
activity's authorized software was installed on the LAN rather
than on the hard drives of individual computers.
The audz:
tested 48 computers and found only 10 unauthorized software
programs.
Management
emphasis. Computer
security
officers
interviewed during the audit reported that efforts to control
copyrighted computer software were hampered by a lack of command
emphasis on the importance of complying with copyright laws and
licensing agreements.
The problem is illustrated by the
following examples.
o The Chief of Staff at one Army activity stated that
because software has minimal value, the command could not afford
to expend the hours needed to account for every software program.
In his opinion, most software should be considered a consumable
item without a requirement to account for it.
o The computer security officer at one Navy command
credited the audit with helping the command's senior management
to recognize that a problem existed.
After the audit, the
command began an extensive review of software needs and developed
plans to purchase the necessary software to ensure compliance
with software licensing agreements.
o At one Air Force activity where unauthorized
software was installed on computers, personnel reported that they
were frequently required to respond to senior management taskings
using specific software programs even though the software had not
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been purchased. The deputy director of the activity stated tnat
he had verbally advised senior management of this problem, but
the practice continued.
o Within Isection of an Air Force squadron, we tested
12 of 20 computers and found 21 unauthorized software programs.
The squadron commander knew that unauthorized copies of software
programs in excess of the quantities purchased had been installed
on the squadron computers. He stated that due to insufficient
funds, the required number of copies of the software could not be
purchased, but that the software programs were needed for the
squadron's mission and the mission came first.
Conclusions
The audit results cannot be statistically projected because the
sample was judgmental; however, the results are sufficient to
show that licensing agreements for copyrighted computer software
in each Military
were ignored at all levels of command
Department. Taken together with similar results reported by the
Army and Air Force Audit Agencies (see Appendixes A and B), the
audits present compelling evidence that abuse of software
licensing agreements has been-and remains commonplace throughout
Most significantly, the audit showed that leaders and
DOD.
managers have not only acquiesced in the continuing abuse of
software licensing agreements, but that they have directed
actions that required violation of Federal copyright statutes.
Disregard of Federal law under the guise of expediency signals an
unacceptable breakdown in integrity and ethical behavior among
those who are responsible.
The public has a right to expect honest and fair treatment when
dealing with the DD. It is incumbent on all public servants,
both military and civilian, that the highest standards of ethical
behavior and personal integrity be *maintained in all official
Senior leaders must demand and enforce the highest
matters.
standards of conduct, and potential copyright infringers must be
assured that improper acts will be dealt with appropriately.
Formal controls over copyrighted, computer software and formal
procedures for implementing the requisite controls are necessary
to ensure that leaders, managers, and computer users know and
apply needed safeguards to preclude copyright infringement. The
issued at all activities.
needed guidance has not been
Furthermore, the audit showed that, with rare exception, existing
the activities audited.
by
ignored
generally
guidance was
Controls need not be onerous; management enforcement is the key
Unauthorized software should be prohibited.
to effectiveness.
copyright
of
allegation
any future
negate
order to
In
infringement, proof of legal possession of copyrighted software
and a record to show on which computer the software is installed
should be retained for as long-as the software is used.
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RECOMMENDATTONS FOR CORRECTTIV

AC-ON

We recommend that the Assistant Secretary of Defense
Control,
Communications,
and
Intelligence)
issue
requiring DoD Components to:

(Command,
guidance

I. Inform all personnel of copyrighted computer software
licensing agreements and of the potential consequences for
copyright infringement.
2. Prohibit
the
possession
or
use
of
unauthorized
copyrighted computer software, and administer disciplinary action
for any circumvention.
3. Establish controls to ensure that proof of legal
possession of copyrighted computer software is retained for as
long as the software is used.
4. Establish procedures to identify copyrighted computer
software that is authorized to be installed on each computer.
MANAGEMENT COMMENTS AND AUDIT RESPONSE
Management
comments.' In responding
for the Assistant
Secretary of Defense (Command, Control, Communications and
Intelligence)
the
Deputy
Assistant
Secretary
of
Defense
(Information Systems) (DASD[IS]) concurred with the finding, but
nonconcurred with the recommendations. The DASD(IS) also doubted
that the majority of the incidents of improperly documented
software were the result of willful violations of copyright laws.
The complete text of the comments is in Part IV of the report.
The DASD(IS) stated that existing laws and Federal regulations,
as cited in the draft report, already have established the
requirement to control copyrighted software. Thus, the problem
is noncompliance with
rather than a lack of, laws and
regulations. The comments suggested noncompliance could be
addressed as part of routine IG, DoD, inspections and audits.
The response stated that the problem' will get more visibility
because the DASD[IS) Information Management Self-Assessment Guide
addresses the extent to which DOD Components have implemented
internal controls to preclude the unlawful copying of copyrighted
software.
Also, DASD(IS)
officials
are
evaluating
the
feasibility of including language regarding copyrighted software
in future DoD directives or instructions, but in the interim,
they are satisfied with existing policy in DOD Instruction
7920.5, "Management of End User Computing."
The Instruction
tasks Component heads to "Ensure compliance with the terms and
conditions for commercial software use, including copyright and
license agreements."
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The DASD(IS) suggested minor changes to the draft repcrt set;ln
entitled "Prior Audits and Other Reviews," regarding violatlzns
on licensing agreements at the Defense Technology Sec-.;:-.
Administration and corrective actions taken.
We agree with the DASD(IS) that the ma;cr
Audit response.
cause of violations of licensing agreements and copyright laws :s
However, tne
noncompliance with existing laws and regulations.
audit showed that existing DoD and Military Department guidance
was not effective in preventing abuse of copyrighted software
licensing agreements. DoD Directive 5137.1, "Assistant Secretary
of Defense for Command, Control, Communications, and Intelligence
(ASD[C3I])," February 12, 1992, makes the ASD(C31) the principal
DoD official responsible for establishing software policy and
practices.
The ASD(C3I) has not promulgated policy guidance
stressing the need for all management levels to ensure compliance
Given the audit evidence
with software -licensing agreements.
that abuse of software licensing agreements within DOD is
ommonplace, management's comment that it is "satisfied with
existing policy" reinforces the overall impression of managerent
indifference to the abuse of software licensing agreements.
The Software Copyright Protection Act (Public Law 102-561) was
signed by the President on October 28, 1992. The Act provides
penalties of up to 5 years in prison and fines of up to $250,000
for persons infringing on at least 10 copies of a copyrighted
software program or any combination of programs with a retail
value greater than $2,500.
Had that law been in effect during
the- audit,- referrals to criminal investigative activities would
have been necessary. We believe the criminal penalties need to
be brought to the attention of all DOD managers and microcomputer
users.
Audit recommendations were not addressed to the DoD Components
because we believe the ASD (C31) must lead on this issue.
Guidelines directed to the data processing and information
Our audit
management technical communities will not suffice.
recommendations focus on what
DoD Components should do to
"ensure compliance with the terms and conditions of commercial
software use.... t as stated in DoD Instruction 7920.5. The
recommendations also emphasize the need to establish controls and
procedures to identify software authorized to be installed on
computers. - If these procedures are not established, DOD
activities will not be able to determine whether they are in
compliance with software licensing agreements, and disciplinary
actions cannot be administered for noncompliance.
DASDCIS) personnel provided us a copy of the Information
:Management Self-Assessment Guide, dated November 25, 1992.
The
Guide helps implement DoD Instruction 7740.3, which requires DoD
activities to conduct periodic reviews of their information
The Guide contains 141 internal
management installations.
control questions on 17 functional areas. Three of the questions
relate to controls over copyrighted computer software. While the
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Guide is helpful, we believe that three questions on softwere
controls buried in an overall information management guide do ntt
constitute the emphasis senior DoD management should convey t:
correct the problem.
Changes in the wording of the "Prior Audits and Other Review.s"
section were made in the final report based on management's
comments.
However,
our comments regarding corrective actions
by the Defense Technology Security Administration (DTSA) (Report
No. 92-134) were not changed. Our report stated that DTSA had
initiated corrective actions.
We did not state that DTSA had
taken corrective actions, since we did not verify actions taken
after the audit was completed.
We consider management's comments to be nonresponsive because no
corrective action is planned. For the reasons cited above and in
the details of the conditions, we maintain that the audit
recommendations are still valid. However, we have changed tne
wording of the recommendations from requiring a "DoD Directive"
to requiring "guidance," so that management has more flexibility
in responding to the need for demonstrating a stronger interest
in establishing proper internal controls in this area. We agree
that DoD oversight organizations will have an important role in
monitoring compliance with those controls, but management should
not wait for further reports of noncompliance with the law to
take corrective and preventative action.
We request that the
ASD(C31) reconsider the matter and provide comments on each
recommendation in response to this final report.
Other
Comments. The
Army
concurred
with
the
recommendations.
The Navy and the Air Force did not provide
comments to the draft report.
Should they desire, the Navy and
Air Force may respond to this final report.
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PART II

- hDDITIONAL IVOR4ATION

Appendix A -

Summary of Army Audit Agency Reports on Computer

Appendix B -

Summary of Air Force Audit Agency Reports on Small
Computer Software Management

Appendix C -

Sample Memorandum of Understanding for
Users of Commercial Software
Summary of Potential Benefits Resulting
From Audit

Appendix D -

Software Management

Appendix E -

Activities Visited or Contacted

Appendix F -

Report Distribution
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SUMMARY OF ARMY AUDIT AGENCY REPORTS ON COMPUTER
APPENDIX A:
SOFTWARE MANAGEMENT
The U.S. Army Audit Agency conducted three multilocation aitd
from March 1988 through December 1990, covering the acquisition.
use. control, and accountability of commercial software.
One multilocation audit resulted in five installation reports that
were consolidated into the two summary audit reports listed beow.
The problems and suggested corrective actions were also reported in
two advisory reports with the same titles.
- Report No.
May 29, 1989

SW 89-209,

"Commercial Software Copyrights,"
of

SW 89-208, "Acquisition, Use, and Control
- Report No.
Commercial Software," June 12, 1989
The Army Audit Agency found that:

- Policies and procedures had not been established to
prevent, detect, or control unauthorized copying of commercial
software.
- Policies and controls were not adequate to ensure that*
commercial software was properly accounted for and controlled.
- The Army Internal Control Program, as it relates to the
acquisition, use, and control of commercial software was not
adequate.
Based on a statistical sample:
- 41 percent of the Army-owned "personal" computers had
undocumented copies of commercial software valued at $21 million;
$43 million
improperly secured;

in

software

disks

and

documentation

were

43 percent of the computers had unapproved shareware and
"freeware"; and
18
personnel.

percent

of

the

computers

had

software

acquired

by

The Army Audit Agency found that the planning, justification, and
approval process for the acquisition of commercial software and
training programs for commercial software users were inadequate.
Also, inadequate guidance had been issued for handling lost,
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S1MARY OF ARMY AUDIT
I:
"PENDIX
SOFTWARE MMNAGEMENT (cont'd)

AGENCY

REPORTS

ON

COMPUTEr

stolen, damaged, or excess software; registering software; an=
safeguarding software. These areas were not included in the s==pe
of our audit.
The Army Audit Agency recommended that policies and procedures ne
established to:
- Deal with past
identifying undocumented
contingent liability.

by
copyright infringements
software and establishng a

potential
commercial

- Inform users of their responsibilities
copyrights.
- Require periodic reviews
identify undocumented software.
- Discipline
identified.
-

personnel

when

of

computer

copyright

to honor
hard

software

drives

infringements

to
are

Physically safeguard software.

- Control
software.

shareware,"

"freeware,"

and

privately

owned

- Account for commercial software.
- Require annual physical inventories of all software and its
documentation, and reconcile inventoried software with quantities
recorded in property books.
Report No. SW 89-208 also recommended that the internal control
checklists be revised, that guidance be furnished to information
managers on their internal control responsibilities related to
commercial software, and that a tracking system be developed to
identify material weaknesses concerning commercial software.
The Army agreed that software was undocumented. However, based on
advice from the Army General Counsel, the Army disagreed with the
results of the statistical sample and the need for a contingent
liability. The Army issued an Army-wide message in February 1989,
directing local organization or installation managers to ensure
compliance with copyright policy and to advise and assist customers
who may. not be familiar with the software copyright laws and
agreements.

"22
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APPENDIX A:
SUMMARY OF ARMY AUDIT AGENCY REPORTS ON
SOFTWARE MANAGEMENT (cont'd)
Two
other
multilocation
recommendations:

audits

had

similar

COMPUTER

findinas

and

- Report No.
EU 89-309, "Commercial Automation Software
U.S. Army, Europe, and Seventh Army," May 1, 1989, states that
accountability controls over commercial software, worth about
$3.4 million, were not adequate.
- Report No. NE 91-300, "Acquisition, Use, and Maintenance of
Automatic Data Processing Equipment and Software, 94th U.S. Army
Reserve Command," April 12, 1991, states 89 percent of computers
tested at four Army Reserve centers had undocumented software.
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APPED"ZX D:

SUMMARY OF XIR FORCE AUDIT AGENCY REPORTS ON SMALL

COMPUTER SOFTWARE MANAGEMENT

The Air Force Audit Agency issued 33 reports from FY 1987 thr:..;
FY 1991 on small computer software management and 4 fol1o.-ucomrano
3 major
of
included reviews
The reports
reports.
headquarters (Military Airlift Command; Air Force Coimunicatirns
activit:es.
or
bases
Command; and U.S. Air Forces, Europe) and 30
The majority of the audit reports identified the follcv.ng
deficiencies.
-- Unauthorized copyrighted
tested (28 of 33 reports).
-

Required

software

software

inventories

found

was

were

not

on

comp.;ters

maintained

on

computers tested (23 of 33 reports).
- Excess software was not properly identified and turned in
for reutilization (16 of 33 reports).
- Software
33 reports).

was

not

adequately

safeguarded

(I- of

The recommendations to correct deficiencies varied, but generally
stated:
Remove
computers.

unauthorized

software

from

Perform random spot checks of computer
software inventory records to determine that
software is installed.

Government-owned
hard drives and
only author:zed

Maintain software inventory records, and reconcile reczrds
periodically with original documentation to identify and ressive
discrepancies.
Provide adequate training to accountable personnel to
Perform
ensure excess software is turned in for redistribution.
random spot checks to ensure compliance.

- Make backup master copies of software programs, and store
diskettes in acceptable containers and areas.
Only one of the four follow-up reports stated that the deficiencies
identified had been corrected. At three activities (Headquarters,
Military Airlift command; Headquarters, Air Force Communications
Command; and 375th Military Air Wing), procedures had not been
fully implemented to remove unauthorized software from computers.
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APPENDIX C: SAMPLE MEMORANDUMOF UNDERSTANDING
COMMERCIAL SOFTWARE

FOR USERS OF

MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDI!NG
BETWEEN

DEPUTY CHIEF OF STAFF FOR INFORMATION MANAGL-.ENT
PLANS DIVISION
AND
OF COMMERCIAL SOFTWARE
USERS
MDW

SUBJECT:

Computer Software Protection Policy

1. I recognize that computer software for Government-owned
information systems may be licensed for a variety of outside
companies. MDW does not own this software or its related
documentation. Unless specific permission has been granted by the
software licensor, no user has the right to (a) copy or reproduce
software (this does not apply to authorized backup copies, (b) copy
or reproduce the software package's related documentation, or (c)
allow the software to be used simultaneously by another user.
2. I understand that software will only be used in accordance with"
the software licensing agreement.
I understand that if I knowingly make, acquire, or use
3.
unauthorized copies of computer software, I may be subject to
discipline according to the circumstances.
4. I understand that pursuant to Federal statute, illegal
reproduction of commercial software for personal use is subject to
civil damages up to $50,000 and criminal penalties to include fines
and imprisonment in accordance with Title 17, United States
copyright code 504 and 506.
I have read and understand the software protection policies of
5.
AR (Army Regulation] 380-19, paragraph 2-4, and MDW supplement 1
thereto, and will abide by them.

SIGNATURE/DATE
NAME/GRADE
ORGANIZATION/TELEPHONE NO.
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APPENDIX D:

SUNY"4AY OF'POTENT!AL BENEFITS RESULTING FROM AVtT

Recommendation
Reference

Description of Benefit

Type of Benef:

1.

Compliance and Internal
Controls.
Ensures all personnel
are aware of copyright
restrictions and penalties
for abuse of licensing
agreements.

Nonmonetarv

2.

Internal Controls.
Eliminates possession and
use of unauthorized software.

Nonmonetary

3.

Internal Controls.
Requires procedures to
account for copyrighted
computer software while
it is in use.

Nonmonetary

4.

Internal Controls.
Requires procedures to
preclude unauthorized use
of copyrighted computer
software.

Nonmonetary
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APPENDXX E:

ACTIVITIES VISITED OR CONTACTED

Office of the Secretary of Defense
Assistant Secretary of Defense, (Command, Control,
Communications, and Intelligence), Washington, DC
Deputy Assistant Secretary of Defense (Management Systems)
Department of the Army
U.S. Army Inspector General Agency, Washington, DC
Deputy Chief of Staff (Logistics), Washington, DC
Deputy Chief of Staff (Plans and Operations), Washington, DC
Director of Information Systems for Command, Control,
Communications, and Computers, Washington, DC
U.S. Army Audit Agency, Alexandria, VA
U.S. Army Information Systems Command, Fort Huachuca, AZ
U.S. Army Military District of Washington, Fort McNair,
Washington, DC
Fort Belvoir, VA
U.S. Army Depot System Command, Chambersburg, PA
Letterkenny Army Depot, Chambersburg, PA
Headquarters, XVIII Airborne Corps and Fort Bragg, NC

DeDartment of the Navy
Naval Information Systems Management Center, Assistant
Secretary of the Navy (Research, Development,
and Acquisitions), Washington, DC
Naval Air Systems Command, Washington, DC

Naval Sea Systems Command, Washington, DC
Norfolk Naval Shipyard, Portsmouth, VA
Naval Supply Systems Command, Washington, DC
Naval Supply Center, San Diego, CA
Naval Facilities Engineering Command, Alexandria, VA
Navy Public Works Center, San Diego, CA
Naval Audit Service, Arlington, VA
Space and Naval Warfare Systems Command, Washington, DC
Naval Command, Control, and Ocean Surveillance Center,
Research, Development, Test, and Evaluation Division,
San Diego, CA
Naval Computer and Telecommunications Command,
Washington, DC
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AppENIx

:

c rVITzES VISITED OR CONTACTED (Cont,'d)

Deoartment of the Air Force

Assistant Secretary of the Air Force (Acquisitions),
Washington. DC
Judge Advocate General, Air Staff, Washington, DC
Chief of the Air Force Reserve, Washington, DC
Deputy Chief of Staff (Personnel), Washington, DC
Deputy Chief of Staff (Command, Control, Communications
and Computers), Washington, DC
Deputy Chief of Staff (Logistics), Washington, DC
Civil Engineer, Air Staff, Washington, DC
Air Force Audit Agency, Washington, DC
Air Force Logistics Command, Wright-Patterson
Air Force Base, OH
2750th Air Base Wing, Wright-Patterson Air Force
Base, OH
Tactical Air Command, Langley Air Force Base, VA
1st Tactical Fighter Wing, Langley Air
Force Base, VA
7th Communications Group, Washington, DC
436th Airlift Wing, Air Mobility command, Dover Air
Force Base, DE
Marine Corps
Marine Corps Computer and Telecommunications Activity,
Quantico, VA
Marine Corps Central Design and Programming Activity,
Quantico, VA
Soecified Commands
Headquarters, Forces Command, Fort McPherson, GA
Defense Agencies
Defense Automation Resources Information Center,
Defense Information Systems Agency, Alexandria, VA
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APPENDIX F:

REPORT DISTRIBUTION

Office of the Secretary of Defense
Under Secretary of Defense Acquisition
Under Secretary of Defense for Policy
Assistant Secretary of Defense (Command, Control, communicatior
and Intelligence)
Director of Defense Information
Deputy Assistant Secretary of Defense (Information Systems)
Assistant Secretary of Defense (Force Management and Personnel.
Assistant secretary of Defense (Health Affairs)
Assistant Secretary of Defense (International Security Affairs,
Assistant Secretary of Defense (Legislative Affairs)
Assistant Secretary of Defense (Production and Logistics)
Assistant Secretary of Defense (Program Analysis and Evaluatior
Assistant Secretary of Defense (Public Affairs)
Assistant Secretary of Defense (Reserve Affairs)
Comptroller of the Department of Defense
Deputy Comptroller (Management Systems)
Director, Management Improvement
Deputy Comptroller (Program/Budget)
Director of Defense Procurement
Director, Defense Research and Engineering
Deputy Director (Test Evaluation)
Director, Operational Test and Evaluation
Assistant to the Secretary of Defense (Atomic Energy)
Assistant to the Secretary of Defense (Intelligence Oversight)
Director, Defense Acquisition Regulations council
(OASD[P&L], DASD[P]/DARS)
Assistant to the Secretary of Defense (Intelligence Policy)
Director, Administration and Management
Jint Staff
Director,
Commander
Commander
Commander
Commander
Commander
Commander
Commander
Commander
Commander
Commander

Joint Staff
in Chief, U.S.
in chief, U.S.
in Chief, U.S.
in Chief, U.S.
in Chief, U.S.
in Chief, U.S.
in Chief, U.S.
in Chief, U.S.
in Chief. U.S.
in Chief, U.S.

Atlantic Command
Central Command
European Command
Pacific Command
Southern Command
Space Command
Special Operations Command
Transportation Command
Strategic Command
Forces Command

Department of the Army
Secretary of the Army
Director of Information Systems for Command, Control,
Communications and Computers
Inspector General, Department of the Army
Auditor General, Army Audit Agency
33
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APPENDZX F:

REPORT DISTRIBUTION (cont'd)

Department of the Navy
Secretary of the Navy
Assistant Secretary of the Navy (Financial Management)
Comptroller, Department of the Navy
Assistant Secretary of the Navy (Research, Development,
and Acquisitions)
Commandant of the Marine Corps
Auditor General, Naval Audit Service
Department of the Air Force
Secretary of the Air Force
Assistant Secretary of the Air Force (Financial Management
and Comptroller)
Deputy Chief of Staff, Command, Control, Communications
and Computers
Auditor General, Air Force Audit Agency
Defense Agencies
Director,
Director,
Director,
Director,
Director,
Director,
Director,
Director,
Director,
Director,
Director,
Director.
Director.
Director,
Director,

Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency
Defense Commissary.Agency
Defense Contract Audit Agency,
Defense Finance and Accounting Service
Defense Information Systems .Agency
Defense Intelligence Agency
Defense Investigative Service
Defense Legal Services Agency
Defense Logistics Agency
Defense Mapping Agency
Defense Nuclear Agency
Defense Security Assistance Agency
National Security Agency Central Security Service
On-Site Inspection Agency
Strategic Defense Initiative Organization

Non-DOD Activities
Office of Management and Budget
U.S. General Accounting Office
National Security and International Affairs Division, Technical
Information Center
Software Publishers Association

34
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APPENDIX F:

,

REPORT DISTRIBUTION (Cont'd)

Non-DoD Activities (Cont'd)
Chairman and Ranking Minority Member of Each of the Foliowing
Congressional Committees and Subcommittees:
Senate Committee on Appropriations
Senate Subcommittee on Defense, Committee on Appropriations
Senate Committee on Armed Services
Senate Committee on Governmental Affairs
Senate Committee on the Judiciary
Senate Subcommittee on Patents, Copyrights, and Trademarks,
Committee on the Judiciary
Senate Select Committee on Intelligence
House Committee on Appropriations
House Subcommittee on Defense, Committee on Appropriations
House Committee on Armed Services
House Committee on Government Operations
House Subcommittee on Legislation and National Security,
Committee on Government Operations
House Subcommittee on Government Information, Justice, and
Agriculture, Committee on Government Operations
House Committee on the Judiciary
House Subcommittee on Courts, Intellectual Property, and the
Administration of Justice, Committee on the Judiciary
House Committee on Science. Space, and Technology
House Subcommittee on Science, Research, and Technology,
Committee on Science, Space, and Technology
House Permanent Select Committee on Intelligence
House Subcommittee on Oversight and Evaluation, Permanent
Select Committee on Intelligence
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PART IV MAAGEMENT

COMMENTS

Assistant Secretary of Defense (Command, Control, Comrunicat° ns
and Intelligence)
Department of the Army
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ASSISTANTk
S!CReThfY OF DEFENSE (COMMA)lD, CONTROL,
ANiD INTELLIGECE) COKKENTS

COPMjUNICATIONS

OFFrC O THEASSISTANT SECRETARY OF DEFENSE
wAs"I"GUM. Oc 2O301-3040

NID.OPJRAOUK
I
DIXIECOI,
.ADINESS
ANDOPERATIOIAL SUPPOSR
DIR4-7ORATZ. OPPICE OF TE INSPECTOR
GENERAL
SU5JT: -Draft Audit leport On Controls Over Copyrighted
Computer Software (DoD Inspector General DoDIeGI
Project No. 251-5004)
My staff has reviewed the subject draft audit report and
circulAted It to Appropriate Components for cosmeent.
we concur with the finding* In the subject draft. The
fiodings cannot be disputed, although we doubt that the majority
of the Incidents of Improperly docuanted vendor proprietary
software are a result of willful violations of copyright laws.
We do not concur with the recommendations.
1aisting laws
an Pederal regulations. as cited Ie the draft report, establish
the requirement to control Copyrighted software. The probiea is
not a lack of. but aoncoepliance with, existing laws and
regulations, which could be addressed as part of DoDI routine
Inspections and audits.
This problem will get more visibility in the future.
because we have included a section in our Information Management
Self Assessment Guide that addresses the extent to which
C=enents have impleaented Internal controls to preclude the
unlawul copying of copytighted software. Wseare alao
evaluating the feasibility Of imeludln lsnguaso regardgl
copyrighted softwre is future DoD Directives or
rnstrucoslo
but is the interim. are satisfied with existing policy. DOD
Instruction 7920.5. -Management of Ind osr Computing.
specifically tasks heads of Components to, *Znsure coepliance
with the terns and conditions for €omercial software use.
inclading copyright and license agreemaents.* Do 7740.1-.
'Department of Defense ADP Internai Control Guidelia', July
1183. has a sectios On -Specific Microcomputer Control
Considerations.I which addresses this Issue with the question.
'Do policies prohibit the use of copyrighted and/or unauthorised
software that the activity has not leased or purchased?'
The attachment to this memorandum contains recommended
changes to the section on *Prior Audits and Other Reviews' in
the Istroduction of the draft report.
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INTDLLIGENCE)

COKMNENS

(Cont-d)

Should you haw any qumtloas tCardial this response. my
actioe officer is Its may. t 703-746-?1.

Cynthia Lendali

Depty Assistant Seceatoy of Defense
(Information Systes)

Attachment
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ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF DEFENSE FCOMAND.
A" INTELLIGENCE) CO MNTS (Cont'd)

Drft

Page S.

CONTROL.

COKM4UNICATIONS

udit leport on Controls Over CosvI1tvd eoecutr
Va. 23?-S0041
eroct
i* s
t

Lst paragraphs
Change * ...DTSA had violated licensing agreements
by Installing copyrighted computer software that
had not been purchased.*
To reads'* ..TSA had violated licensing
agreements by installing copyrighted computer
software for which purchase transactions had not
been completed or for which adequate
docusentetic could nct be provided.Rationales The proposed wrding provides an overall
picture of the resuite of the VM Audit as it is
reflected in report number 92-134,dated September S.
1902. As stated on page 3 of the audit report, DTSA was
found to have copyrighted softvare installed vithout
docusentation to show it had been legally acquired. At no
ties we there any finding that cites evidence Of willful
violation of the.copyright leas. the recommended wording
correctly states the findings.
Page.$, Continuation of-lest paragraph on page S, last
sentence$
Changes *Managasent concurred with the findings
and -recommendations and initiated corrective
actions.,
To readt *M1anagesent concurred with the
recommendationa and has taken corrective
actions.,

FAtionalet While DTSAdid not take exception to the
general thrust of the findings. It did not necessarily
As
concur with the wording of each finding or conclusion.
sotedin Mr. Auda'S, memorandum of August 14. 1992. DTSA
Mr. mudean
'accepted 4ts [the 10e3) recommendations.also goted that the IC report does not cite evidence of
willful violation of the, copyright laws and that 0TSAe
see laternal-toviw did not reveal any euch evidence (see
Since Sr. Nudman-s
pp. 19-22 of report number 92-134).
eerAMue. DISA-has Substantlily Completed
ispleentatlonofthe corrective actions recommended by
the IG and the proposed language change reflects this
progress.

Attachmtnt
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DEPRTMIENT OF THE ARMY COMO(ENTS

DEWM

SLIS-OP
MIOAOX

OfF Mi ARNW

19 Oct 92

(34-2b)

DZIPA*21MENT .eumr~S4.
TOR 71(1 lNSprM-~ GENCRAL.

IUItcT: Draft Audit Report on Controls Over Copyrighted
Coputer Software (groject So. 2r-s3004)
L. Rogerence sesorandu. SLIG-PA, 8 Oct 92. SAS.
fr our review the draft Do audit report.

which forwarded

2. We concur with all recoomtndations contained In the draft Do*
audit report.
3.

Xy point of contact is Ir.

Arnold, (702) 614-0559.

MR THl DIRUCTOR:

Deputy Director for Policy
Clt
SA1S-AMU
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AUDIT TEM

HZ34DERS

William F. Thomas, Director, Readiness and Operational
Support Directorate
Harrell D. Spoons, Program Director
Marvin L. Peek, Project Manager
John Van Horn, Team Leader
Adrienne Brown, Team Leader
Steve Borushko, Auditor
Lynn Concepcion, Auditor
Lisa Earp, Auditor
Rhonda Carter, Auditor
Nancy C. Cipolla. Editor
Paula D. Stark, Secretary
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TAB 3
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Monday. June 20, 1994
Robert J. Lieberman
Assistant Inspector General
for Auditing
Department of Defense
400 Army Navy Drive
Arlington. Virginia 22202-2884
Re: Audit Report on Contrnlg Over Coovr*hied Computer

Software (Report No. 91-056)
Dear Assistant Inspector General Lleberman:
The Software Publishers Association (SPA) is the primary
trade association representing the software industry, with over 1100
members. Our mandate is to promote and defend our members'
intellectual property rights. Under this mandate, we seek to educate
the public about intellectual property rights related to software, to
assist the public in complying with the copyright laws, and to enforce
our members rights via audits and. if necessary. litigation. Enclosed
is some general information concerning the SPA and our activities.
This letter is to inquire about the status of the
recommendations and/or follow-up concerning your audit for
unauthorized software on the Departnment of Defenses" computers in
February 1993. We have acopy of Report No. 93-056. The
information in the report caused great concern to the SPA. If the
report was accurate in its estimate that 51 %of the tested computers
contain unauthorized software. extrapolated to the total computers
within the Department of Defense, the level of infringement is
significant. We recognize that 16 months have passed and that this
situation may have been addressed since issuance of this report. We
therefore would appreciate receiving any follow-up reports.
recommendations or other information concerning the Department of
Defenses compliance with the federal copyright laws.
We would be pleased to work with you to bring the
Department of Defense into compliance with the federal copyrights
laws and to establish an effective edication and maintenance
program. To this end. we can provide advice, educational materials,
and conduct classes or lectures for the Department of Defense. I
would be happy to discuss further the assistance we can provide.
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I would appreciate receiving any follow-up reports.
recomrmendations. directives. etc. by June 30. 1994. Please feel free
to call me at 202-452.1600 x. 311 with any questions. I loolforward to talking to you soon.
Sincerely.

Sandra A. ScUees

Director ofLidigaton
Pubsers
Aos4~cu

ncl.
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INSPECTOrn GENERAL
s, PAeYMvNr op scfleSi
400 ASHY NAVY IV
*UUM&,Oa.

C )6

vINelara 32303 3044

Ms. Sandra A. Sellert
Director of Litigation
Software Publishers Association
1730 M Street NW, Suite 700
Washington, D.C. 20036-4510
Dear 1.

cellert:

This is in reply to your letter of June 20, 1994
regarding this office's February 1993 report on the use of
unauthorized software by Department of Defense employees.
As indicated in that report, management reaction to the
draft was mixed. However, responses to the final report
were more positive and the Department is taking measures
to increase the awareness of its employees to applicable
copyright considerations and to improve internal controls.
A copy of September 1993 guidance is.sued by the Secretary cf
Defense is enclosed. A comprehensive software management
directive is due out in draft in July 1994. We do not have
any current information on what measures the individual
military'departments and agencies are taking, but the topic
will be considered for a followup audit during the next
couple years.
We appreciate your offer of assistance on this matter.
In this Department, however, providing the requisite
training is primarily a management function. Therefore we
suggest you may wish to contact the Office of the Assistant
Secretary of Defense (Command, Control, Communications and
Intelligence) or individual component heads.
We share your concern about this problem and are
pleased that yousfound our report useful.
Sincerely,

Robert
.Lieberman
Assistant Inspector General
for Auditing
Enclosure
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I~~~;iI

ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF DEFLASE

~wve

C Zfl.......
September 27, 1993

MEMORANDUM FOR SECRETARIES OF THE MVILITkRY DEPARTMENTS
CHAIR'AN OF THE JOINT CHIEFS OF STAFF
UNDER SECRETARIES OF DEFENSE
DIRECTOR, DEFENSE RESEARCH AND ENGINEERING
ASSISTANT SECRETARIES OF DEFENSE
COMPTROLLER
GENERAL COUNSEL
DIRECTOR. OPERATIONAL TEST AND EVALUATION
ASSISTANTS TO TzE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE
DIRECTOR OF ADMINISTRATION AND MANAGEMENT
DIRECTORS OF THE DEFENSE AGENCIES
SUBJECT.

Computer Software Copyright Protection

On February 19, 1993. the DoD Inspector General published
an Audit Report entitled "Controls Over Copyrighted Computer
Software." (Report No. 93-056). which found that there were a
significant number of software programs installed on DoD
computers that cannot be shown to have been purchased. I want
to emphasize existing Departmental policy prohibiting the
unauthorized use and copying of commercial software programs.
Vendors should not be deprived of their legitimate revenues
through unauthorized use of their proprietary software. We must
ensure that DoD employees do not copy or use unauthorized
software programs.
It is my desire that the ethical behavior of Department of
Defense employees, both military, and civilian, be a positive
example to all of Government.

Emett Paige,
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Wednesday. August 10. 1994
Robert I. Lieberman
Assistant Inspector General
for Auditing
Department of Defense
400 Army Navy Drive
Arlington. Virginia 2202.2884
Re: Audit Renort an Contrn1 Over Copyjebed Conputer
Software (Reporl No. 93-0561

Software
Publishers
Asodalion

Dear Assistant Inspector General Uebcm=:
This is further to your letter of June 27. and my letter of
June 20. 1994. concerning your office's report on the use of
unauthorized software by the Department of Defense. In your
letter of June 27, you indicated that a comprehensive software
management directive was due out in draft in July 1994. Would
you please send me a copy of that directive? Thank you for
sharing our concern about the necessity of software management
and the protection of U.S. copyrights granted to our members.
Sincerely.

Sandra A. Sellers
Director of Litigation
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INSPECTOR GENERAL
4EPAtoV•
gA.Y
or CrC[
VIeawGn an.O. as..4

AeLt$.8t0.

analysis

amd

o21oup

AUG 25 Pg

Ms. Sandra A. Sellers
Director of Litigation
Software Publishers Association
1730 M Street 1W, Suit* 700
Washington, D.C. 20036-4510
Re:

;Audit Report an Controls Over Copyrighted ComputeSoftware
(Report N..
S3-C-S.

Dear Ms. Sellers:
This is in reply to your letter of August 10. 1994, to
Mr. Robert J. Lieberman requestinq a copy of the Department
of Defense draft guidance for softvare management.
My office
tracks agreed-upon actions on audit recommendations, and we
are sonitoring the status of the directive you requested.
The directive is being readied for formal coordination
with the Department of Defense Components, a required process
prior to issuance of DoD policy guidance.
In checking its
current status, ye were advised that the following language
is planned for inclusion in the proposed directive:
"Contractual terms and conditions for use
of software, including copyriqht and license
agreements, shall be carefully followed and
strictly enforced."
We understand that in Januar 1995 the guidance will be
approved, published and available for external 'distribution.
At that time, you say wish to request a copy-of the directave
fros the Office of the Assistant Secretary of Defense
,Cornand. ernt.rol, Comunications and Intelligence)
(telephone number 703-695-0346), the proponent o tne
directive. Of course, my office will
continue to monitor the
issuance of this guidance under our normal followup
procedures.

David A. Brinkman
Assistant inspector General
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31 Mae 1,5

Ms. Na~me K. Dulacki
Chief
FOIA Office
Room 415A

Department of Deiense
400 Armv.y avv Drive
Arlington. VA =02-M
softwaen

Publishers
Dear Ms. Dulaclki:
1 recenty wrote to your office requesting a copy ci Audit Report 3-e5Contc's over Copyrighted Computer Sotware: dated Februar- N. I'Q:3.
In fact. we already have this report, but it is the iollow-up directive wv.hh we
would hiae to receive.
I have a:tached a letter from David Brinkman. Assistant Inspector General.
dated 25 Aug'ust 1994 and addressed to my boss. Sandra Sellers, Director of
Litigation. Mr. Brinkman's letter addresses the directive I am requestng.
explainung that the directive was supposed to be issued and published in
!anuar" 19.3. I am attaching Mr.-Bnnkman's letter ior the sake oi clarity.
since my previous request was for the wrong document.
Please le: me know if there are fees associated with my request. and I will
arrange *or payment. I appreciate your assistance in this matter. and I look
forward to receiving the directive at your earliest convenience.

Sincerely.

Chri te Keck
Internat-onal Coordinator
Enclosure

tSJO~t ,w. - S... o • v,a

-,

"0Cttt .:0 • 7e

1=V
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OFFICE OF THE ASSISTANT TO THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE
14Q DEFESNSE PENT"AGON

wASNINGTON

CC 20301 1400
Ref:

'."

0

-P.-.*

Ms. Christine Keck
Software Publishers Association
1730 M Street, Suite 70C

Washington. DC

ZZ036-4510

Dear Ms. Keck:
This responds to your Freedom of Informaticn Art :F::A
request of May 3: 1995. to the Office of the Depa=trent t!
Defense Inspector General LDoDIGI.
Your request was received
- in
thic D'ilectorate .n June 16, l95.
Our interim resp-nse of
ne
21, 1995. refers.
The Office of

the Assistant Secretary of Defense !r

Command, Control. Comuznications and Intelligence tCA= -:'
provided,the following co ents concerning DoD D-revtzve 34C!
Software Management) .

has
-

"The requested directive (DoD Directive 34c!.:
Software Managementl was not signed and published an
January 1995 as ori;:nail" targeted.
The d:rective has
gone through a majcr rewrite due in part to the
Department's objective of streamlining policy documents
and the need to incorporate additional software pclicy
language pu ished by ASD(C31) memos and Defense
Science Board recommendations. The current diaft
document has not been formally staffed within the
Department and. therefore, no formal Department policy
position has been reached.Consequently. mr. William K. O'Donnell. an. initial Dena&:
Authority for the OASD(C
. has denied release
of the document
'
under the provisions of ; U.S.C. 552 h 15
Y.u ms" c~ea. )lr.
O'Donnell's dec:sion by offering justification to support
reversal of the :nitial denial. Any such appeal should be
forwarded within i0 calendar days of the date above to the Office
of the Assistant to the Secretary of Defense for Public Affairs.
Directorate for Freedom of Information and Security Review. Room
2C757. 1400 Defense Pentagon. Washington. D.C. ZC302-1400.
The OASD(C3:1 also stated that the document is scheduled to
be signed by the Deputy Secretary of Defense, and available for
public release by December 1995.
Current plans includte making
t..d
oe--e
.eue,
on tbe ASD(C311 World Wide Web Momepage.
Additionally. most DoD Directives are available to the public
outside cf FOIA channels from the National Technical Information
Service (9tSJ. SES Port Royal Road. Springfield. Virginia
t:151.
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There are no assessable fees for this response in this
instance.
Sincerely.

Dircto
Pa
Freedom of Information~ and
Security Review
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TAB 4
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August 9. 1990
Vie 0....lebsMesl
Ms Katherne Knste:
Dept. of L b r. Mmt-e Safes' and Health Admtns;rater.
"30 Simms Street
Lakewood. CO St.41
Dear Ms. Knittel

Softmnre
Pu-lishers
ntn:inrion

:
I am writine on behalf of the Software Publisher Assoctatton iSPA. -hic
prinopal trade group of the PC software issdustsy Manlh O our more tnar :C!(.t mer-rcompanies look t" the SPA so help stop the unauthcrze Juplicator',- :--.! roju."
We am wnting this otter on behalf of the SPA member, 'st torte a, Esr.r+i N jjzatta
hereto.
We have rect'ed information that Dept of Labor. Mine $a-'iAdministration ma' he usic unautlhrnze copies Ot our Memtber, sctat
of Federal copynci: la,
F.-rm the nteormatioriit e h.se eta1nsed.tr. 'u
is published b% SPA tm+emherslisted on Eshibit A arraoe. hnereto

an-d H.i- sU,-tit n-c - -

a

duplication doe, st reflect efficial poli! tr sour otiorj.a
We hope this unaarO,'tzed
5
Under the crcums:.aes. hose'er. se would like so sueaes: assaudit o: seeir cmean
an alsermlatte to its:gaton The precedure for the SPA cuost program i-a s tt'IOnI. An SPA representanse obenes as the uoftware direc terrc t eiazr PC ire
rited.
SDlrecto
informa ion is compared with purchise record, to Jet.rinn the
number of uaauthorized cepses. tf an :
3. You desro.' all ututhonzed copts. and aeree to use onl authonzed oatt-.ic.
in tour busieess:
You agree so pa, the SPA Copyright Protection Fund an amount equal to the
muourocture, sugested retail prtce o: an, unautherzed sotmtare. and
. If necesasr. SPA eecuter a release trom habilit for ir
retmentdiscos tez
ft
As ou wall note fr= the enclosed articles. the SPA has an Zcnse littatton ptore.et
are at thts time pfreidie your organizatonI the opponunts t brtne iitself seto'
compliance with me Federal copnght las' sstthut litig.ation Ue caution %ou not 5,o
dosam, attn softwsare prior to the resolution of ths master. ast the dc.irtiction of n etli.l
evidence aty gie ie o additional liabilit
I would apprectate %ourcontacmin; me as soon as rositble. and in ass esers ns laser thin
Tuesda.. August
. 199e If l am not av.ilable. please as- to spealk %,oJonua BSuchnet
at extension 3:--

Drector of Damtistc Anti-Pies'
tnclosufres

;tfl13mtr5e

.

s

.--• m

e

SC ao'

. r-".rm.1;.a:

.:c. * ml:r:o'a.
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U. S. Duparlment of Labor

.

..

"

AUust 13. 1996
Mr. Peter Beruk
Director of Domestic Anti-Piracy
Software Publishers Association
1730 M Street Suite 700
Washington, DC 20036-4510
Dear Mr. Beruk:
we receied yesterday from your organization concern.:
This is in response to the package
allegations of possible useof unauthorized copies ofsoftware published by members ofyo.organization- Contay to the apparent assumptions in yourbratensng form letter. "e are r,: a
private company or orgaizaion. but a federal government agency in the United States
Department of Labor. Moreover. I can assure you that it is not the policy of the Mie Sate'" -. d
Health Administration (MISHA) to use unauthorzed or pirated soft'vare. and that tie make e
effort to ensure that all software copies are covered byappropnale licensing agreements
We would appreciate any information you could provide concerning these serious allegatie.- to.
your threat of suit. e.g. which software you believe is being used improperly, and %,herein t ,
nation-wide organization that abuse is occurring. I would behappy to discuss any real cooce.-'.
you might have. but not without some concrete evidence to support your allegations andto .,ic
me a basis for investigation. In addition. I am not able nor villing to authorize you or yout
organization to he access to any of our goverament applications or software directories or.the
basis of your conclusory andthreatening letter.
I have shared your letter with the Office of the Solicitor. Department of Labor and %ith.MSIIA',
response.
Sincerel..

ft"

/

.

/

=_

Kafbrine L. Knittel
Chief. Information Resource Center
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August 19. 19"6
Via Ovemihh N111l
a and
Facsimnile:
30M Nl
-449
Ms.Katherine Knoel
US Department of Labor
Mine Safety and Health Admitustration
730 Simms Street
Lakewood. CO 80401
Dear Ms. Kattel.
Publils

r

Thank you for yourletter dated August 10. 1996.Putsuant to ourconsersation on
August 16. 1%ould like
totae this opportunity to address some vi ine que,on,
you raised.

Associction
SPA receiveda report tt .our Organizaton was us:ng
unauthoei..ed .opie, t
our members software at the Lakewood. Coiorado and .Alington. Viruia te,
Upon receipt of this itufornauon. SPA conducted a ri:mnay inestipatin and
deter.nuned that a cooreratte audit was the best %a, to eftectil'c re.ohethimatter- (The audit steps 2redetailed in the August 9. 190t. letter ir you from
Peter Eetuk.'
According to our information a sienificair amount of softw are is uniuthorize4
These titles
include. but are not huted to. AfterDa;. PC Tool. WordPerrect.
nrton Utilines. and others.
In light of the above. SPA %
ould like to conduct a cooperatve audit, on behalf '.*i
its member companies. withthe US Department of Labor. Mine Sani'et and Health
Adrmnistration. A copy ofthe standard audit ageeement sill folio. by mail
Please call me at your earhest comenience to discuss proceeding with this
process- I may hereached at :0:-4i2-1600 extensirn .: Thank you for %our
cooperation.
Sinreely.

Joshua Bauchner
Litigation Coordinator

tflna...in.

5.A .3

.

~

,:5,- .

gaic -. o'.o~w"ontua:

io.

1."C
cc:3

?a.
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U. S. Department of Labor

Mine Safety aen Mea. Aam,.s'a:
40I Wilson Seurenar.
Allingto. Virg,na 22203 1984

.

-

18SEP i9:zi
Mr. Joshua Eauchner
L:tigation Cocrdinatcr

Software Publishers Asszooation
1730 M Street, Suite "C2
Washington, D.C. 2C3E-4510
Dear Mr. Bauchner:
Ths is in response to your recent corresponnence t: Mr. Kath:.%v
Y.nittel, who is on ry staff in Lakewood, Colorado, c:n:ernn
allegations of unauthoried use of software within tne Mine
Safety and Health A.--in:strat:on (MSHA), par:ruari at our
locations in Arlirzetc,
Virina, and Lakewood, TChcrazz.
I have reviewed the audit agreement that you include: w:th you:
last correspondence to Ms. Knittil, and discussed it with our
Soliortor's Cffice. Based on their counsel, ; must :nform you
chat I have no authority to enter into this type of a reement,
which you apcarently use with private companes, or tl b:nd the
Agency to pay the =onetary penalties stipulated. For further
informatcnon this issue, you may contact Thrmas A. Masoclinc.
Deputy Associate Sclio~tcr for Mine Safety and Healto. at
(7C3) 235-i5z.
As a Federal regulatcry Agency, our primary m:ssion and
responsibilry :s roprotect the safety and health of the
Natzon's miners, while makin; the best use possible cf the
resources provided to us by the American taxpayer. The audit yc.
are propcs:ng would make an enormous, unreasonable and
unmust:fiable drain on those resources, at a time when resources
are rrgnt, and get:=n= rihter. Further, from the pre:xminary
=fT?'aoIen that : nave been provided, I do not belreve that tne
problem you are a::e;:ng is cf sufficient scope to warrant such
an investment of time and resources.
A quick review cf cur records indicates that MSW has acquired
through Softmart. incorporated, sufficient upgrade lioenses for
Z89 simultaneous users of WordFerfect for Windows, Version 6.:.
censes for KrdPerfect 5.1 that were used as the basis
The 269,
of this upgrade were acqu:red through a contract between the t.S.
tecarcment of Labor and WordPerfect Corporation. A significant
nurer of these incenses have been assigned to file servers in
Lakewco, Orlcraac, and Arlinaton, Virginia, where they have been
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metered. Accordingly, it is quite difficult tz believe tha: XZ?:
could be in violation of our WordPerfect Licensino aoreement:.
Also, while our research is far from ccmzlete, we have fcun= a
s:ngle acquisition of 16 copies of Norton Utilities thrcu#h
Egahead Dliscount Software. While research is continuinq w::in
respect to the other software products that you referencec, : =not believe that copyright violations are rampant in MSHA. Bayou
on these findings, I would suggest that you re-examine the
validity of the information you have been provided.
Nctwithstanding the above, : am concerned that the Agency
re-address its policies and practices in regard to software
management.
Accord:ngly. : have asked Ms. Kn:ttel and her staff
to develop a management plan to address this issue and to prcv:::
me and the Agency with tne best assurance possible that we are
adhering to all applicable software licensing agreements and
copyright laws.
: can be reached at (703,
matter further.

235-8378,

if

you wish to discuss this

Sincerely.

Gecrgh M. Fesak
2lretc:r, Program Evaluat:cn
and Znfo-mation Resources
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spa

Decemtber
10. 1Q96
Vt. Ovenaiht Mii
Clarles C Masten
Inspector General
Deparomen of Labor
200 Constutin As-ur. Room S1303
Washinoun. DC 20004
Re: Prnoso Audit of Mine Saie

and Health Admistnstrivn

Der Inspector General Mim
Software

I

am ssmng ont behalf of the Software Publishers Association (SPA). isluch is the rec.fpa: s.oa.

sgroup of the PC sof wre todustn Wetase
authonoation from thos: members istc.: on E..:t
A- attached hereto. to amettigate alleeatprasof copynht ifrinemet
thicr products
Assocition

On August 9. 1996. SPA contacted the Departmcrt of Labor's

Moie Safets and Ha:th

Aditistration office i Laki'vood. Colorado We had rmcesed itnoimaticsr that th ur.authon.-:
duplication of our emb'ers softisarc nat occurring svnhsn the Admsustration at this a cnes
sites. Ms Kathertc iutctel. of the Lakesood office. directed cut u'siisiatois so con3r: Mlr

GeorgePesk at theArhongion.
Virgiia office
Iengthv discussions. Mr Fresk has indicated that he has beet unable to recent the ncccssa
authorization to conduct a coopctatise audit stth SPA of the sot0are stsallcl on NISHAs
computers Mr. Fesa. has idicated that solatioss stat c
. au does the need lel an audt
HMutrer. without the sacesar' approsi. h es unable to proceed

SAfter

As I am sure you are assurc.eopyrinht inifts ment i a serious stattcr and ssae'ants inifez;t
mvstlatio and remed' Title 17 ofthc ULied States Code prosidcs tor significanit d3ato
be awarded tocopsmoht holders for utadionzed use oflir
product The Fdesal goecmmica: ..
of course. not e semp
It iSPu
s.tesnso to 'sor-kcuoo atisel wvith i1SH-\ io tesolh €this nser \lc conducte r
500 acttons ech roer.90% of ushtch are resolsed st tbe audit process Please fisd enclosed the
oneiial audit lencr. Ehit
A. and copies of all correspon nce to date Uporn r i,
of the
matenal. I ssIuld appreciate
iourcontaatum me to discuss hots s sts .
sosc this sisuatios I
may-be reached at 202-452-1600 lrneson 'I
I If!
" am uaa-atlable. ple nsuconct Joshua
Buchner w ments n 323 Thank su for 'our bandirtiton to this = t
Sincerely.

/
Sandra Sellers
Vice Prestdeot Intellectual Propcrs
Education and Enforcement
enclosures
tttatMSn.ss . 5-.. tOX . woeqar

XC -03ut

iseo.s2t3

mt~ii
M.

Ma.0
a
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Date.

January 10. 1997

To:

George FesaJ. Kei

GalakU Slurley Malia. Deparnit of Labor

From: Sandir Sellers. loula Baudmcr. Software Publishers Association
Re:

DOL and SPA
Cooperatiw Efflorts Be%'%vm

As a result of our meeting
on January 9,1997. weould like todetail some ofthe elements to
which we agreed. In gencral, these asmtmfold: a safiwaire audit of MSHA and the implementation
of educatioal and procedural measures thntughout the DOL as a %Iiole.
MSHA Audit
As a result of specific allgations having bees made against MSHA. it was decided that a
coespreensive sofwae audit was to be conucted ovr apprcxvntely 10months time Mr FCta
was todetermine
an appropriate schedule fo the audit and provide is to SPA The results ofthe
audit are to be provided to SPA via the Inspector Cmral"s office. SPA requested five specific
terms
forcompletion of the audit:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

aintain a schedule
provide a sunusary of all software ftund
provide a surmman of all docunentation found to substanatte the legality of softeare
provide afls report ofall infringing software destroyed and/or purchased to ensure legaht.
dcvelop a.d implement menasures to ensure future corpliance

to provide assistance in conducting the audit. Mr
As mentioned at the meeting. SPA is%%illuig
Bauchner %ill be available toanmer any and all questions arising during the audit process and to
receive the reports as they become available.
DOL Software Education and Policy
At a deparument level, it was agreed that DOLeld implement procedures and policies to
heigh.en aareness and mintain compliance. Suggested policies include, but are not limited to a
software use policy, an employee code of cthics pertmig to softt %Ar. a softwarc acquisition
policy, and an audit policy.
SPA agreed toforard copies of its suggested softwarc use policies for review by DOL. Please
find the attached SPA has also provided to Mr. Fesmkand Ms. Malia copies oftis Certified
Softvare Management course manual. The manual includes thes policies as well as additional
inforination vital
to ensurug legal softwar use.
Upon receipt ofthe above material. DOL will provide to SPA a copy of its draft Appropnate Use
and
Doumentforreview It is SPA's irntaonto wAorkcoopertivclyvith DOL todcvclop
unplement the appropriate polics and attairness programs to promote softwe compliance As
such SPA iswilling to offer to DOL any resources available including- posters, policy statements.
anti-piracy presentations, the CSM course. and any other rcquestcd material or itformation.
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January 10, 1997
To:

Sandra Seller and Joshua Bauchner. Software Pblishers Assocation

From: -

Keith E Galayda. Office orinspector General. Audit. Assistan!, Director

Subject.

SPA'sSumnar of January 3.1997 Meeting

The discussionaheld that day betwocn MSHA. DOL, OIG,and SPA should be characterized a

diffkrent. I believe. I rather weproject the cooperative sature of the neting. which it was,
-litif

and the nced to do things better regarding theprotection ofintealectual propery The actions of
MSHk and the Deparmnent with the 010 providing oversighl should go a long way inmislng the
awareness ofsoftware copyright laws. SPA should acdmowldge these Government officials have
pledged to address this issue of sawrenrs through implaenting:
9

better software education asd policy.

*

better softwae documentation mangement, and

S

perodic accountability reviews (one completed within 9 mo - ! yr)

The OTO. thiough uditing this issue over the past 5 years, believes awareness is the problem and
must be reinforced. As acknowledged is your surmmry of the meeting, the vtrious parties are
wilt so assist each other in addresing this issue, even though the allegations received are
unsubshtaniated. As I stressed, the importance of'our addrcssIng this issue is not to substantiate
controls can be ensured
*specific allegations but to move beund any allegations so that adequate
and awareness can be heightened
OO will have a role in ensuring the"pledge ofncttn" vwillnot be left unaddressed and everyone
involved ear be saisfied with th resuhs ofour eonmitmets. OIG wil communicate the results
ofshe Govarsanant's actions to SPA has they are completed or become nialized.
I believe we all ate trying so do the right thing: here and I want iothan SPA for the assistance
As suggested. all parties would meet sometime in the
offemd in providing relevant materials.
fature to discuss our actions and accomn hmels
e:

Geolle Feaak
Shifey awlks
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U.S. DEPARTMENT OF LABOR
OFFICE OF INSPECTOR GENERAL
OFFICE OF PERFORMANCE AUDITS
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.
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U.s. Depgrtnent of LAebor

FES 5

of the Ass,"n $"atory
WesNteon. 0 C.20210
ote

7

Software Publishers Association
173OMSure .N.W.
Suite 700
Washington. D.C. 20036
Der Mr. Joshua Bauchner and Ms.Sandra Salrs:
Enclosed is a draft copy ofthe Department ofLabor's policy on Appropriate Use of
icrocounputers and LANs. A copy of this draft has been snt also to the Office of tie Inspector
-General h,eMine Safety and Health Administratiov and the Dcp&unent'sLabor Relations Office
for sharingwih the Department's two union partners, as required by contract with them
3hbe respective Collective Bargaining Ageements, by law. provide for each union (the National
Council of Field Labor Locals (NCFLL) and the Local 12. Ameuican Federation ofGovernment
Employees, AFL-CIO}to request. if desired. bargaining vr any changes to conditions of
employment or iapact ad.nlemenaiotbaraining on decision exercised by ranagement The
Agreements providea process for each union to respond to ranagement proposals We
each union inthe very near finure. At that time. we wnUconduct the
anticipate hearing from
necessary negotiations, ifany. and advise you ofour implemenation plans.
The policy was previously reviewed by all DOL agencies representatives. and isready for
implementation upon union approval Itincludes statements on Internet usage. software licensing
and usage. shareware licensing, and all other areas of concern expressed by you as representatives
. I---P t" iS
ft
blishcrsbA= d --;-inIc ra 1
ofS
We thank you for your willingness to share your concerns and suggested policy statements with
us. Both have been beneficial
Sincerely.

Director
Information Technology Center
Enclosure
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Mi=r=rrzuter anz LAW manazemen:

This
Purztse.
iol
responsiz-t:-es for

znapter

eszabllshes

ne:!.7

y an=
se
mne manazemen
Area NetwcrsA
use of :mrcccmzuter rased .ora
resources.

""

-*--

.

Agency
1232 Background. Each Zeoartment cf Labor ,CL
responsbe for determining the level of security fr'earn LA.
Wnen :zn
processed.
being
based on an assessment rf information
informatisn processed and szore4 on a LAN is sensitive tr
critical to the mission of the Agency,ithe level of secLrity r.-t
/
be consistent with DLMS 9, Caster 530.
1203 Autszrtzes. Computer Frud and Abuse Ac: cf :F96 (Fu!.:
Law 99-474.; Computer Security Art cf'1987 (Public Law
Freedom of :nformarion Act; Parerwork Reduction Act o
Informaticn Technology :-anage=mnm eforn'Act of 1996; Vanaaera:t
of Federal :nformaton Resourres ,Cffice cf Management and Bn;et
Circular ::t.A-130); and the Feeral Information Processano
Standards F=Z:,
Poi=y. Reasonable oneraretnal and security measures are
1204
required :s safecuard mcrocc-=uer, LAN, telecom-uniat:n, -n
DOL Agencies should crutert
peripheral :nfcrmation resources.
their infcr=ation technology :nvestment with phys:cal setr:"
and afforazle contingency p:anntng isee 120, below'.
Goernment :wnec ricrocmuters and cther -nformaticn teznn -.
resources are to be usez for official business purposes,
in=uding use cy union offictaLs for apprcprate labor-maAnageent
relations activlty. However, ZL permits employees to use
ncn-work time for limited persona:
government computers during
4
beoe:
n" :see 1:T,
use, and -<::hin estahllshe
This chapter appires to a!l DOL microcomputer anc
:2C5 Scope.
The primary ot-ectve in formulating microrompute:
LAN systems.
and LAN management pczry :s to provide guidance to DOL Agenc:es
in impementin. a program wn: zn ensures regulatory and standaror
compliance as well as effect:ve =anagement and operation :f
micrccomcuter and LAN s-.-stems.
In acc=t:rn tc the responsibil::ies set
1206 RespnsiLi:taes.
forth in ElS 9 Chapter 530, "Security" this paragraph
establishes specifac m:zrocompwter-based LAN management and
securatv resztnshitl:tes.
a.

Tne

nhrefInfirma=n

ff"cer 'C!O' is responairle f::
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(I1 EstabIsn6n

ensure functiona.:ty ac:nss

LAN interzznec::vit

stan:arz' t.

L! LAN5.

(2) Conducting or de:eaating tT Agency Eears the
performance of information resources managemen: rev:ews z: azc%"
microcomputer and LAN management pracz:ces tz ensure cc-.-4:1zn
with accepted standards and th:s chapte: isee: vaperwork
Reduction Act of 1995).
b.
The Die=to. Information Tecbnolgy*vCente,
OASM is responsible for:
il' Maintaaning the EMPioyee CcZputer \e:wrk MECNI.
including estat::sning standarns and conventions for ECN users.
({) Estalbishing configuration requirements for LA~s
used to develcp and main:ain at-inistrativ*e systems %e.g., --'A?:
and PE!-::S), in ccn.unc:zin witn thetCf!ic .,of the Chief
Financial Officer, and other subject matter authorities.
C.

C-CLAgency Heads are responsible for:

(I' Determining the level of.sensitivity, analy:ng
riskslexpcsures, and developing appropriate safeguards for :T
invesatents.
(2, Ae=e a*ely fmintarninq and securing aaencydedi-ated =*cr-c==puter and L.Xi information reso;rces.
(3) Ensuring that LA:: managersia
nLstraters and en:users receive necessary instru::ion for the manaaement, secur:t.,
and use c! microcr-zter and :A: in craticn resources.
!4!
Ensurna ttat sensit:ve znformation :s saf*;;arze:
whole in the
=rGecowute:LA-.
enircn:ent.
The securiiy plan
overnIn; s..:h nfo;mati:n must fc..ow ouzdelines in ZLU1 9,
hapte: SCC.
5) Co=lyina wzz!% LAN :nterccnnectivtry
review zchediles establzshed tv the CXC.
(6)
1icensed,

standards and

Ensuring that software placed on agency FCS/LANs is
and ez; Ioyees are mane aware of licenszng requirements.

12) N::rc:c.~mpurer
Re;=Zements.

.AL Mnazerent.

Operational and Secur:ty
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a. LAN Admznistration: Pecogniz== n e
charactertstics of microcomputers an- LA:: as dist:rrte=
- ---computer systems with decentralized p
agencies shall identify and train a se=f:: cerson
Ar:nls:t.
a
backur
as
well
as
function as a LA% A=:nlstrator
for each Agency LAS. in addition, Agencies snoul
,
written documentation which includes te LA:Z
operational prccecures, and standards.

"

b. Physics: Security and Access tontrcls. 'Each Aoencv snz_ensure that FIP resources are operated and maintained tz
safecuari the ccnfidentia.ity. integrity, and availability or
information, incouding prevention of loss frcm natural hazards,
fire, and accidents.
Also, Agencies shall maintain a user profile which inisas aaccess privileges users have through direct or -remote LAN
connectivity as we:: as accessibility to external da=a systems
(i.e., Zata Resources Inc., Dow Zones, WaUl.Street Jo.rnal, Mea;0
Data Central, etc.'.
In addition t' ensuring adequate physical secuity of LA*,
Agences should develop procedures that inciude the fol-owing:
l) Establishing end-user accounzability != cocmpute
use and requiring that proper security procedures be observed
employees.
;2) Granting employee access t: informatior. techncl:.
resources based upon joc-related need.
(3) Restricting access tc sensit'lve Information
through encrypted and/or password procected text and data files.
A:ternatively, sensitIve iformation," can be ccnfineo to
limited access areas on the LAN file server or can be maintainea
on removacle storage media, and looked up, as appropriate, when
not in use. Sensitive information should not reside on the locoa
PC hard disk, unless :t is protected.
(4) Erasing or removing a hard disk to remove all
information before designating equipment as surplus.
(5) Frotect:no information stored on a m:crnocomputer
or LAN server from being tampered wlth.
6' Ensure completion of Separat=cn Clearance Form DL
ADP
:-lC7, Secticn :, for departing federal employees or
Certificacon Forn for Crntract Personnel for departng ocontrac:
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personnel. !See Append:x A :2,-.)
c. Passwsrd rotectn.
S:nce 7,1 LA:s r:s*.= access onto various :nterconnected, -_sscon
information systems, passwords are an essenc:a : ne C
to deter unauthorized :ntrusion and ma:n:ar. a prcrer
:A security. Therefore, agencies should develop an:
password system based on the decree of protecticn warranta: r.
tne sensitivity of the system and the data.
d. Virus Protection. Effective virub rrotec::n
strategtes must intecrate practices which span all areas
co-m.puter security, including issues relatve to
pnysical/:nstailat:cn secur-ty, access controls. disk scanninc,
software testing an installat:on, backup and recovery, use :±
ut-to-date virus detectcon tools, ann-user educatocnitraining .
ensure effective virus protecticn, Agencies should as a n--.
(12 Impament an action plan to deal w:oh
.otencial incidents.
(22 Scan network PCS on a reoulac basos.
(3) Perform software scanning periodicallv on
stand-alone PZS.
(4) Prohibit the use of software and data fires
-= have not been auchcroced by the Agency and scanner zcc
voruses.
:5) Educate employees to the need fr vfrus
awareness and crevention.
e.
Backup and Offsooe Storage" of LAN Information
es:ur-es. Backup and offoite stcrage of computer anrl:catzcn
and caca files will ensure that Acencoes have recent c:=r es
ava:!able tn case of loss of working copies. Off-the-shelf and
appicat:ons software developed or maintained locally sn:uld asce bacred ur. Scurze =rcram files. executable versions cf all
software, and required
or onterpreter programs snould cc
orler
included as well. Accordngiy, to ensure the safety and
availac:lity of all data and program files produced, Agencies
shall:
(1) provide znstruccoon to employees for hackup if
data.
:2) Safekeep votal files at an off-site facility.
as necessary,
c
:z r:ccec against threats or sabotage.
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-.
Offsite Use of G:verrnmen:-Owned
f.
use of Government-owned com-;ter e :zmment carries w::n:.
ecs:cr
obiloation to be accountabe for :he sezuritv c: :he
toe
and for how it is used. Tc foster tne Fr::eco::n
A nc:es snuGcvernment's interest and c:rpute: assets, :
develop proceoures that:

[:; Restrict the removal of sensitive date :ro
the worksite unless cleared by the :rjedia:e supervisor.
(21 Provide instruct-cns {o empfoyees ccncecninc
physical and data security, as well as'hardware,-software,
operational and maintenance proceouree prior to approval ox
release of equipment from DOL pren.ses.
9.
Copyrghit/Licensing Requirements. %cst ccmoerc:1.
software is protected by copyrtant law." Some packages may als:
When an
be patented, which gives them added protection.
organization "purchases" a commercial software package, ;t
usually only purchases the r:;nt the "license") to use the
The
package in a manner deemed appropriate by the'owner.
ownership of the "intellectual property," the underlying program
code, usually remains with the author or publisher. Therefcre,
pursuant to the law and regulation governing software licens:na,
DOL Agencies shall develop internal procedures to ensure thatall
microcomcuter/LAZ users comply with existing statutes,
regulations and :icense agreements governing the use and
As a
d:spcsition cf crcprietary software including shareware.
minimum, such procedures will include designation cf a software
manager, recordation of the number of purchased licences by
software product, recordaticn of dastribution, and periodic
auditing of product usage.
h.
L.N :nterconnectavany. Agenciez sha:2 cmply watc
standards designed to ensure LAN interconnectivity for
administrative systems compatibility. executive and inter-aoencv
communications.
1208

Appropriate Use cf X3L :nformaticn Technclcoy.

a. Purpose: Computer-cased informatien, recoonized as a
primary government asset, sh:.Id be protected from unauthorized
modification, destruccon, disruption, or dasclosure--whether
accidental or intentional.
Users must be advseo
Notice cf Au:ditan,--ntcrnc:
b.
that they have no expectattorn of privacy whale using any
incluoes workstations,
s'stem,
whtch
or
'eased
=*Vernment owner
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127
LAN servers, and all software such a2 wzra prcess:r, :nzc::.browsers, elerron:c mail, etc. Ar::.*:: cn Zerartren: or
information technoloay systems and ez:ipment
surzezt
.
requests, to mcnitorinz in the ourse :f systems asr.n -4-and tc audit cr law enforcemen: revoewszttrtect tne s-s~er
from inappropriate use. Unautnzrize= -se =f this sy- e. le
violatcon of Federal law and can be pmnisnent gith fines
imprisonments iP. L. 9z-474!. Anyone usin= thrs systep c\:-:eo:.consents to such mcnitoring, and viclatoons may be reportecae
the proper authorities.
C. Personal Use:
DOL's automamoon systems have been
established for the purpose of ondu;=ir.g offocial Agency
business. However, the Department rerognizes that frequent use z:
a microcomputer enhances the skill of the user. Therefore,
responsible empoyees are author:red to use =2Lm:crcc.mcuzere
during non-wcrking hours for persona "se, subject to :ii.ta:i:ndefined in d. and e. below.
,
d.
entail:

Responsible Users:

Responsible staff personal use wculn

(l The ethics and conduct requirements for Department
of Labor employees set forth at 5 C.F.R. Part 2635 shall a clv to
all Labor Department employees in their use of Department
mocrcccmuters.
(2 Use fully complies with general aaency rclry
regarding :imations on uses of DOL onformation technlcc,;
(3)
sun

Use occurs during :he enp oyee's personal time;

(4) Use does not incur any additional direct charges,
Ss !erv:ces wh:zn are c.-re
n a toime r usage hAs:s.
Requestirn

sumervoscry a;;roval for descrobed

atoivity.
e. Restrocticns: Deoartment cf Labor employees are
nrohohited from the followong uses of :,= mocrocomputers, unless
specifically authorired by the agency:
(It Interferono wtrh the ccnduct of offical anency
business;
!2; inoac:n in oclm:ocal arotvities that are fcroduoen
by federal rules, sumn as the nath Art;
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Access:nz material tna: wou.d not re
public distribu:on in wzrKsItes, such as obscene
"4. Us:ng
Game

:

-

-

sscrio*icn 5erVi.
SUrIrei
lay:nc or cambi-ne;

(cj Usinz :_terner access for data cr o:scussicns i"
would cause the Department embarrassment:
/
/
(7) Engaging in private, for profit business szt:v:;.
performing computing services for commercral purposes, cr usn;
any £ZL computer resource incuodno DOL software for persona
prof: or personal gain:
(fy Possessin, insta.ln, -or using ;rograns :apab-t
of fraudulently s=muat:ina systems responses;
(91 Possessin;. instaiing:" or using programs tnat
erase or alter files mliciouslv or withut authoricat:n;
Z

Loadlna undelivered or personal software;

control
-.
Mod:
-~' -nz possessing systems
that which affects procram state, statu,
informat:cn, esecil:vor aoccunting, maiLcicusly or without authcr:zaticn;

.-2. :nterferina with systems efficiency or &otemin.
to modify or crash the sy-stem;
(13. Using another person's name and passwcr:,
accessing unauthorzed files.

cr

f. Penalties: Vizlaticns of this ;riey, unauthortzed or
4napprcpriate use or abuse of DC information resources may be
suc'ert t: azs:iplinary action and legal sanctions.
t:ernet Use: The Decartment of Labor encourazes its
employees tc use the :rernet to accomplish ob respcnsiilirt:es
and furter m:ission coas. Excess:ve use, or "surfing toe
Internet" durino wcrkinc hours :s croh:btted.
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spa

Date

Aprnil
9.1997

To

Keith GCalay. Depa ncatof Labor

Aissvton
arcPublishers
Bauchnct. Softm
Sellers. Joshua
From, Sandra
Re

Coopersove
Efforts Bewna DOL ad SPA

A a resul ofour conferene call as Aril . 1997.we would Ue to sunsmanz DOL's
to asure soft.are
epydmg theestablishem ofppisens andprocedures
reatiss
cottipliuace vnts the Depar w-nt asa vitole andthe Mine Saft andHealth Adimstrati-,n
10.1997. SPA's interestsareteiofotd First. sc
Pursuant to our earlier rtcniodatedJanuary
andconcluded ithin MSHA i the third or tvrih
audit becooducted
Scqusithala softwire
Publishers
Association

dto cooper.atrilh DOL as a sholc to dIcle,
quarter of tiuscai datscar Scond. SPA scs
andunpi ncst tofsarepolicies andproouts
iononApril.that DOL cu-rertiu
As such. Mr. G.la,,da stipulated durng ourphoneceoneesa
hada-softwepolicy tnthe final stagesof developnetstHidicated thattie poiesasauted
appro-al andthat hecipected theentireprocess to becompleteduttlhn the month

- union

Sitilarly. vtin MSLA.Mr Galayda statedthat a soft re pohe uw bein drafted th Mt
to
andvitll be subject
Croneg FesakaxMSHA- Thedraft polieqhasbeen'rtsid by Mr Galayida
his approvail Includedirsthe efflortisadthrestepproemsto ensure aotwe compliance
4. de-elopad irspievttea softmur poIse and establish controls
2. assalpaccountabdity and tramappronate personnel
3. conductaecountilov rettewe audis)
%,ide
Accordinig to Mrt Galatla. the NISbA policy will beunpietnenited after theDeporoitrert
to corntienent thatpolic7 Inaddion. he ricated that theMSHLA
-polic as it i atendled
mouth
%ill
be
conpleted
ithun
the
softwar policy
resi uild andapproved. MSHA mould ieqt to assign accountabili, and
Ui~sle thatpolicy is being;
arrane ruan. wluch mould bereadyfor unplknentlaics byl tui the poicy isappmod It
for
relessi. so%- %ill
be on track
mould then takelittle tin toactually conductthe acctblint
comrnpleint a tire proe. including the audit of MStA
Fatally. Mr GClaydaagreedwth SPA'scontinued requestthatthe threestep MSHA effort, as
as iscosisten
be-ompleed b-the third or fourth quartr ofthrs calendar year.
defined aibocs.
the ucheduleset
forth atthe Januat W~itiri
Mithi

* 5,-OO
.

-

as'.opn C -23036St431 -

16M -* F2?t:-sO
mars
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U.S. Department of Labor

May 27,

-.

"

..

- "

."

1997

Ms. Sandra Sellers
Vice President. intellectual Property
Software Publishers Association
1730 M Street NW, Suite 700
Washington. DC 20036-4510
Dear Ms. Sellers:
As promised dur:ng our meeting on January 8. 1997. we have
developed a plan for enhancing software management within the
In preparing this
Mine Safety and Health Admlnistration IVSHA).
plan, we consulted with officials in the Department of Labcr's
Information Technology Center and office of the Inspector
General.
The primary co.-onents of our plan, w:th projected completion
dates, are as follows.
..

2.

We will issue Agency-wide policy letters on the Internet and
software licensing and management. The Internet policy
letter
will provide policy guidance for MSHA employees in
The software licensing
the appropriate use of the Intrnet.
will establish MSHA policy for
and management policy letter
software management, document the legal obligations inherent
in the purchase and use of computer software, and inform
Agency employees of their responsibility for complying with
are
Both policy letters
software license agreements.
We expect to issue the
currently &n the review process.
policies by July 1997. A copy of each draft policy letter
is enclosed for your information.'
We will establish and staff a software coordinator position
within the

Information Resource Center in Lakewood,

Colorado. While software is used in every office of the
Agency throughout the nation, we believe it is essential
that software licensing be centrally managed. We plan to
have the software coordinator position established and filled by July 1. 1997.

0
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3.

We will procure a software management tool, establish

specific procedures for tracking and managing software
licenses, and issue an Administrative Informat:ce
to inform all MSHA employees of those procedures. We will
complete these tasks by September 1, 1997.
4.

We will review procurement records to assess current
software license status. The information from rnis review
will provide the initial data to load the software
management tool discussed in Item 3. The review will be
completed by October 15, 1997.

5.

we will conduct a software audit in Arlington, Virginia, and
Lakewood, Colorado. Included in the audit will be the LAN
servers, all LAN work stations, and all laptop and standalone computers assigned to personnel in Arlingtcn and
Lakewood. As part of the audit process, we will produce a
final report documenting the audit findings and furnish this
report to the Office of the Inspector General. The audit
will be completed by December 30, 1997.

I believe that implementation of this plan will ensure that MSEA
is complying with applicable software licensing laws and will
raise the awareness on the part of Agency managers and employees
of their responsibilities for complying with those laws.
I appreciate your assistance in bringing this issue to our
attention and providing us with guidelines and background
materials on software management. If you have any questions or
comments about our plan. please contact Keith Galayda of the
Office of the Inspector General. Mr. Galayda can be reached on
(202) 219-6641.
Sincerely,

George M. Fesak
Director, Program Evaluation and
Information Resources
Enclosures
cc Keith Galayda
Shirley Mali&
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EFFECTIVE DATE:

EXPIA

ADMINISTRATIVE POLICY LETTER NO. A97-VI-

-

FROM:

.

DATZ-

J7.DAVITT MCATEER
Assistant Secretary fo-

Mine Safety and Hea ft.
SUBJECT:

Internet Policy

This policy applies to Mine Sa
(MSMA)

-nd Health

inistration

employees.

.The purpose of this let
employees in the appro

is t-providt policy guidance for MSRate

e of the Internet.

+

Accesso the In~n++
will (available
to MSHA employees, as
neede. to carry o
work-related.duties and responsibilities.
The Direhcr+of Proge. Evaluation and Information Resources
(PEIR) is the Internet "rdinator for MSHA.
The f

n

;' ues MSHA policy on

of the Internet

1.

Employ ps'shall be familiar with MSHA Internet policy
and h .e received.Internet training, if necessary,
befoji being granted access to the Internet by their
d. 4
isrs.

2

;,.Employees shall follow any appropriate software
licensing agreements and MSHA software policy when
using and/or downloading software resident on the
Internet.

3.

-

Employees are to scan any material downloaded from the

Internet for viruses.
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2
4.

Employees are permitted to dow.load software u=oraze
or program fixes (patches) available o. the Interne:
only after obtaining permissicn from the MSKA Software
Manager (APL A97-VI- ).

S.

Employees are to access the Internet a&. rep"rese.ta:ves
of MSHA for work-related purposs durk .gpvernmen
working hours. At no time whyeaccfsing %the
Internet, shall employees exibzt conluct which wouldl
damage the reputation of MSA.
N.

G.

Employees who use the Inter'eg'i3r violationo fMS-.
policy will, as a minimum, lse.Internet access.

If an employee does not know what is o
* lated or has any
questions regarding use of the Internet, it
.th-.
employee's
responsibility to resolve those
easis
with is or her
supervisor before logging on.A n ddition to tosing access to
the Internet and possible d' cipliziy- action there may be lecal
penalties for abuse of the/5;7terne un r provisions of the
Computer Fraud and AbuseoActo
986.
The following policie(;plyL _rj_

<
N

nfrato

o

h

NO inforcation shall be placed on an MSHA Internet size
without tfollowing review and authorization:

.Pror

Ao ciusion on an MSHA Internet site, a

k-'"

ocument will be reviewed and cleared in the
er..established for that type of document;
Yiev-'the established procedure for review,
earance, and signature of any document is not
anged because the document will be placed on an
.nternet site.

* .

Program areas may communicate to their employees
specific requirements and appropriate file formats
for Internet documents subject to the approval of
the Internet coordinator.

4
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b.

Any information to be placed on an MSFA internesite will be authorized by the MSHA Internet
Coordinator (Director of PEIR).

2.

The Internet is not a secure environment. Therefore.
1974, a.
privacy data, as defined by the Privackj.ACI
amended (S U.S.C. 52a),. shall ot be1acd on an V-:'
"
Internet site.

3.

HA I ernet.site
Any MSHA information stored on an
shall be subject to the as rete ion and rchivan9
1225
procedures as published pu idd cuments (36

Rackcround
s'.Wide Area Network.
MSHA is connected to the Internet th ugh
t-i2nformation
ignif
It is anticipated that there will
exchange through the usehof the nter_
200; MB
fIdChptere
APPM Volume VI, Chapter 50a
Act of -1980, as amended
Circular A-130; the PaperWork Reducti
e
by the Paperwork Reducon 'Act ! 199 '44 U.S.C. Chapter 35; --.
Computer Security A jf 1987 the Computer Fraud and Abuse Ac:
of 1986 2,nd The Co '.ter Abu e.Aenments Act of 1994; the
Privacy Act of 1974, as
as amen dthe
FederaYRecords kt,.
_and" the Freedom of Information Act, as
amende1( U°S.C.N2a
.-OLMS IX. Chapter 1200.
amendedNU.S.C. 5
Sm Inamuctions.
This policy leer.shculd be filed behind the tab marked
"Adm~~irative olicy'Letters" at the back of Volume VI of the
,4s jAPPM.
nd Co-tact Persn
)irectorate 4oetlirogram. Evaluation and Information Resources
ak, (7031 235-8378
,.rgeZ

.Anuing Qffice

MSHA Employees
APPM Holders
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EFFECTIVE DATE:

EXFIRATION DATE:

ADMINISTRATIVE POLICY LETTER NO.
FROM:

A97-VI-

J. DAVITT MCATEER
Assistant Secretary for

M:ne Safety and Health
SUBJECT:

Software Licensing and Ma

eme

This policy applies to all Mine Safe .d
(MSHA) employees.

This policy letter establishes MSMA
y
garaing software
management, documents the legal obllg
ens
eren in the
purchase and use of computer s
ware.- and ad ses Agency
employees of their responsib
-y--r.-"omp yin with license
agreements.

The Directorate of Pro
m' Ev
ation
d Information Resources
shall have primary responsibi-1.y for software management
throughout MSHA,
cl ding mtinti &g a software inventory,
develofng-a sof are audit hw-and
administering the
implena
tation of
ftware audits and inventory verification in
the Ag.'":-'.
-_ e Chi .6f'the Systems Operations and
Communicatrns Divisic of .the Information Resource Center (IRC'
shallbeor.
esignated of tware manager for MSHA. IRC shall
providbitrainin- mateials to facilitate implementation of this

TZ.e' following p icy shall be implemented in MSHA subject to the
.s
of the
ividual software license agreements:
a-'of-tbware acquired by MSHA may not be copied for other than
.Packup purposes unless
permitted in the indilicense

~~idviduallies

greement.
2.

MSA employees shall not use personally-owned software on
MSHA computers.
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2
3.

No software shall be installed or upgraded on any MSFA
equipment or used by MSHA personnel without proof of vendor
licensing for the explicit use of MSHA- It is the
responsibility of the software installer to determine the
existence of a valid license prior to installationt', This
shall be demonstrated by the presence of avor 'ral cApy of
the software license or the receivi
rep-.n addit:cn,
the software must be the-proper ve~ign lted vn the
approved MSHA software list (avaiable in
MSHA shared
directory on the LAN) or approve by the.nfrcration
-"
Resource Manager (IRM).
.

4.

All- software must be documented o(-thePSHA software
inventory by MSHA employees rece?'*
-software.
A copy cf
the receiving report and/or cre 't ca
-receipt for
purchased software must be senae-to the_
Software Manager
in order to maintain a pro -f-purchaseNudit trail.
The
following information mu.'b
rovided torthe MSHA Software
Manager within 30 day
f sof ui
-.receipt and/or

.:

installation:.

-

Name of software ./4ers
qn
Upgrade or new s(rtware
Sof,.ware com
.ame
MSAofficeA1Ziving software
aeiL ubex f coputer on which installed (or document as
-' Not instlled")
Date lstalledL :applicable
Dateeremovedo.if -ePklicable
Cot a*c
tp
on- hone numb_

I

5.

-

>

If the soflare is installed later than 1 week after
receipt, an update of the above information shall be
provide)o the MSHA Software Manager. Provide the same
information to the MSHA Software Manager when software is
removed from a computer.
If a new computer is received with software already loaded,
a list of the loaded software, the computer serial number,
and a copy of the receiving report must be provided to the
MSHA Software Manager within -0 days of receipt of the
computer.
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3
6.

Users of freeware are responsible for maintaining
documentation that the software was acquired and may be us.:
without expenditure of government and/or personal funds.
The software should be acquired only from the origfnator.
Since the sources of freeware are volatileadocufntation
that it is freeware should be acquir d at ;esame
t:me as
the software. Provide software in
oto nformation (see
item 4, above) to the MSA Softw 614anage-.

7.

Users of shareware (fully funct nal sdwa r %t,4'ay
te
be
acquired and tested without the
nfiture of fuds for a
limited period of time) are obligqtedt-o either remove the
software at the end of the testi
Vlicense explicitly for MSA.

eriod-or acquire a

8.

Software licensed to MSHA maonly be in
alled in
accordance with the licewe plovisicns and in the
environment for which tO'was
sedtS
tware-- lic sed f
a stand-alone installtion may not
- -installed on a LAN
server unless such
tall (ion ispcifically
authorized
4
by the license an
pprov
by th MSHA Software manager.

9.

Sof pware may
te
instdle-ton snother computer until it
isremoved
omzthe currentxcomputer. If a computer is
fi.chased wi
software already loaded, the hardware vendor
ma
sqire no ficiEion or prohibit moving pre-loaded
softie.. 'The
s
cific-license agreement shall be followed
regaring.-noeifica~on of the software vendor. The MSRA
S include
tware--ejnager.must be notified of any software move
th
nformation in item 4).

Software i talled
specific .iber of
the LANb reflect
.- h X-rponsibility

on the LAN, where the license permits a
simultaneous users, shall be metered on
the limits of the license. This shall ke
of the site LAN manager.

I. oftwsre on the LAN that is only to be accessed by
designated workstations, must be protected by granting
,access permission only to the licensed workstations. This
control shall be exercised by the site LAN manager.
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4
12.

Software usage shall be periodically audited at each MSFA
site in accordance with procedures to be established for
MSHA Accountability Program. When an audit reveals the
existence of software without documentation to support a
valid license, the software shall be removed from the
is may he
computer in such a manner that no copy remains./
software or un- Stting the
accomplished by erasing the
o.4Sinstall.
software and destroying any diskette use

y for ensurin;
Management and employees share equal r *ronsibi)
compliance with this policy. Non-com iance wth t is p61 icyheAgency. '~ployees are
t_
could result in disciplinary action
subject to copyright laws and any finl and/or punishen .for
violating those laws. It is imperativ% that-all MSHA employees
understand their individual responsibirties and possible
-.
.
liability regarding these legal oblitio

Packargund

.

4 N7.-

Computer software is protecte-yederal
Thef nor
U.S. Code Section I et seq./
provided with the software/ detals wh %
1 w. e
may be used.

Title 17

.cop right law (Title li ense agreement,
and how the software
and

U).S. CodoA(Federal Copyight Law);

DIMS9S -capter "p00;
L Employees from Patricia Lattimore, Deputy
Memor dufor Al3
SecretarYN4r Administration and Management/dhief
Assist:
informatiorOffcer, a ted May 19, 1997 - Subject: Reminder on
Appropriat Use of DOL 'formation Technology.

ThiA. policy lettjr~hould be filed behind the Tab marked
"fdministrative -olicy Letters" at the back of Volume VI of the
inistrative olicy and Procedures Manual.
1

5 .tnino.Of

4

anr! Contac"

Person

Prgram.Evaluation and Information Resources, Information
Re surce Center, Sterling K. Townsend, (303) 231-5475, ext. 322C

Distributio
All MSHA Employees
APPM Holders
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Mr. COBLE. Mr. Wrenn and Mr. Smith, I will put this question
to you all jointly.
Have computer hackers ever attempted to extort money from either of your companies? In other words, are there instances where
someone contacts your company and threatens to help others appropriate a copyrighted work unless there was a payoff?.
This is pretty strong language here, but it has ever happened?
Mr. WRENN. Fortunately, to date, it has not happened to Adobe
Systems. I do know of two other companies that have faced that.
One of them, Symantec, was asked for a million dollars to prevent
someone from releasing a utility that would take a trial version of
their software that would only work for a certain amount of time
and then turn off-this would be what Mr. Smith referred to as a
"cracks" type utility-and undo that time bomb and make it a full
working copy of the software. They were asked for a million dollars
to try and prevent that from being distributed to the Internet.
Mr. COBLE. How about you, Mr. Smith?
Mr. SMITH. It has not happened at Microsoft. I think perhaps one
reason is that our policy is very well known in that community,
that we would never even think for a moment of negotiating in this
context.
Mr. COBLE. Do you know whether or not it has happened in
other areas?
Mr. SMITH. I am not aware of any incidents other than the ones
that Mr. Wrenn just referred to.
Mr. COBLE. Ms. Sellers, how successful are we at enforcing intellectual property rights overseas?
Ms. SELLERS. The U.S. Trade Representative's office has taken a
very strong position, as you probably know, with respect to making
sure that other governments live up to the international copyright
laws. And we have supported the work of the U.S. trade representative in that effect.
We have also strongly supported the international copyright treaties, particularly the WIPO Copyright Treaty that is pending for
implementation.
Mr. COBLE. And I know that we are all-well, strike that. Perhaps not all of us, but many, many of us, from time to time, become
very sensitive about maybe inviting retaliation if we, in fact, go
hard overseas. To what extent is that a problem?
Ms. SELLERS. The international copyright treaties, at the moment, provide a common denominator for practices across the
world. So at this point in time, we are all working towards and in
the same direction. And governments ought to be taking the same
stand of accountability, and lead by example for their own citizenry.
Mr. COBLE. And Mr. Bono has been involved in this-regarding
this next question, and perhaps others on the Subcommittee have,
as well.
For what would be your preference at enforcing-the best way to
enforce government compliance with our copyright laws?
Would you go with the GAO report, A, or B, Congressional resolution?
Ms. SELLERS. I would begin with a Congressional resolution and
an Executive Branch directive.
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I do not think at this point in time a GAO study is necessary.
Mr. COBLE. I think at one point, some of you all were advocating
a GAO report.
Ms. SELLERS. It could be a possibility, but I do not believe it is
necessary at this time.
Mr. COBLE. Very well. I thank you.
The gentleman from Massachusetts.
Mr. FRANK. Ms. Sellers, the issue-you did not quite-I think
you answered the question of willful, the concern was that by defining "willfulness" by removing-well, I do not feel removing the
commercial equipment-that somehow this might be interpreted as
increasing the liability the service provider had, which I do not now
have.
My question is, is there any problem with simply making it explicit that we are not trying to do that?
Ms. SELLERS. Well, my problem with adding a blanket exemption, Mr. Frank-Mr. FRANK. Ms. Sellers, do me the service of answering the question I asked you. Did you hear the word, "blanket exemption," from
me?
Ms. SELLERS. No, sir.
Mr. FRANK. The phrase that I gave was simply making clear that
this-let me put it to you to you-do you think existing law is a
blanket exemption?
Ms. SELLERS. No, sir.

Mr. FRANK. Well, then how is simply stating if this does not
change existing law will give people a blanket exemption?
Ms. SELLERS. No. I agree. I think thatMr. FRANK. Well, let me ask youMs. SELLERS [continuing]. I am quite happy to say this does not
change that law.
Mr. FRANK. My question is would there be any problem with simply making it explicit that this does not change existing law with
regard to the online provider liability?
Ms. SELLERS. I do not read the NET Act as changing current law
and I do not want to advocate that it changes current law. I believe-I support you in saying that it does not.
My concern with mentioning any of the participants in the
Internet community specifically isMr. FRANK. Well, when you say it does not changeMs. SELLERS. Right, and I would stop right there. I would not go
on to name specific participants in the Internet community because
any one of them may engage in pro-active conduct that fits within
the willfulnessMr. FRANK. Well, then that would be covered by now.
All right. Let me take-I think they are guilty of what they are
guilty ofMs. SELLERS. Right.

Mr. FRANK [continuing]. Which is overtly your case, which makes
me think maybe you got something more online than you do, and
I think that there is a mistake.
Yes.
Mr. WRENN. If I may, Mr. Frank, in answer to your question,
speaking just for myself, I think it is a good way to approach it,
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because I think what you pointed out earlier is that for a lot of
these issues there is unfounded fear. They are not a problem in
practice.
I have even had an opportunity in the last week to talk to attorneys from other countries about systematic study. Argentina, Canada, the United Kingdom, they all criminalize even one copy.
But prosecutors are not off hauling out people to jail who really
should not go. It is an issue of fear. So if that addresses some people's fear, I think it is a great way to go.
Mr. FRANI. And I think we will have to do that throughout because you cannot take any step forward here without generating
some concern that it might go further.
And, look, we have to be clear. Not everybody can control the
court, and I think this is a case-there is a great case for being as
explicit as possible in doing what we mean to do and not more than
that.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman. No further questions.
Mr. COBLE. Thank the gentleman.
The gentleman from Utah is recognized for five minutes.
Mr. CANNON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
You spoke so much about "softlifting," but the current Bill that
we are dealing with probably does not affect it. The law is pretty
much in place for that. The order is to get you a little farther. So
we will not try to scare the rest of the world.
Personally, in my private life, I was terrified that we would have
people who stole software. Worked very hard to avoid it, and still
that happened.
But we are not dealing with that here in this Bill, right?
Ms. SELLERS. No, sir. This is under the oversight hearing concerning software piracyMr. CANNON. Thank you. I have no further questions.
Mr. COBLE. I thank the gentleman.
The gentleman from Massachusetts is recognized for five minutes.
Mr. DELAHUNT. Yes. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
If we have adequately outlined the fact that there is a very serious problem, then I appreciate-I really do appreciate that testimony.
And maybe I should direct this question to Mr. Kruger or Mr.
Wrenn.
In terms of the commercial theft that goes on, and Ms. Sellers,
maybe you can answer this, too-has your association or your industry discovered criminal syndicates doing this on a systematic
basis in terms of seeking large amounts of ill-gotten gain?
You have?
Mr. WRENN. If I may, I will defer to Mr. Smith, who has more
firsthand experience in their investigations at Microsoft with that.
Mr. SMITH. Although it typically at this stage does not relate to
Internet piracy, it is absolutely the case today that organized crime
is involved in this activity.
Mr. DELAHUNr. I am not talking about the traditional mafia. I
am just talking about sophisticated criminal syndicates.
Mr. SMITH. Absolutely.
Mr. DELAHUNT. OK.
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Mr. SMITH. But it is of benefit to the Mafia.
Mr. DELAHuNT. Let me ask you this: What do you then do? What
is the next step in terms of prosecuting these kind of cases?
Mr. SMITH. When we encounter that kind of case, we typically do
some work ourselves initially to put together some amount of information and evidence. But we very early on turned to the responsible agency, whether it is the FBI, the Customs Service, or an
overseas agency.
Mr. DELAHUNT. What kind of response do you get?
Mr. SMITH. I think we get a great deal of help and support, especially when there is a broad range of activity or economic impact.
Mr. DELAHUNT. Do you think that they have the sufficient resources available to meet the need? I am talking about agencies
under the umbrella of the Department of Justice.
Mr. Kruger.
Mr. KRUGER. There is no question in my mind, Mr. Delahunt,
that whatever we do with the LaMacchia fix bill, it will never be
the case that the U.S. Department of Justice and the Federal Bureau of Investigation will be able to devote sufficient resources to
the investigation and the prosecution of software piracy to effectively solve or resolve this problem.
One of the reasons we support this bill is because we think it will
have a deterrent impact, not so muchMr. DELAHUNT. Right.
Mr. KRUGER [continuing]. We think it will haveMr. DELAHUNT. Right.
Mr. KRUGER [continuing]. A practical impact.
But that raises another important point.
In the questioning of the Deputy Assistant Attorney General, you
mentioned that there is a concern about making this a Federal offense for making one copy-the theft of one copy a Federal offense.
The Feds are the only game in town. They are the only game.
And, in fact, if there is a crime this is it. This is where it belongs.
State and local law enforcement agencies have offered, have approached us about being involved and active on this issue, and unfortunately, because of the Federal preemption as it exists right
now, they have no role to play.
Mr. DELAHUNT. Well, you know, maybe it is time that the Department of Justice-of course, I am sure that many of you are unaware of the fact that the Federal Government is now getting more
and more into juvenile crime, and I have some very strong reservations as to whether we should be going in that direction. In fact,
I do not think we should be going in that direction, and let the
states address the problem of violent crime in the communities. At
the same time, Federal Government ought to play a role in this
particular area because of the fact that it is international in scope.
This is where it ought to happen.
Ms. Sellers, I would think that you would want to take your association, sit down with the appropriate officials in the Department
of Justice, and ask them to prioritize and to create a task force to
deal with this issue.
Ms. SELLERS. You are right, Mr. Delahunt. We have worked very
closely with them.
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And as a matter of fact, Mr. Di Gregory's Deputy was with us
just two days ago, addressing the Committee of the SPA, that oversees our anti-piracy efforts.
We work very hard to prioritizeMr. DELAHUNT. We are losing dollars to our national economy
here. Let me just-I will conclude with this final question.
What implications does this have for our relationship with other
countries with whom we have an extradition treaty?
Does it not provide us a predicate to seek indictments in this
country for those in other nations who are pirating our software,
our intellectual property?
And Mr. Smith and Mr. Kruger, feel free to address that.
Mr. SMITH. I think it would be very helpful in that context. Other
governments are prosecuting people who do this under their criminal laws. The German government, to give you but one example,
has been very helpful and vigilant, and it would be helpful if the
United States government could play a similar role.
Mr. DELAHUNT. We do not really need a treaty to do this. There
are existing extradition treaties out there that we could be using
now. I mean we are going to be here debating and discussing, and
I am not suggesting that we should not be engaging and participating in international conventions dealing with these issues.
But if you really want to do something, this is an opportunity,
I would think, to do it and to do it now.
Mr. SMITH. And I think the sense of urgency is very well put because the reality is that the scope of Internet piracy today is probably twice as broad as it was a year ago, and unless something
changes, it will be probably twice as broad a year from now as it
is today.
Mr. DELAHUNT. We could add up all the bank robberies that have
been committed in the United States of America, and I would suggest that they pale in comparison-in terms of economic loss-to
what is happening in this discreet area.
Mr. COBLE. I thank the gentleman.
The gentleman from Indiana is recognized for five minutes.
Mr. PEASE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Most of the questions I was going to ask have already been
asked.
Let me just pursue a couple of things that you gave us by way
of background.
I am curious as to how you arrive at your figures about the percentage of piracy, both in the United States and worldwide.
I, in a former life, was General Counsel at the university, and
we were aggressive in dealing internally with making sure that pirated programs did not show up on our equipment around the university, and it was a constant problem. It took a lot of work and
it took a lot of time.
I am wondering how you do that if you do not have internal access to companies or institutions, and how you arrive at these fig-

ures.
Mr. WRENN. I think I will speak to the methodology. Both the
Business Software Alliance and the Software Publishers Association work with an independent research organization, IPR. In a
nutshell, the methodology, which I think is pretty conservative at
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estimating the piracy rate, is based on looking at the number of
computers sold in the market and the amount of legal software sold
in the market, and then using market research and other data
available to determine an average number. These numbers focus
mainly on business applications, so we do not really count a lot of
the home copying or things like that that go on which is much
more difficult to track. If you look at the average number of business applications per computer and at how many computers and
applications are actually sold, and you can see the difference as the
piracy rate.
There is a whole bunch of computers going out. There just is not
that much software going out, and there is pretty good data on
that.
So what you come up with then is an indication of what ought
to be there for software sales when you compare it to the number
of computers available in the market.
Mr. PEASE. Got it.
Do you do any-I understand you will work with companies if
they want to do audits within-or somebody will. Maybe the sellers.
Do you do any of this sort of work randomly yourself by your own
access to the Internet to see what-where things are being transmitted, where programs are being transmitted?
Is there any auditing of the Internet by either your companies
or your associations?
Mr. WRENN. I think actually the associations in both of the companies up here have such a process set up.
We have investigators inhouse at Adobe, for example, and they
spend a lot of time tracking piracy, and there is a whole lot of it
going on. Unfortunately, we cannot go after every infringing site
that we find.
We get a lot of information in our registration data base of companies who are using software who are registering the serial numbers they got off the Internet.
And, I mean, hundreds of thousands-literally hundreds of thousands of registrations that are attempted that should not be there
often have addresses in corporate settings.
So, we do monitor this activity and we work with the BSA and
the SPA to go after the infringers. Whether it is an end user case
and it is being referred for audit or it is one of the few cases, at
the moment, that is appropriate for criminal prosecution.
Mr. PEASE. Just an aside. It has nothing to do with this.
Every time you refer to the BSA, my prior life comes forward and
I think of the Boy Scouts.
Mr. WRENN. Boy Scouts. Boy Scouts have been a big help to us.
Mr. PEASE. When you talk about the lost-the financial
lossesMr. WRENN. Yes.
Mr. PEASE [continuing]. Of anywhere from $11 to $20 billion, we
heard, is that lost sales that you would have made had those programs not been pirated by someone else, or does that also include
your cost of monitoring what is going on and auditing what is happening?
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Mr. WRENN. That is a good question. That data is based on our
lost salesMr. PEASE. Only?
Mr. WRENN. Only. Only our lost sales. And, again, it is good because it does not count as a lost sale every copy made by some
hacker up at two in the morning on the Internet. Those copies do
not count.
We are not saying that every one of those is losing a few hundred
dollars for an expensive product. This is for computers installed in
businesses. If you have enough money to buy the computer, you
have enough money to buy the software. So, it is software in that
context where there clearly is an ability to pay for the product, but
it has not been paid for.
So that is a good, I think, conservative estimate of dollars lost
in the industry in terms of lost sales.
Mr. PEASE. Do either of the associations have any figures that,
in addition to the lost sales, the amount of money that you are
spending trying to protect copyright-to audit what is going on, to
protect your intellectual property rights?
Ms. SELLERS. Well, our enforcement program is on behalf of not
only our business application members, which are the ones that are
covered by the statistical data, but also our education and entertainment and Internet-based members, as well. And our software
piracy efforts really try to address all those situations.
We have not been able to put together any effective statistics as
to the dollar losses to those other big industry segments, however,
due to the nature of that type of product often being used by individual consumers.
Mr. PEASE. Mr. Smith or Mr. Wrenn?
Mr. SMITH. I would simply add that, just as a company, we are
spending just over $40 million per year on education and investigative work related to this problem.
Mr. PEASE. Just your company?
Mr. SMITH. Yes. That is right.
Mr. PEASE. And I realize it is a really big company, but, OK.
Mr. SMITH. It is a lot of money.
Mr. PEASE. Thank you very much.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. COBLE. I thank the gentleman.
Thank you all for being with us.
We will invite our final panel to come forward which consists of
Cary Sherman, who is the Chief Legal Counsel for the Recording
Industry Association of America, a Washington, D.C. based trade
association with more than 350 members responsible for creating,
manufacturing or distributing 90 percent of all legitimate sound recordings sold in the United States.
Mr. Sherman assists in the development of strategic objectives to
achieve the Association's technology anti-piracy, international and
government affairs goals.
Many of his responsibilities include reconciling technology and
copyright on the Internet, developing industry policy on licensing
and enforcement, and coordinating the industry's business and policy objectives for encryption, watermarking and copyright management systems.
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Mr. Sherman is also working on mechanical rate negotiations
with music publishers.
Prior to joining the RIAA in 1997, he was Senior Partner at the
Washington law finn of Arnold and Porter, where he headed the
firm's Intellectual Property and Technology Practice Group.
Mr. Sherman obtained his BA from Cornell University and was
graduated from the Harvard Law School. Our second witness for
this panel is Fritz Attaway, who is Senior Executive Vice President
for the Government Relations and Washington General Counsel at
the Motion Picture Association of America.
Mr. Attaway joined the MPAA in January of 1976 and was made
Vice President of the organization in September of 1978. In 1979,
he was named Senior Vice President for Government Relations,
and in 1993, became MPAA's Washington General Counsel. He attended the College of Idaho, where he received a BA with honors
in 1968.
Mr. Attaway, I am a geographic junkie, but I do not recall the
town in which the College of Idaho is located.
Mr. ATTAWAY. 28 miles due west of Boise.
Mr. COBLE. And the name of the town? I knew it was-is there
a town there?
Mr. ATTAWAY. Boise is our capital and largest city, and we
have-I think Boise has the enormous population of about 150,000
people.
Mr. COBLE. Geographically.
You received your BA degree there with honors in 1968. And in
1970, Mr. Attaway commenced his legal training at the University
of Chicago, where he was awarded a National Honor Scholarship.
He received his JD degree in June of 1973.
Our final witness is David Nimmer, who is testifying on behalf
of the U.S. Telephone Association. Since 1985, he has assumed responsibilities from his father, the late Professor Melville Nimmer
of the UCLA School of Law for updating and revising Nimmer
owned copyright, the standard reference treatise in the field. Apart
from his treatise, Mr. Nimmer authors numerous law review articles on domestic and international copyright issues. He received an
AB with distinction from Stanford University, and his JD at the
Yale Law School, where he served as editor -of the Yale Law Journal.
Mr. Pease, if you would kindly assume the chair. I have to be at
another meeting soon, folks, although I will be able to hear some
of the testimony. But I will be able to be here for the final hearing.
Pardon? I talked to Mr. Pease earlier. I did not know Mr.
Goodlatte was going to be back.
But, gentlemen, good to have you all with us.
Mr. Sherman, if you will kick it off.
STATEMENT OF CARY SHERMAN, SENIOR EXECUTIVE VICE
PRESIDENT AND GENERAL COUNSEL OF THE RECORDING
INDUSTRY ASSOCIATION OF AMERICA
Mr. SHERMAN. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
The world is listening and the music it wants to hear comes from
America. The U.S. sound recording industry is working enthusiastically to broaden our audience around the globe. We want to expose
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the world to jazz and country, reggae and gospel, big band and
good old American rock and roll.
Given its immense popularity, American music is also favored by
pirates, rampant piracy. It costs the American music industry nearly $1 million a day in the United States and well over $2 billion
a year worldwide.
These numbers hit everyone in the music chain. People who contribute their musical talent and genius to make a record, people
whose livelihood depend on sound product.
The consumer is the ultimate victim of piracy. When the record
companies sustain a financial loss from piracy, there is simply less
money to invest in discovering and developing new artists and to
subsidize the less profitable types of music, such as classical, jazz
and gospel.
With each new technology the industry embraces, vinyl, cassette
tape, compact disc, and now the Internet, the threat of piracy only
compounds as it has become easier, faster and less expensive to duplicate the creative works of our artists.
In 1991, 12 counterfeiting operations, employing hundreds of individuals, manufactured approximately 28 million counterfeit cassettes.
Today one individual, in less time than it takes me to read this
testimony, can send a full-length album to more than 50 million
Internet users. The rules of the game have radically changed.
How does all this happen? If you look up on the screen, you will
see that personal computers were in 19.1 million U.S. homes in
1985, and of course, by the use of personal computers, give people
access to the Internet. By the year 2000, they will be in 154 million
homes.
If you look at the purple on the slides, you will see how the
Internet has connected virtually the entire planet in the last five
years.
Already retailers, record companies, new start-up labels and artists themselves are going online to offer their music directly to the
fans.
Here are just a few examples of the new businesses sprouting up
all over the Internet. Here is a retailer like Tower, using web sites
to enable their customers to place their order electronically and
have the CD's shipped right to their home.
Supersonic Boom just announced that surfers can pick their favorite songs and create their personalized CD's.
Another music site lets users check out new bands and artists.
Jaybird Records, the web's first recording label, offers consumers
the opportunity to purchase music from the artists signed to the
cyber label.
And finally, Music Boulevard has begun to download music directly to consumers selling music electronically instead of on the
physical disks.
Unfortunately, the rapid growth of the Internet also means
power. Recordings are easily copied to a computer hard drive. Once
on the computer, those copies can be uploaded to the Internet with
a push of a button, without the knowledge or authorization of the
record companies, artists or musicians who created the music. And
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once the recordings are on the Internet, they are available to be
downloaded by millions of users.
How do users find these recordings? It is easy. A typical search
engine points users to sites, some of which brazenly announce that
they offer pirate songs.
This slide shows one of those sites featuring hundreds of fulllength songs, listed alphabetically by artists, available for
download by anyone, anywhere and at any time.
This is what a download recording sounds like.
[Plays music.]
In case you do not recognize it, this is from the Evita soundtrack,
and as you can hear, the sound quality is virtually indistinguishable from that of a compact disc.
Songs by artists such as Mariah Carey, the Rolling Stones, the
Police, Sheryl Crow, they are all available for download in near CD
quality, and they are all unauthorized.
Here is another example of a pirated site, "John's Take but Don't
Tell Page." No doubt about the intent here.
How long would it take you to copy the song we are listening to
now?
About the same amount of time it takes to listen to it by using
newer cable modem technology that is being mailed out into homes
in Alexandria, this song can be downloaded in a fraction of a second. Using a cable modem, a typical CD can be downloaded in just
three minutes. And once a user has downloaded those songs, they
can be played back at any time, as if the user had actually purchased the music.
Imagine the impact on music creators when their new single is
sent up over the Net with the potential of reaching millions of
users worldwide with the click of a mouse.
Imagine, also, the impact that pirate sites will have on the legitimate music businesses on the Internet.
Why would anybody buy music from a local retailer or web entrepreneur when the same music is available from a web pirate for
free?
What can Congress do to help fight Internet piracy? There are
two pieces of legislation currently before the Committee, the No
Electronic Theft Act, and the WIPO Copyright Treaties Implementation Act that will help stem the growth of piracy in the United
States, around the world and in cyberspace.
The NET Act makes a significant change in the copyright law to
provide law enforcement officers with additional tools to prosecute
pirates. The requirement in the current law that defendants infringement be for financial gain allows serious incidents of copyright infringement to escape criminal prosecution, the LaMacchia
case being the quintessential example.
That decision left copyright law defenseless against infringed
copyright not for profit, but for the pure fun of it.
Civil lawsuits often do not deter those who wish to steal our
music, especially when they view themselves as immune.
The NET Act will help close this loophole for pirates and subject
them to possible criminal prosecution. It is a good bill. We support
its passage.
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We are concerned with a provision that raises the threshold
value required to reach a felony conviction because the change
would actually operate as an obstacle to criminal prosecution.
By doubling the threshold requirement, the Bill has effectively
doubled the work required before an Assistant U.S. Attorney can
prosecute the case.
We welcome the opportunity to work with the Committee to ensure that the benefits of the NET Act are realized, and that these
commercial-free WIPO Copyright Treaties ImplementationMr. COBLE. We will get to that hearing because we are losing a
lot of time.
Mr. SHERMAN. What I wanted to say was is the list of importance
to stem piracy.
Thank you very much.
Mr. COBLE. Thank you, Mr. SHERMAN.
Mr. Attaway.
STATEMENT OF FRITZ E. ATTAWAY, SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT,
GOVERNMENT RELATIONS AND WASHINGTON GENERAL
COUNSEL, MOTION PICTURE ASSOCIATION OF AMERICA
Mr. ATTAWAY. Thank you. You all have had a long morning here
and I will try not to intrude unnecessarily upon your time.
You have my written statement. The same technology that will
smooth the way for legitimate delivery of video on demand over
digital networks also will prime the pump for copyright pirates.
Today, the pirate who obtains by stealth or malfeasance a copy
of the latest Blockbuster picture even before it is released in theaters must cope with formidable distribution problems. Physical copies must be struggled across borders, warehoused and parceled out
to distributors before reaching the ultimate consumer.
Digital networks soon will make this complex and dangerous undertaking cheap and simple. The pirate master will be digitized,
posted to the Web, and made available to net surfers all around the
world; or, the master will be downloaded over the Internet to an
additional video recorder half a world away that can churn out
thousands of pristine, perfect copies at the touch of a button for immediate distribution to customers.
As I said earlier, we could go through enormous resources to civilly enforce of our copyrights, but effective anti-piracy action cannot
be done without criminal enforcement; and we depend heavily upon
law enforcement agencies to enforce copyrights.
You heard earlier from the representative of the Justice Department about Operation Countercopy. I would like to take this opportunity to applaud the Justice Department and the FBI for their efforts against piracy. We look forward to working with them to enforce criminal copyright laws in the Internet area.
The NET Act addresses serious problems created by the
LaMacchia decision. You have heard what those problems are. I
will not repeat them. Suffice it to say that MPAA very strongly
supports the NET Act and we urge its rapid enactment.
There is one glitch that I would like to point out--or at least a
contingency glitch:
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The courts have interpreted "financial gain" to include the expectation of financial gain, as well as the actual receipt. This interpretation is extremely important to our anti-piracy efforts.
When the duplicating laboratory or warehouse is busted, it may
be difficult or even impossible to prove that money actually has
changed hands. Of course, there is a clear expectation that money
will change hands, even though it has not been received yet by the
bad guys.
We urge that the term, "financial gain," in H.R. 2265 be amended to include the term, "Or expectation of receipt." We think that
this amendment will fix this potential glitch, which could be very
important to us in the future.
In conclusion, I also would like to add our support to the WIPO
Implementation legislation. It is very important for electronic piracy controlMr. COBLE. We are going to have a hearing about that. You got
to be a little respectful about time. We are going to have a separate
hearing on that. You will have a chance to talk about it.
Mr. ATTAWAY. I thank you for your time.
[The Statement of Mr. Attaway follows:)
PREPARED STATEMENT OF Firrz E. ATrAWAY, SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT, GOVERNMENT
RELATIONS AND WASHINGTON GENERAL COUNSEL, MOTION PICTURE ASSOCIATION
OF AMERICA
Chairman Coble, Representative Frank, and members of the Subcommittee: My
name is Fritz Attaway, and I am Senior Vice President and Washington General
Counsel of the Motion Picture Association of America (MPAA). I appreciate this opportunity to present MPAA's views on copyright piracy on the Internet, and on H.R.
2265, the No Electronic Theft (NET) Act.
Over the years, MPAA and its members have, to our chagrin, become intimately
familiar with trends and developments in the field of copyright piracy. Today, piracy
of audio-visual products--movies, videos, television programs-is a $2 billion a year
problem worldwide, and growing. We are fighting it with hundreds of investigators,
technicians, and lawyers, at a cost of millions of dollars, in almost 80 countries
around the world. Copyright piracy on the Internet is not a big problem for the motion picture industry yet. But we know that it soon will be a gigantic problem, inflicting losses that threaten to dwarf the dollar amounts we lose today.
For that reason, we applaud you, Mr. Chairman, for holding this hearing, and we
commend Representative Goodlatte and his cosponsors for their leadership in introducing the NET Act. Its rapid enactment will improve the legal weapons in the arsenal of federal prosecutors and law enforcement personnel as they seek to enforce
the criminal provisions of the copyright law against a new breed of cyberspace pirate.
Before I explain why we support this legislative initiative, let me take a moment
to specify what we are talking about when we refer to "copyright piracy."
The copyright law gives the producers of motion pictures a set of exclusive legal
rights. These include the right of public performance-for example, the right to
show a movie in a theater, or to broadcast a program on television. They include
the right of distribution-the right to sell or to import pre-recorded videocassettes
or laser discs, for instance. And these rights include the fundamental exclusive right
to reproduce copies of audio-visual works: for example, to copy a motion picture onto
videocassette, or laser disc, or the latest new medium, Digital Video, or Versatile,
Disk (DVD)-so that those copies can be sold, rented, or distributed in other ways.
Of course, all these exclusive rights apply on the Internet as well. Only the producer
of an audio-visual work can authorize it--or any substantial part of it-to be copied
onto a World Wide Web site, or transmitted across the network, or performed or
downloaded by a computer or other device half a world away.
Exploiting these exclusive rights-either exercising them ourselves, or licensing
someone else to exercise them-is the main way that a motion picture studio earns
its revenue. That's how we pay for the skyrocketing costs of motion picture production and distribution-a cost that more and more often shoots beyond the $100 million dollar mark for a single picture, and sometimes twice that high. Copyright
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underlies the paychecks for the hundreds of thousands of jobs our industry generates, directly or indirectly-everyone from the superstars to the store clerks in the
video shop on the corner.
It's no exaggeration to say that without copyright, there would be no movie business. So whenever other people, without our permission and without compensation
to us, go into the business of exercising these exclusive rights, they are stealing our
intellectual property and robbing the writers, actors, costume designers, electricians,
carpenters, truck drivers, theater ticket takers, TV station engineers and hundreds
of thousands of others whose livelihoods are dependent on our industry.
With that capsule summary of "copyright," we come to the subject of "piracy."
That's what we call it when someone else makes it their business to exercise our
exclusive rights, often on a massive scale, and almost always for financial gain.
We're not talking here about the isolated instance of copyright infringement, the
company or institution or individual that sometimes steps over the line onto our
property rights. We're certainly not talking about the kinds of activities that could,
under the right circumstances, qualify as fair use, and that therefore may fall outside the scope of copyright enforcement altogether. Piracy is organized, deliberate
and intentional the of our intellectual property. It is a business-and, as I have
mentioned, a very big business around the world. In many countries, the pirate is
our toughest competitor-if you can imagine a competitor who pays virtually nothing for his most valuable raw material, who never pays taxes or observes regulations, who often mixes his work with other kinds of organized criminal activity, and
who never plays fair. No wonder piracy is the most significant market access barrier
we must overcome in bringing U.S. audio-visual products to many markets around
the world.
Copyright piracy of audio-visual products takes many forms, and MPAA is experienced at fighting all of them: purloined prints for theatrical performances and master copies; unauthorized broadcast or cable transmission of programs; production
and sale of pirate videocassettes and laserdiscs. Last year alone our worldwide antipiracy operations conducted almost 25,000 investigations, initiated almost 6000
legal actions, and seized over four and half million pirate videos.
New technology continues to confront us with new anti-piracy challenges. Today,
those new challenges focus on digital media. In Asia, that often means the video
compact disk (or VCD), two CD-sized disks that can carry a full-length movie. Increasingly, piracy of digital media will affect the exciting new format, DVD. But we
know that, tomorrow, we must be prepared to grapple with a new form of piracyand with a new breed of pirate.
Internet piracy is not a "maybe" problem, a "could be" problem, a "might someday
be" problem. It is a problem-a serious one-here and mow. In odd corners of the
World Wide Web, in linked sites based in Europe, Asia and Australia as well as the
U.S., a virtual pirate bazaar is underway. Its customers span the globe, wherever
the Internet reaches, and its wares are the fruits of American creativity and ingenuity.
Today's fledgling marketplace for Internet piracy has some peculiar characteristics. For one thing, in many transactions, no money changes hands in return for the
delivery of illicit copies. Some outlaw bulletin boards operate on a barter system,
in which participants swap the latest hot items. In other cases, financial arrangements are masked as subscriptions or access fees. And some people seem to commit
Internet piracy, not for money, but for fun: for the challenge of picking electronic
locks, for the thrill of intruding into private or proprietary areas, for the buzz of
getting away with it.
Today, Internet piracy focuses on computer programs, videogames, and, increasingly, recorded music. Movies and videos are not much in evidence-yet That's bemove of
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We can be certain that the Intrnet will be the crucial link in the pirate operations of tomorrow. Today, the pirate who obtains, by stealth or malfeasance, a copy
of the latest blockbuster picture before it is even released in the theaters must cope
with formidable distribution problems. Physical copies must be smuggled across borders, warehoused, and parceled out to distributors before reaching the ultimate
consumer. Digital networks will soon make this complex and dangerous undertaking
cheap and simple. The pirate master will be digitized, posted on the Web, and made
avaiable to Net surfers all over the world. Or, the master will be downloaded over
the Internet to a digital video recorder half a world away, that can churn out thou-
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sands of pristine, perfect copies at the touch of a button, for immediate distribution
to customers. By the time those pirate DVD copies hit the street, the pirate web
site will have disappeared, to be set up anew tomorrow in a different country, where
a different current hit will be available.
The challenge facing MPAA-and, indeed, all the copyright industries-is to ramp
up our efforts against Internet-based piracy before this chilling scenario becomes a
reality. We must attack this problem on a number of fronts. Industry will continue
to commit its resources and its energy to the anti-piracy effort, of course. But we
will also need the help of this subcommittee, and of the Congress, if these efforts
are to succeed. Let me explain why.
For many years, MPAA has enjoyed an exceptional working relationship with the
Federal Bureau of Investigation and other federal law enforcement agencies in the
fight against copyright piracy. I am pleased to report to you that the Department
of Justice recently upgraded its efforts in criminal enforcement of the copyright law.
It has established a Computer Crime and Intellectual Property Section within the
Criminal Division, and stepped up its training activities for federal prosecutors in
the area of copyright piracy. Last May, in coordination with the FBI, the Justice
Department announced "Operation Counter Copy," in which 35 indictments were returned against copyright and trademark pirates across the country, including several involving video piracy.
MPAA applauds the work of the Justice Department and the FBI in this area,
and we look forward to working with them to enforce the criminal copyright laws
in the Internet arena. But we know that their anti-piracy efforts-as well as our
own-are hampered by flaws in the legal framework for combating Internet-based
copyright piracy. Those flaws are epitomized by the 1994 U.S. District Court decision in United States v. LaMacchia. The defendant in that case operated a bulletin
board through which one million dollars worth of pirated software was distributed.
The court dismissed a wire fraud prosecution against Mr. LaMacchia because it had
not been alleged that he personally profited from this scheme.
How will this decision affect the interpretation by courts of the statutory requirement to prove "commercial advantage or private financial gain" in order to establish
a criminal violation of the Copyright Act? That has been a topic of lively discussion
among prosecutors and lawyers ever since the decision was handed down, but to
some degree the debate is beside the point. Whatever its formal impact as precedent, the well-publicized LaMacchia decision has been widely viewed among one category of Internet denizens as providing a "hacker defense" to prosecution for piracy.
Until this decision is firmly disapproved, the perception will be all too widespread
on the Net that, so long as no money changes hands, it's open season on the intellectual property of others.
That's where the NET Act comes in. It closes the LaMacchia loophole, in two
ways. First, it makes clear that "financial gain," for thepurpose of the criminal
copyright law, includes receiving anything of value. Second, it allows pirates to be
prosecuted, not just on the basis of how much money they have pocketed, but on
the basis of how much they have stolen from copyght owners.
There is one glitch in H.R. 2265 that would hope you can fix before this bill
becomes law. The courts have interpreted "financial gain" to include the expectation
of financial gain. This interpretation is extremely important to our antipiracy efforts. When a duplicating laboratory or warehouse is busted, it may be difficult or
even impossible to prove that money has actually changed hands. Of course, there
is a clear expectation that money will change hands, even though it has not yet been
received by the bad guys.
Thus, it is very important to us that the definition of financial gain in H.R. 2265
be amended to read "The term 'financial gain' includes receipt, or expectation of receipt, of anything of value, including the receipt of other copyrighted works."
These changes are an appropriate and measured response'to new means of copyright piracy, and to new breeds of copyright pirate. Copyright generates the revenue
stream that makes possible the enormous investment required to bring quality
audio-visual entertainment to screens around the world-cinema screens, television
screens, and, increasingly, computer screens. If a pirate diverts that stream by unlawfully exercising the copyright owner's exclusive rights, his exposure to prosecution shouldn't depend solely upon whether he, personally, drinks from the stream.
The motion picture industry and its employees-and, ultimately, the viewers who
await the next great movie--are harmed by piracy, whether or not the pirate profits.
The NET Act also contains other modest amendments that will help courts to sentence copyright pirates more realistically, on the basis of better information about
the real impact of the crimes for which the defendants have been convicted. Altogether, enactment of this bill will significantly enhance the ability of the Justice De-
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partment, FBI and other law enforcement agencies to crack down on copyright piracy wherever it occurs--on or off the Internet.
The NET Act is no panacea, of course. Other changes to U.S. law are needed to
bring our anti-piracy arsenal up to date. Another bill pending before this subcommittee would accomplish this. H.R. 2281, the WIPO Copyright Treaties Implementation Act, will make the changes in U.S. law that are needed for our country
to join the two new copyright treaties negotiated last December. It includes essential
provisions outlawing the trafficking in circumvention devices and services--hightech burglar's tools-that are used to break through technical measures that copyright owners use to control access to, or copying of, their works. Getting this protection on the books will be a dramatic setback for Internet-based pirates, and for
those who are already gearing up to make illegal copies of audio-visual works in the
exciting new DVD format. The U.S. should lead other nations into compliance with
the new WIPO treaties, and thus send the message around the world that copyright
is alive and well in the evolving global electronic marketplace. Prompt action on
H.R. 2281, without extraneous amendments, will demonstrate that leadership.

Thank you for giving me the opportunity to share these views with the Subcommittee today.

Mr. COBLE. Thank you, Mr. Attaway.
Mr. Sherman, before I leave, I know Mr. Frank is in a hurry to
get out of here, but Mr. Attaway, you said about intruding on our
time. I do not want any of you to feel that you are intruding on
our time. That is why we are here.
But we do try and deal with the five minute roll. I appreciate
that, particularly as to your oral testimony. Music isMr. PEASE. [presiding] Mr. Nimmer.
STATEMENT OF DAVID NTMMER, IRELL AND MANELLA, LLP
Mr. NIMMER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and thank you to all
members of the Committee for the honor of testifying here today
on behalf of the United States Telephone Association.
The USTA supports the spirit of the NET Act, as I believe all the
witnesses who have testified today have. In addition, the USTA
joins with some of the witnesses who have testified in the first session in noting that some of the provisions of the NET Act are overly broad.
The USTA supports the spirit of this Bill, inasmuch as the telephone companies that comprise the United States Telephone Association own a tremendous amount of intellectual property, along
with organizations of the other speakers on this panel, and yet
those telephone companies also function as the Internet service
providers, providing the hardware and the software and the instrumentalities that allow the Internet to run. And from that dual perspective, we would like to share our thoughts with you this afternoon.
We support the Bill, provided that language along the lines of
the fix contained in my written proposal is adopted; and I refer to
the language on page 4 of my proposal, and I thank the Committee
for accepting that full written statement.
This language is narrowly crafted. It is aimed in particular at
the LaMacchia prosecution that failed, and it aims to remedy the
loophole in existing law.
It is not broadly drafted to sweep new parties within its scope,
and I would also add that in light of the colloquy that went on this
morning about the word, "willfulness," one facet in particular of our
proposal is that it avoids the need to define that term altogether.
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Thus, USTA would join with those witnesses who do not support
a special definition for "willfully," provided that that term is not
used in the context of this Bill.
I would like to enter the fray, if I might, in which Register Peters
found herself this morning with several members of this Committee
to address the question, '"What is the problem with this Bill?" In
order to address that situation, we need to compare it with current
law.
Currently, one is culpable of criminal copyright infringement so
long as, one is culpable of civil copyright infringement and two, additional elements are present: First, commercial benefit, and second, willfulness.
Now, I listened with great interest several moments ago when
Congressman Frank dismissed the defense that an OSP would
have under current law based on commercial benefit.
As we heard from Congressman Frank, because OSP's charge a
set amount of money, they would be within the scope of the first
requirement commercial benefit under current law. Let us examine
that supposition for a moment.
It is true that OSP's and ISP's charge perhaps $20 a month for
unlimited access to their services, and it is true, sadly, that a small
amount of the material that flows over the Internet consists of
copyright infringement.
The logic we heard is that because of that $20 a month coming
in, the OSP's would find themselves culpable under the first standard without being able to interpose the defense "we did not make
a surcharge of $100 for any copyright infringing material."
Moving to the second standard, willfulness, our fear is that precisely that the same logic will prevail in that context. In other
words, the OSP, facing a criminal copyright indictment, would say,
"We did not willfully infringe the copyright laws. We had no intent
to put infringing material, per se, on our services." And we feel
that the very same logic would be thrown back in our face, namely.
"You did operate an OSP. You did not do that accidentally or negligibly. We did not find your services purloined by a rogue individual to run an ISP on the site. You deliberately ran an ISP. You intentionally ran an ISP, and you knew that some of the materials
that would go over that ISP would constitute copyright infringement."
It is that precise logic that leads us to fear the consequences of
this Bill, and on that basis, to offer a solution.
Now let us look at the two proffered solutions, apart from the one
offered by USTA that had been discussed earlier today.
The first solution was when Register Peters mentioned-and she
only had a moment to do so, in fairness to her-the passive carrier
exemption. It is very useful to focus on that because that does not
have anything to do with criminal copyright liability, per se.
Instead, the passive carrier exemption states that when, let us
say, a cable company simply puts unaltered the signal from a television station over its facilities, it is not culpable for any copyright
infringement, civil or criminal.
We could support a fix parellel to that passive carrier exemption,
however, we would note that such an exemption for OSP's is not
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the status under current law. for this purpose, I refer the subcommittee to Playboy v. Frena, covered in my written statement.
The second fix, and I will be very quick now since I see my time
is almost over, Mr. Di Gregory stated on behalf of the U.S. Department of Justice that the DOJ is not intending to go after the ISP's
of the world.
Well, I know when I was a Federal prosecutor in charge of copyright prosecutions, it was very difficult to interest the FBI in these
matters. We have seen a sea of change today when Mr. Di Gregory
testifies that this is a top priority of the Department of Justice.
Our concern is combining a top priority of the Department of
Justice with amorphous language coming from the Congress of the
United States leads to the potential for great mischief to the ISP's
and OSP's of the world, and hence, to the Internet that we all wish
to foster today.
Thank you very much.
[The Statement of Mr. Nimmer follows:]
PREPARED STATEMENT OF DAvED NimmE, IRELL & MANELLA, LLP

Good morning, Mister Chairman and Honorable Members of the Committee. My
name is David Nimmer, and I am honored to have been invited here today, to testify
on behalf of the United States Telephone Association.
The proposal in H.R. 2265 to amend the criminal provisions of the Copyright Act
arises at an historic moment. For 1997 marks the centenary of the first criminal
penalties for copyright infringement. Specifically, in 1897, Congress provided that
the criminal reach of the Copyright Act extends to infringement that is both "willfiul" and undertaken for profit. Act of January 6, 1897, ch. 4, 29 Stat. 481-482.
Every subsequent enactment in the criminal copyright sphere to date has retained
both of those statutory elements as a predicate to holding infringement criminally
actionable. See 17 U.S.C. §506(a); United States v. Moran, 757 F. Supp. 1046, 1049
n.2 (D. Neb. 1991) (statutory meaning has remained the same over time, even as
the language has changed).
Technology, meanwhile, has advanced dramatically. The last hundred years have
witnessed the growth of the recording industry, the motion picture industry (and its
offspring, the home video industry), and the computer software industry. Each of
these technologies gave rise to unique copyright concerns, and, to each of these concerns, Congress provided a legislative response.' Today we confront the phenomenon
of the Internet-not so much a new technology as a technological revolution itselfand the concomitant copyright concerns unique to the online environment.
One such concern that has attracted substantial attention recently is that some
harmful copyright infringement taking place over the Internet, which logically
should be subject to criminal penalty, in fact is not under current law. For example,
under current law, a computer user who intends to subvert copyright protectionbut who acts in the spirit of ' malicious mischief' rather than for personal pecuniary
advancement--escapes criminal liability. That scenario unfolded in United States v.
LaMacchia, 871 F. Supp. 535 (D. Mass. 1994), in which a young M.I.T. student loaded a large volume of copyrighted material onto the Internet, making it available
gratis to anyone with a modem. Because the defendant derived no personal benefit
from his conduct, the traditional criminal statute did not reach his particular variety of copyright infringement
H.R. 2265 (the 'No Electronic Theft' or "NET Act") attempts to patch the hole
exposed by the LaMacchia case. The United States Telephone Association approves
the spirit animating this legislative fix; USTA-member phone companies hold substantial intellectual property, ranging from directories to software to traditional literary and audiovisual works. As such they strongly wish to preserve the value of
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their billion-dollar portfolios through appropriate copyright protection, including
criminal sanctions. To the extent that a loophole in the law as currently formulated
allows parties to engage in widescale infringement via the Internet today so long
as they lack the type of profit motivation that historically underlay all such
widescale infringements in the past the statute is now ripe for amendment.
At the same time, however, USTA is concerned that H.R. 2265 goes much further
than its stated goal. In the process of widening the criminal net to capture those
who have evaded its reach only because of an historical anomaly, the bill spreads
its reach too widely, jeopardizing in the process actors whose conduct in no sense
warrants invocation of the criminal sanction.
Language ofH.R. 2265 and Suggested Alternative Proposal
Turning to the particulars of H.R. 2265, the bill defines as criminal the activity
of "[alny person who infringes a copyright willfully. . . by the reproduction or disby electronic means, of 1 or more copies, of 1 or more copytribution, including
2
righted works." Two salient particulars of that formulation deserve attention.
First, it retains the word "willfully" or criminal copyright infringement-but it does
not define what that key -term means in the new context of the Internet. Second,
it allows for criminal culpability even in the absence of "commercial advantage or
private financial gain."
Before analyzing each of those features in some depth, it is useful to hold in mind
as a counterpoint the following alternative language that could be included in any
bill to redress the problems engendered by the LaMacchia opinion:
Whoever places copyrighted, commercially-marketed material on a computer
system with the intent that it be accessible by the public without the consent
of the owner of the copyright shall be punished as provided [by law.]
Willfulness
One defect of H.R. 2265 is that it leaves ambiguous the potential criminal liability
of Internet Service Providers whose users place copyited material online. By contrast, the alternative proposal set forth above clearly deleates the lack of criminal
exposure of those same ISPs. The trouble with the proposed legislation begins with
the word "willfully." As in previous instantiations of Section 506(a), the term "willfully" is not defined in the text of the statute. Nor is it self-defining in the Internet
context to which the aptly-named NET Act pertains.
Whereas in years past the contours of copyright infringement in traditional media
may have been relatively straightforward, such that no definition of "willful" was
required, at present the notion of what activity constitutes copyright infringement
in the context of the Internet is the subject of hot debate. The scholarly literature
shows a wide range of opinion as to what activities may render ISPs in particular
liable for infringement, on theories of both direct and indirect liability. In addition,
the case law on the subject is divided. For precisely these reasons, H.R. 2265-representing one of Congress' first efforts at regulating copyright infringement in the
Internet context-must define its key terms as they apply to the radically new
realm of cyberspace.
Definition of Willfulness
"Willful," as. the Supreme Court has recognized,3 is "a word of many meanings,"
Ratzlafv. United States, 510 U.S. 135, 141 (1994). The legislative history of Section
506(a) fails to clarify which of those "many meanings" Congress intended the statute
to carry. See Moran, 757 F. Supp. at 1049 n.2.
Lacking guidance from Congress, the courts have interpreted the willfulness element of Section 506(a) differently. See Moran, 757 F. Supp. at 1049 (collecting
2One matter beyond the scope of this presentation at least deserves mention. The wording
of proposed 17 U.S.C. §50(aX2) suggests that transmission of digital information over the
Internet implicates the copyright holder's distribution right, in addition to the reproduction
right. The NET Act thereby resolves a controversial issue that has previously excited heated
debate. The Working Group on Intellectual Property Rights endorsed that particular construction in its 1995 White Paper, see id. at 213; but legislation introduced to implement the White
Paper's proposals died in committee during the 104th Congress. The USTA respectfully submits
that this particular debate over which of copyright's several rights finds itself implicated over
the Internet deserves to be resolved cautiously and deliberately, after a full hearing on the consequences of adopting any particular viewpoint. A tacit assumption embodied in the drafting
of the NET Act is an inappropriate vehicle to resolve this substantive controversy.
language
3
No less an authority than Learned Hand decried its use in criminal statutes: "It's so awful
word! It is one of the most troublesome words in a statute that I know. If I were to have the
index purged, 'willful' would lead all the rest in spite of its being at the end of the alphabet."
Model Penal Code and Commentaries, § 2.02, at 249 n. 47 (Official Draft and Revised Comments
1985) (quoting ALL Proceeding 160 (1955)).
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cases). The minority view holds that "willful" means only an intent to copy, not an
intent to infringe. See United States v. Taxe, 380 F. Supp. 1010, 1017 (C.D. Cal.
1974), affd, 540 F.2d 961 (9th Cir. 1976), cert. denied,
U.S. 1040 (1977). The
majority view is that "willflly" means a "voluntary, 429
intentional violation of a
known legal duty." Moran, 757 F. Supp. at 1049.
The courts' divergent interpretations of Section 506(a) yield uncertainty; they result in similarly-situated
persons being treated differently. Legislation targeting the
Internet--which has a nationwide user-base, and wich knows no jursdictional
boundaries--requires a uniform interpretation. This is particularly true when criminal prosecutions are at stake: the government
must provide clear notice of what con4
duct is subject to criminal punishment. Accordingly, as an initial step in clarifying
the intended reach of H.R. 2265, Congress should specify that "will
in Section
506(a) requires specific intent to violate a known legal duty. That clarification would
bring the statute into line with general principles of criminal law. See Brock v. MorelloBros. Construction, Inc., 809 F.2d 161, 164 (1st Cir. 1987) ("In the criminal
law, 'willful' conduct typically means that the offender not only intended to perform
the unlawful act, but also that he know that what he did was unlawful") (Breyer,
J.).
Application of Willfulness
It is not enough, however, merely tospecify that Section 506(a) requires specific
intent to violate a known legal duty. Wen the contours of a legal obligation are
themselves in doubt, the definition of "willfulness" gyrates accordingly. United
States v. Garber, 607 F.2d 92, 98 (6th Cir. 1979) (en banc). At present, Congress
has not defined the duty of an ISP when one of its users commits copyright infringement online. So long as that duty remains undefined, the proposed changes to Section 506(a) leave unresolved the issue of ISP criminal liability for its users' online
infringement.
A case in point is Playboy Enterprises,Inc. v. Frena, 839 F. Supp. 1552, 1554
(M.D. Fla. 1993). The court in that case found the defendant operator of a computer
Bulletin Board Service liable for direct copyright infringement when a BBS subscriber uploaded copyrighted material to it. Thereafter, in Sega EnterprisesLtd. v.
MAPHA, 857 F. Supp. 679, 683 (N.D. Cal. 1994), the court enjoined the defendant
BBS operator whose users uploaded copyrighted material, this time on a theory of
contributory infringement. By contrast, in Religious Tech. Ctr. v. Netcom On-Line
Comm. Servs., Inc., 907 F.Supp. 1361 (N.D. Cal. 1995), the court drew the line for
liability more narrowly, holding an ISP immune from direct infringement, and leaving open the question of liability on a theory of contributory infringement. Id. at
1381.
The lesson from that trio of cases is that standards are only beginning to emerge
for the level of duty that an ISP bears with respect to copyright infringement that
crosses its services. Moreover, the different standards articulated by the district
courts have yet to reach appellate review.
In such a climate of confusion, the danger facing an ISP is that it can have no
certainty, for example, that the standard enunciated in Playboy Enterprises,Inc. v.
Frena will be rejected by other courts. See Nimmer on Copyright § 12.04[AI[3][e] (exposing doctrinal inadequacies of Playboy standard). The possibility therefore remains that a United States Attorney will determine that ISPs who do not comport
themselves with the obligations assumed by the Playboy court are acting in derogation of a known legal duty. Under that scenario, the only thing standing between
the company and an indictment is the exercise of prosecutorial discretion, a capricious fate on which no company can stake its fortunes.
As an alternative scenario, it sometimes happens that a party informs an ISP that
it believes its copyright is being infringed in a certain location of cyberspace, as occurred in Religious Tech. Ctr. v. Netcom. 907 F. Supp. at 1366. If the ISP responds
by disabling access to that site and it later turns out that the notification of infringement was erroneous, then the ISP risks liability to the party whose material
was wrongly disabled; conversely, if the ISP declines to undertake that disabling,
then it risks being called to account for the intentional violation of a known legal
duty. That last scenario in turn raises, once again, the specter of indictment under
the NET Act.
At first blush, those last considerations may apear to touch solely on the sphere
of civil liability for copyright infringement. But tat appearance is mistaken. For in
4

In Professor Fullers famous formulation, "The desideratum of clarity represents one of the
most essential ingredients of legality." Lon Fuller, The Morality of Law, 63 (1969). This rule
is reflected in the Constitution's requirement of due process and its prohibition on ex post facto
laws.
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defining the contours of the NET Act, reference to civil liability is inevitable. The
cases are legion in which courts exposit the proper reach of a criminal copyright indictment by reference to the standards of civil copyright infringement. See, e.g.,
United States v. Manzer, 69 F.3d 222, 227 (8th Cir. 1995) ("In order to understand
the meaning of criminal copyright infringement it is necessary to resort to the civil
law of copyright."); United States v. Cross, 816 F.2d 297, 303 (7th Cir. 1987) (same).
By the same token, an equal and opposite reaction pertains. To the extent that
Congress specifies the standards for criminal liability in the Internet context, spillover to civil cases arising in the same sphere is inevitable.
Because of the inherent interrelationship between criminal and civil standards for
copyright liability, it follows that the issue of ISP criminal liability cannot be resolved by piecemeal legislation. What is required is a considered appraisal of the
larger policies at stake. The danger that the NET Act, as currently drafted, poses
to ISPs and others-whose facilities may be used to commit copyright infringement
on the Internet-must be defused to foster growth of the Internet itself.
Discardingof 'Tor Profit"Requirement
The second noteworthy feature of the NET Act is that it allows for criminal copyright infringement even in the absence of commercial advantage or private financial
gain. USTA agrees that the LaMacchia example points to the need for some amendment in this regard.
The concern with the approach of the NET Act is its breadth. Putting aside the
question whether two neighbors who swap over the back fence computer diskettes
that each purchased at Egghead Software are really appropriate candidates for
Leavenworth, one need not go as far as the NET Act to indict the LaMaechias of
the world. Instead, the Alternative Proposal set forth above accomplishes the same
goal less obtrusively.
In calibrating the reach of the NET Act, it is worth considering again the facts
set forth in round two of Religious Tech. Ctr. v. Netcom. In that case, Dennis Erlich,
a disgruntled ex-Scientologist, posted to the Usenet some of the secret writings by
L. Ron Hubbard. The district court concluded that his wholesale copying of those
materials, for the purpose of ridiculing with little added commentary, exceeded the
bounds of fair use. 923 F.Supp. 1231, 1249-50 (N.D.Cal. 1995). A case raising similar facts, but which reached the opposite conclusion on the fair use defense is
Belmore v. City Pages, Inc., 880 F. Supp. 678, 678-79 (D. Minn. 1995) (wholesale
copying of plaintiffs copyrighted work, for the purpose of ridiculing with little added
commentary, defensible as fair use).
The juxtaposition of Neteom with Belmore reveals that reasonable minds can differ over the scope of civil copyright infringement under similar facts. What united
both those cases is that the copyists acted to make a political point, rather than
from commercial motivation. Thus, both would be immunized from criminal liability
under current law.
But with passage of the NET Act, not only is Dennis Erlich civilly liable to the
publishing arm of the Church of Scientology, but his conduct becomes criminally actionable as well. That startling result goes well beyond the need for a fix pointed
up by the LaMacchia case. By contrast, if gauged by the alternative languae proposed above, then David LaMacchia's posting of commercial software would become
criminally liable, whereas Dernis Er ich's postings of L. Ron Hubbard's writings
would remain actionable solely in the civil sphere. It is submitted that that last result comports with sound policy and common sense.
Conclusion
Given the design of the Internet, ISPs make numerous automatic and often temporary copies of the materials that their users disseminate online. If ISPs were liable to criminal prosecution for every act of infringement that traverses their networks, merely because they provide the wires and software as "on- and off-ramps"
to the information superhighway, the danger arises that the Internet itself could be
prosecuted out of existence.
Presumably, that draconian, indeed absurd, result is not the conscious intent of
the bill. If that assumption is correct, then USTA submits that the ambiguities in
H.R. 2265 should be removed, and Congress' intent should be clarified that the
criminal sanction is not intended to apply to ISPs acting in the ordinary course of
their operation. The need for careful framing of the issues in this legislation is especially keen in light of specific proposals, currently before this subcommittee on a
separate bill, to create safe harbors for ISPs whose users may commit copyright infringement over their networks.
Regardless of which approach is ultimately adopted on the civil side, it is essential
to conceptualize both civil and criminal liability simultaneously when crafting new
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"rules of the road" for the Infobahn. For better or worse, the NET Act will be consulted by courts when calibrating liability-both civil and criminal-for copyright infringement that takes place on the Internet. For that reason, USTA respectfully
urges that it is inadvisable for Congress to legislate liability on a blank page, as
does the current bill. Instead, H.R. 2265 should be redrafted along the lines of the
Alternative Proposal set forth above to plug the hole created by the L.Macchia case,
and due deliberation should be paid in later legislation to the larger issue of liability
in the Internet context.

Mr. PEASE. Thank you very much, also, Mr. Nimmer.
I want to follow up. In your written testimony, you propose a fix,
as you categorize it, for the legislation, and you refer there to registration of the material. Can you explain more fully for me what
you mean by that, and whether-can you explain more fully for me
what you mean by that?
Mr. NIMMER. Yes, Mr. Chairman. The current language on page
4 has deleted from it the requirement of registration, but you are
quite correct in that the initial version did have a requirement of
copyright registration. I apologize for any confusion engendered by
the change.
Mr. PEASE. OK Thank you.
Mr. Frank for five minutes.
Mr. FRANK. Thank you.
Mr. Nimmer, I am a little puzzled. Are you differing with my
view about commercial?
Is it your view that the definition of "commercial" means only if
you can be shown to be charging an additional sum for an additional item?
Mr. NIMMER. Well, of course, Congressman, that goes to the commercial benefit.
Mr. FRANK. Yeah.
Mr. NnwER. But, Congressman, the problemMr. FRANK. This commercial-your point-I am just puzzled byare you maintaining that that is not the case with regard to these
providers?
Mr. NmMER. If an OSP were to be indicted underMr. FRANK. No. I am not talking about whether they are indicted. I was talking about just your description that you seem to
be implying that you should not be found to be in something for
commercial gain unless you can show that there was an increment
additionally charged for each item. If there is an ongoing business,
you could not be accused of charging for commercial gain for any
particular item.
Mr. NIMMER. That will be a defense under current law that thesuch infringement that took place was not destined for commercial
gain. It simply happened incidentally without any commercial gain.
Mr. FRANK. For LaMacchia, that is what we are trying to
change.
Mr. NIMMER. That is correct.
Mr. FRANK. Yeah. The feeling that certain ability to fix two problems that I see. One, why only commercially-marketed material?
Why should not the copyright owner have a right to reserve the option to herself?
Mine are to commercially marketed. If I had not commercially
marketed and I planned to, you would let them off.
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Mr. NIMMER. The problem is that copyright law is so broad
today, it includes even a drawing made by my kindergartner as
soon as she takes the crayon off of the piece of paper. That is subject to a subsisting statutory copyright.
.Mr. FRANK. Well, you did not answer my question. Your whole
book, frankly, is less relevant.
What about someone who has prepared work for commercial purposes but have not yet marketed-is not sure he or she is going to.
Why do you make them unprotected? Is there no way to protect
your child's kindergarten drawing without doing that?
Mr. NIMMER. Congressman, I fully appreciate that there are
many opportunities for fixes, and this would be one of them.
As the Chairman asked aboutMr. FRANK. Answer my question, Mr. Nimmer.
Mr. Nn4MER. I would like to.
Mr. FRANK. But you are not.
Do you really want commercially-I mean why only commercially
marketed?
Mr. NIMMER. It is a legitimate point. If a work has been registered and yet it has not been commercially exploited yet, to come
up-with another scenario, I fully agree that that could be within
a rational bill. And we are most open to working with the Committee and with our colleague.
Mr. FRANK. I know it could be. Granted, it could be.
I guess I am telling you this. Here is my problem. You come in
and you say, 'There is a problem here," but you then take a very
grudging approach to it, and I want to be explicit to everybody here
because people are going to-you know, there is a question of your
credibility.
If you come in and say, "Yeah. There is a problem," and then you
give a very grudging fix, I mean it was just an opening negotiating
position, do not come to me with an opening negotiating position.
I have not got time for that.
I mean you have got a proposal which you defend which has
huge loopholes. And you point to the problems with other people's,
but then you come in with your own.
That is not a good use of everybody's time. So I do not understand why would you-why did you restrict it that way?
Mr. NEMWER. Because of what I said before, that the copyright
laws extend to so many millions of works thatMr. FRANK. And you are incapable of-were you incapable of a
fix short of that?
Mr. NmMIER. To be honest, I did not focus on that particular situation.
Mr. FRANK. Very well. The other one, then-so you would not object to our tightening that substantially?
Mr. NmIMER. Correct.
Mr. FRANK. Well, loosening it, I guess I would say.
Certain criterias, and here is my other problem, I do not want
this to expand the liability of the service provider, but neither do
I want it to contract it, and it does seem to me you are contracting
it because your plan-and I assume I am reading this right-whoever places the material on.
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So is it your intention from this language, and would it not be
a threat to immunize the provider, no matter how much collaboration, knowledge, et cetera there was?
Mr. NIMMER. Under this language, yes. But somebodyMr. FRANK. Why would youMr. NIMMER [continuing]. Aiding and abetting liability. To the
extent thatMr. FRANK Yes, but these are what you are proposing and I do
not understand whyOnce again, you are arguing your point badly. And please do
not-I would just ask everybody, please do not do that.
I mean you have got in here, it has got to be commercially marketed and it is a total immunization from the provider in any case.
You did not subjectively add something for aiding and abetting.
Now the people who put the word forward do not need to do aiding and abetting because they have not excluded people this way.
So your proposal would totally immunize the provider, even
where there was a degree of collaboration. And, again, it is just not
a good use of everybody's time.
Mr. NIMMER. I apologize for not anticipating all of these
eventualities, but I would be happy to workMr. FRANK. Mr. Nimmer, these are little nit things and you know
more about this subject than I do. So the notion that I was able
somehow to divine, on reading your statement this morning, things
that did not occur to you makes me skeptical.
I think-I am going to ask you to redraft this if you want it seriously considered because I do not want to extent liability to the
providers. I want to keep the providers free. I do not want anybody
getting an incentive to censure.
But I would need you to give me something other than this, if
you want it to be a starting point for the Bill.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. PEASE. The gentle lady from California is recognized for five
minutes.
Ms. LOFGREN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Nimmer, looking at the proposal that just was reviewed by
Mr. Frank, in addition to making sure that we tighten this measure so that it would include material that is intended to be marketed, but not yet marketed, I do not see room for fair use under
the Fair Use Doctrine here.
Could you comment on that?
Mr. NIMMER. Yes, Congresswoman. I share your sensitivity that
fair use needs to be jealously guarded in the online environment.
You have pointed out a useful feature to me, as I think about it,
and this is another matter that needs to be thought about because
the precise way the language reads does need more sensitivity to
fair use. So I appreciate the question.
Ms. LOFGREN. OM. For Mr. Sherman and Mr. Attaway, it occurs
to me that, and clearly, you are right. I mean your industries have
been protected to some extent because of bandwidth restrictions.
But as we look forward, that will change. It is changing rapidly,
and we do need to address those issues. I do not think there is any
disagreement here.
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But I also believe that oftentimes, the challenges posed by technology are quickly mediated by technology. And I am interested in
how far along you are in pursuing the technological protections
that are available to content providers through watermarking, and
then also through some of the new variations on encryption that
basically will protect your products if you choose to utilize them.
Mr. ATTAWAY. Congresswoman, our top priority is to use technology to help ourselves-to protect ourselves against piracy.
But, as good as technology is and will become, it is never perfect,
and for every technological development that protects copyrighted
material, the bad guys come up with a technological development
that defeats it.
Ms. LOFGREN. Oh, it is constant. Yes. I understand. It will continue in that mode.
Mr. ATTAWAY. And that is why legislation addressing anti-circumventionMs. LOFGREN. W6ll, I am not suggestingMr. ATTAWAY [continuing]. Is so critical.
Ms. LOFGREN [continuing]. That we will not have legislation. We
will have lots of hearings and discussion. But since you are here,
I want to know how far along you are in helping yourself in that
way.
Mr. ATTAWAY. It is a top priority. Personally, I have devoted my
life in the last year to this effort, and I will continue to do so.
Mr. SHERMAN. And it is certainly very top priority for the recording industry, as well. We are pursuing a number of different strategies.
Bear in mind, however, that no matter what we do with respect
to the protection of material in the future, we have out there some
four billion CD's, each of which can be uploaded to the Internet and
disseminated worldwide. And it becomes a special challenge to figure out how you are going to protect those on the Internet. And
that is why we feel like we are going to need the cooperation of the
network services that disseminate those transmissions. That is why
we need a cooperative solution technologically, as well.
Ms. LOFGREN. I think it would be very helpful, frankly, for the
principals in the various sectors of the economy that have an interest in this to spend some quiet time talking with each other because I believe, ultimately the way your product is delivered is
going to be fundamentally changed.
Why would anyone bother to go to a record store? There will not
be record stores because they will be superfluous. Just as Amazon.Com is going to have a huge impact on Barnes and Noble, the
Internet is going to be the primary delivery source of your product,
and your products, Mr. Attaway. And so it is definitely in your interest that we do nothing to impair the growth and productivity of
the Internet, because you are going to rely on it.
I want to protect intellectual property, but we also need to protect the Internet. And so I think there are some very easy fixes for
some of these things that will do-accomplish both. But I think our
country will be better off if, after this hearing, you all go out and
have lunch and sort through some of these issues. And I would like
to make that suggestion.
Mr. NIMMER. Mr. Chairman, may I add a brief note on that?
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I would like to grasp the hand that Mr. Sherman offers to speak
to the networks because we, at the USTA, believe that we also
would like to be part of the solution.
From the Adobe spokesman earlier, we learned that not even the
content owners can police all of their copyrighted materials on the
network.
We believe that we are not situated to police those. However, we
would like to work assiduously with the content owners to develop
the best techniques that we can to regulate them.
Ms. LOFGREN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. PEASE. Thank you.
The gentleman from Massachusetts is recognized for five minutes.
Mr. DELAHUNT. Thank you. I would just associate myself with
the remarks of Representative Lofgren. I am sure after listening to
her, you are fully aware now that she is the tekkie on this particular Subcommittee, and we look to her for counsel on that regard,
because she does have the best understanding of the technology.
But I was going to pose that question. I think it really makes
sense for you to take the time to sit down and to explore ways of
protection.
Also, that if there should be at some point in time a criminal
prosecution, it is very important in terms of the rules of evidence
to have a-to provide a-to provide evidence to the prosecuting
agency that deals with all of the issues surrounding chain of custody, et cetera, et cetera.
And so I mean I think that it can be done, and I have confidence
that, you know, that can be met-the technology in the end is
going to hopefully be the answer to this issue of piracy.
And I also associate myself with the remarks of my friend from
Massachusetts, Mr. Frank, that was directed to Mr. Nimmer about
sitting down in good faith, and not in a negotiating/adversarial
way. But, you know, we are closer to this.
I have a sense that this Subcommittee will and should act expeditiously to move this along. So sit down, get some language.
I honestly do not believe that the Department of Justice is going
to indict any member of the United States Telephone Association.
That is not really the intent. That is not the spirit within which
people are operating.
We are not looking for arcane nuances and in delving into highvisibility chases in-other than those little criminal syndicates.
The admonition that he did say is to not try to expand. Do not
try to contract. I do not think you need very much work at all, but
if it allays some, what I consider unjustified concerns on the part
of your clients, I think it can be done readily.
Mr. NIMMER. Mr. Delahunt, I believe you mentioned that you,
too, were a former Federal prosecutor. We sawMr. DELAHUNT. A state prosecutor.
Mr. NIMMER. Oh, thank you.
We saw before what happens when a war is declared. When the
war on drugs is declared, the line shifts such that 15 years later,
it exists in a place where no one could have possibly conceived it
being 15 years earlier.
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If there is a war on intellectual property theft today, I applaud
it, but I think it is essential at the outset to draw the line in exactly the proper place. And that is the spirit that brings USTA
here.
Mr. FRANK. And I am confident that you can do that, Mr.
Nimmer.
Mr. ATTAWAY. Congressman Delahunt, if I may comment on
what you said, and also on Congresswoman's Lofgren's comments.
I represent an industry that does not always grasp new technology and the opportunity that it provides with the vigor that we
possiblly could have and should have.
Let me assure you that we look at the Internet as an opportunity, not a threat. Every single one of the companies I represent
is in the online access business. It is definitely an opportunity. We
do not want to kill the Internet. We want the Internet to be a new
marketplace for us.
Mr. SiiERMAN. And certainly the same is true for the recording
industry.
Mr. PEASE. Thank you, Mr. Delahunt.
I know we have asked you to be quick in your testimony, but I
do not want you to leave feeling that you did not have the opportunity to at least follow up on a couple of points that each of you
made.
Mr. Sherman, you mentioned that you had a concern about the
increase in the threshold to $5,000 before prosecution would take
place.
Do you have anything further you want to add on that so we can
make sure we have it before us?
Mr. SHERMAN. Well, let me just explain that briefly.
It is a difficult thing to pull together a case for a civil infringement or a criminal infringement. You need proof of the copyright
registration and you need the title issues that Mr. Delahunt was
referring to, and you need affidavits. And you need that for each
and every copyrighted work that is part of the indictment.
Now when you have a situation where you have millions of dollars of units, the U.S. Attorney will still only plead the $2500
amount because the U.S. Attorney is trying to avoid the amount of
work that would be required to do the entire case. So there is still
a lot of work to do the $2500.
Well, to do 5,000, you will have to do twice the amount of work,
twice the number of affidavits, and so on and so forth.
More uniquely in the Internet environment, you do not have multiple copies of products being made available to the public. It is not
a question of one Michael Jackson album being reproduced a thousand times and put out on the street.
One copy is made and put on a server for everybody to come and
take one. So you have basically a singles market, and you would
have to then have something like 3300 singles, which means 3300
separate copyrights, in order to meet that minimum standard.
That is just difficult to do because of capacity problems on the
servers. We have found sites with a thousand full-length sound recordings, but not 3300.
So that is why it has this unintended consequence of making
prosecution more difficult.
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Mr. PEASE. Thank you, and thank you for bringing that to us.
And, Mr. Attaway, you mentioned, also, I think a request that
the definition of the term, "financial gain," as proposed, be amended, to include not only receipt of something of value, but the expectation?
Mr. ATTAWAY. Yes, sir.
Mr. PEASE. Can you elaborate a bit on that for us?
Mr. ATTAWAY. The problem is that in some cases-like when we
raid a video lab that has hundreds, maybe thousands of copies of
pirated movies sitting in a warehouse-it is difficult or maybe even
impossible to prove that money has actually changed hands, although there is clearly the expectation of receipt of money. And the
courts have interpreted existing law to include expectation of receipt.
And we just would feel more comfortable if the NET Bill was
amended to make that explicit.
Mr. PEASE. And you could provide us, I am sure, some of the decisions where that definition has been set forth so that we can
make sure we harmonize legislation?
Mr. ATTAWAY. Yes, sir. I would be glad to do that.
Mr. PEASE. OK
Mr. DELAHUNT. It would be presumably as an attempt to, under
the attempt provision.
Mr. PEASE. All right. Thank you very much.
At the risk of encountering a hostile audience, I will give opportunity for either of the members of the Committee to ask more
questions at this time or pass.
Ms. LOFGREN. I think this has been very helpful, and I know we
are going to have additional hearings and witnesses.
We need to do something in this area, but we need to do the
right thing that is carefully crafted and balanced and avoids unintended consequences.
And I presume we will have some of the Yahoos of the world and
others coming in to give their perspective. And I think all of that
is going to aid us greatly in coming up with, hopefully, a very good
bill that we will move forward on a bipartisan basis.
So I do not have additional questions. This has been helpful and
I hope that you all go out and have lunch together and kick this
around.
Mr. DELAHUNT. I thank the panel. I thank the previous panels.
It was very informative.
Mr. PEASE. This concludes our hearing. I want to thank the witnesses for their testimony, the Subcommittee for their participation.
The record will remain open for one week.
The Subcommittee stands adjourned.
[Whereupon, at 12:33 p.m., the Subcommittee adjourned.]
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